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Abstract 
Recently, quasi-Monte Carlo methods have been successfully used for approx-
imating multiple integrals in hundreds of dimensions in mathematical finance, 
and were significantly more efficient than Monte Carlo methods. 
To understand the apparent success of quasi-Monte Carlo methods for mul-
tiple integration, one popular approach is to study worst-case error bounds in 
weighted function spaces in which the importance of the variables is moder-
ated by some sequences of weights. Ideally, a family of quasi-Monte Carlo 
methods in some weighted function space should be strongly tractable. Strong 
tractability means that the minimal number of quadrature points n needed 
to reduce the initial error by a factor of c is bounded by a polynomial in 
c-1 independently of the dimension d. Several recent publications show the 
existence of lattice rules that satisfy the strong tractability error bounds in 
weighted Korobov spaces of periodic integrands and weighted Sobolev spaces 
of non-periodic integrands. However, those results were non-constructive and 
thus give no clues as to how to actually construct these lattice rules. 
In this thesis, we focus on the construction of quasi-Monte Carlo meth-
ods that are strongly tractable. We develop and justify algorithms for the 
construction of lattice rules that achieve strong tractability error bounds in 
weighted Korobov and Sobolev spaces. The parameters characterizing these 
lattice rules are found 'component-by-component': the (d + 1)-th components 
are obtained by successive I-dimensional searches, with the previous d com-
ponents kept unchanged. The cost of these algorithms vary from O(nd2 ) to 
O(n3d2) operations. With currently available technology, they allow construc-
tion of rules easily with values of n up to several million and dimensions d up 
to several hundred. 
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Quasi-Monte Carlo methods have recently attracted much attention due to 
their efficiency in approximating multiple integrals in mathematical finance 
(see [27]). In this chapter, we first give a general introduction to the problem 
and then outline the contents of each chapter. 
1.1 QMC rules for multiple integration 
We want to approximate the d-dimensional integral 
Id(!)= { f(x)dx, 
J(o,1Jd 
(1.1) 
of functions f belonging to a normed linear space Hd. Quasi-Monte Carlo 
(QMC) rules are equal-weight quadrature rules of the form 
(1.2) 
where x 0 , ... , Xn-I are n quadrature points in [O, 1 ]d chosen in some determin-
istic way. We will assume that function evaluation is well-defined for functions 
The general questions we want to ask are: how large does n need to be 
to ensure a good approximation? And how fast does the minimal number of 
points required for a given accuracy rise as the dimension d increases? Clearly 
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the answers to these questions depend on the function space, how we choose 
the quadrature points, and what we mean by a good approximation. 
\Vorst-case error 
We define the 'worst-case error' of Qn,d in Hd by its worst-case performance 
over the unit ball of Hd (with norm II · lid): 
We also define the initial approximation Qo,d to be 0, so that the initial worst-
case error is 
eo,d := sup{IJd(J) I : f E Hd, llflld::; 1 }. 
Tractability 
The tractability of linear multivariate problems has been studied in various 
works such as [24], [34], [40], and [41]. Here we are interested in the tractability 
of multiple integration. 
For c E (0, 1), let nmin(c, d) denote the minimal number of points n required 
such that 
that is, to reduce the worst-case error from its initial value by a factor of c. 
Following [35], we say that a family { Qn,d} of QMC rules is 'tractable' in 
the space Hd if and only if there exist non-negative C, p and q such that 
(1.3) 
We say that a family { Qn,d} of QMC rules is 'strongly tractable' in the space 
Hd if and only if (1.3) holds with q = 0. In this case, the infima of the number 
pis called the 'c-exponent' of strong tractability for { Qn,d}· 
We say that multiple integration in the space Hd is 'QMC tractable' (or 
'strongly QMC tractable') if and only if there exists a family of QMC rules 
{Qn,d} which is tractable (or strongly tractable) in the space Hd. 
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1.2 Some families of QMC rules 
From this point on, we will consider a family of QMC rules to be 'good' in 
some function space if it is strongly tractable. Here we introduce some families 
of QMC rules that we will consider in this thesis. 
Lattice rules 
A d-dimensional integration lattice, £, is a discrete subset of ]Rd which is closed 
under addition and subtraction, and which contains zd as a subset. Lattice 
rules are QMC rules where the quadrature points x 0 , ... , Xn-I are all the points 
of an integration lattice£, c ]Rd that lie in the half-open unit cube [O, l)d. The 
number of distinct quadrature points in a lattice rule is known as the 'order' 
of the rule. 
It is shown in [32] that every lattice rule can be written as a multiple sum 
of the form 
where n = n 1 · · · nt and for each i satisfying 1 ::; i ::; t, Zi E zd has no factor in 
common with ni. Here and for the rest of the thesis, the braces around a vector 
indicate that we take the fractional part of each component of the vector. The 
minimal number of sums required to write a lattice rule as a multiple sum 
is know as the 'rank' of the lattice rule. More details on lattice rules can be 
found in the book [29] by Sloan and Joe. 
Rank-1 lattice rules 
When we take t in the multiple sum to be 1, we obtain rank-1 lattice rules, 
which are QMC rules of the form 
1 n-l ({iz}) 
Qn,dU) = ;;: ~ f -;; , (1.4) 
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where z E zd is the 'generating vector' having no factor in common with 
n. Rank-1 lattice rules are often referred to as number-theoretic rules as their 
accuracy is related to the number-theoretic properties of n and the components 
of z. They are also known as the method of good lattice points in some of the 
literature. 
It is usual to restrict z to the set Z~ where 
Zn : = { 1 ~ z ~ n - 1 : gcd ( z, n) = 1}. (1.5) 
The set Zn has </>(n) elements, where</> is Euler's function. When n is a prime 
number, the set Zn is 
Zn := { 1, 2, ... , n - 1}. 
Intermediate-rank lattice rules 
We will consider some intermediate-rank lattices rules of the form 
Q (!) = _1 "°' . . . "°' "°' f iz + m1, ... , mr, 0, ... , 0 i-1 i-1 n-1 ({ ( ) }) 
n,d,copy(i,r) f_rn L....J L....J L....J n f ' 
mr=O m1=0 i=O 
(1.6) 
where f ~ 1, gcd(f, n) = 1 and O ~ r ~ d. When r = 0 and/or f = 1, the 
rule is an n-point rank-1 lattice rule. For r ~ 1, it is a rank-r lattice rule with 
N = fr n quadrature points. 
These rules can in fact be obtained by 'copying' some n-point d-dimensional 
rank-1 lattice rules f times in each of the first r dimensions. We shall call z 
the 'generating vector' of the intermediate-rank lattice rule. 
Shifted QMC rules 
A 'shifted' QMC rule corresponding to the QMC rule (1.2) is 
where x 0 , ... , Xn-l are the quadrature points from the rule (1.2) and .6. E Rd 
is the 'shift'. Clearly it is sufficient to restrict the shift to the range [O, l)d. 
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Shifted rank-1 lattice rules are examples of shifted QMC rules: 
(1.7) 
where, as before, z E Z~ is the generating vector and ..6. E [O, l)d is the shift. 
We shall see in later chapters the advantages of having a shift. 
1.3 About this thesis 
This thesis is devoted to the construction of good QMC rules, and in partic-
ular, lattice rules. The generating vectors and/or the shifts are constructed 
'component-by-component': the (d+ 1)-th components are obtained by succes-
sive I-dimensional searches, with the previous d components kept unchanged. 
We consider integrands in two function spaces: the weighted Korobov 
spaces of periodic functions and the weighted Sobolev spaces of non-periodic 
functions. Both these spaces are tensor-product reproducing kernel Hilbert 
spaces. In Chapter 2, we first look at the properties of such spaces. We then 
consider in detail weighted Korobov and Sobolev spaces, and how general QMC 
rules perform in these spaces. 
In Chapter 3, we consider rank-1 lattice rules in weighted Korobov spaces. 
We first show the existence of good rank-1 lattice rules when the number of 
points n is a prime number. We then develop and justify a component-by-
component algorithm for constructing the generating vectors of such rules. 
This work was done in collaboration with Sloan and Joe. The material was 
part of an early draft of the paper [30]. 
In Chapter 4, we consider shifted rank-1 lattice rules in weighted Sobolev 
spaces. We show that there exists a good pair of generating vector and the shift 
when n is prime, and such a pair can be constructed by a similar component-
by-component algorithm as in weighted Korobov spaces. This work was done 
in collaboration with Sloan and Joe. The material in this chapter is in the 
paper [30]. 
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We have assumed in Chapters 3 and 4 that n is a prime number. In 
Chapter 5, we use a more complicated analysis and show that the results can 
be generalized to any composite value of n. The material in this chapter, which 
was done in collaboration with Joe, is in the paper [20]. 
In Chapter 6, we consider randomly shifted rank-I lattice rules in weighted 
Sobolev spaces. We show that good generating vectors can be constructed 
component-by-component, but instead of constructing the shifts component-
by-component, we generate shifts randomly to reduce the cost of the construc-
tion and to allow error estimation. This work was done in collaboration with 
Sloan and Joe. The material in this chapter is in the paper [31]. 
In Chapter 7, we consider intermediate-rank lattice rules formed by copying 
rank-I lattice rules. We show that the generating vector of a good intermediate-
rank lattice rule can be constructed component-by-component. Our theory also 
indicates that, in some cases, the resulting rules are better than rank-I lattice 
rules with roughly the same number of points. The material in this chapter 
has been written up as a paper jointly with Joe. 
To further reduce the cost of the construction, we consider in Chapter 8 
randomly shifted rank-I lattice rules where the number of points n is a product 
of two distinct primes p and q. We show that the generating vectors can be 
constructed component-by-component based on the decomposition n = pq. 
The material in this chapter has been written up as a joint paper with Dick. 
All the constructions given till now are guaranteed to achieve O(n-!) 
convergence. It is known from [36] that under appropriate conditions on 
the weights, there exist rules which achieve the optimal rate of convergence 
O(n-~+6) for any c5 > 0 in weighted Korobov spaces with parameter a > 1, 
or O(n-1H) for any c5 > 0 in weighted Sobolev spaces. In Chapter 9 we show 
that the rules constructed by the component-by-component algorithms in fact 
achieve the optimal rate of convergence in the corresponding weighted function 
spaces. The material in this chapter has been presented at the 2001 Oberwol-
fach workshop: Numerical Integration and its Complexity. The paper [19] for 
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this work has been submitted to the special issue of Journal of Complexity. 
In Chapter 10, we outline some numerical experiments that have been 
carried out based on the component-by-component algorithms given in the 
previous chapters. We present some interesting results from the comparison 
of rules constructed using different algorithms. 
The final chapter, Chapter 11, is quite different from other chapters in the 
thesis. We consider QMC rules constructed by Sobol's quasi-random generator. 
Currently available software allows the construction up to only 40 dimensions. 
We first give an overview of the steps required for their construction and then 
derive a systematic method which generates the parameters required for the 
construction of Sobol' sequences to 1111 dimensions or higher. Moreover, the 
resulting sequences satisfy Sobol's so-called Property A. This joint work with 
Joe is in the paper [16]. 

Chapter 2 
Weighted Korobov and Sobolev 
Spaces 
We consider in this thesis integrands from weighted Korobov spaces of peri-
odic functions and weighted Sobolev spaces of non-periodic functions. These 
spaces, which are tensor product reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, have been 
considered previously in various papers such as [11], (12], (25], (35], and (36]. 
In this chapter, we first discuss the general theory of such spaces. We then 
give the attributes for the weighted Korobov and Sobolev spaces in detail. 
2.1 QMC rules in reproducing kernel Hilbert 
spaces 
In this section, we give the properties of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces and 
the worst-case error expressions for QMC rules. 
2.1.1 Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 
A reproducing kernel Hilbert space, Hd, of functions on (0, l]d, is a Hilbert 
space in which point evaluation 
Ty(!)= J(y) for ally E [O, l]d, 
is a bounded linear functional on Hd. 
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Reproducing kernel 
Let (-, ·)d denote the inner product and II· lid denote the norm in the space Hd. 
By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique function Kd(·, y) E 
Hd such that for ally E [O, ljd, 
The function Kd(x, y), the representer of Ty, is known as the 'reproducing 
kernel' of the Hilbert space Hd. For any other bounded linear functional Ton 
Hd, the representer T satisfying T(f) = (!, T)d is given by 
(2.1) 
Any real-valued reproducing kernel Kd(x, y) has the symmetry property 
Also, 
We shall make use of these properties of Kd(x, y) without further comment. 
Full details on reproducing kernels can be found in [3]. 
Shift-invariant kernel 
Following [9] and [11], a reproducing kernel is said to be 'shift-invariant' if it 
has the property 
Kd(x, y) = Kd({x + A}, {y + A}) for all x, y, A E [O, l]d. (2.2) 
It can be easily verified that (2.2) is equivalent to 
Kd(x, y) = Kd( { x - y }, 0) for all x, y E [0, l]d. (2.3) 
As in [9] and [11], associated with any reproducing kernel Kd(x, y) is a 
shift-invariant kernel given by 




Tensor product spaces 
Following [41], a tensor product space Hd =HP)®·. ·®Hid) of d I-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces Hi1), ... , Hid) is the completion of linear combinations of tensor 
products Ji®···® !d with /j E Hii) for each 1 ~ j ~ d, that is, Hd consists 
of functions of the form 
f(x) = f .. · f (ck1, ... ,kd IT TJt\xi)) , 
k1=l kd=l J=l 
where Ck1 , ... ,kd are real coefficients such that 
00 00 
~---~c2 <oo L....J L....J k1, ... ,kd ' 
k1=l kd=l 
and for each 1 ~ j ~ d, { TJii) H~1 forms an orthonormal basis for Hii). 
It turned out that (see [24]) if each Hf) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert 
space and the inner product of Hd is defined in a certain way, then Hd has 
a reproducing kernel given by the product of the I-dimensional kernels. This 
result is summarized in the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1 Let Hd = HP)®···® Hid) where, for each 1 ~ j ~ d, Hij) is 
a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with kernel Kij) and inner product ( ·, ·)ii). 
d 
Suppose the inner product of Hd is defined for f(x) = 0 fi(xi) and g(x) = 
j=l 
d 
U,9)d := l](fi,gj)P). 
j=l 
Then the reproducing kernel for Hd is 
d 
Kd(x, y) = I] KP)(xj, Yi). 
j=l 
Proof. For any f E Hd, by the linearity of inner product and the property of 
K(j) we have 
1 ' 
~ ~ ( rrd (j) (j) (j)) L....J ''' L....J CkJ, ... ,kd . (TJkj , Ki (·, Yi))1 
k1=l kd=l J=l 
t ... t (ck1 ..... kd IT T/t)(yj)) = f(y). 
k1=l kd=l J=l 
Thus Kd is the reproducing kernel for Hd as claimed. D 
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2.1.2 Worst-case errors of QMC rules 
Let f be any function in the Hilbert space Hd with real-valued reproducing 
kernel Kd(x, y). We approximate the d-dimensional integral (1.1) with an n-
point QMC rule (1.2). Clearly Qn,d is a bounded linear functional on Hd (since 
point evaluation is a bounded linear functional on Hd). We will assume that 
Id is also a bounded linear functional on Hd. From (2.1), the representers of 
Id and Qn,d are given by 
and 
l n-1 
(n,d(Y) = Qn,d(Kd(·, y)) = - L Kd(xi, Y), 
n. 
i=O 
respectively, where x 0 , .•• , Xn-l are the quadrature points. The representer of 
the quadrature error Id(!) - Qn,dU) is then given by 
and hence 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
with equality being achieved when f is a multiple of ~n,d· 
Let en,d(Pn,d, Kd) denote the worst-case error of a QMC rule with the set of 
points Pn,d = { x 0 , •.• , Xn-d in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with kernel 
Kd. We conclude from the definition of worst-case error that 
n-1 
en,d(Pn,d, Kd) = ,,~n,d,,d = II f Kd(x, ·) dx - _! L Kd(xi, ·)II (2.5) 
J[O,l]d n i=O d 
and that the initial worst-case error is simply 
eo,d(Kd) = II r Kd(x, ·) dxll . 
lro,1Jd d 
(2.6) 
The expressions for these errors in terms of the reproducing kernel Kd are 
given in the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2 We have 
and 
Proof. We have from (2.6) that 
I f Kd(x, ·) dx, f Kd(x, ·) dx \ 
\ J[o,1Jd J[o,1Jd Id 
Now it follows from (2.5) that 
e;,APn,d, Kd) 
f (Kd(x, ·), Kd(Y, ·))ddxdy 
J[o,1]2d 
f Kd(x, y) dx dy. 
J[o,1]2d 
II r Kd(x, ·) dx - ~ I: Kd(xi, ·) Ir 
J[o,1Jd n i=O d 
n-1 n-1 \ 1 Kd(x, ·) dx - ~ L Kd(xi, ·), 1 Kd(x, ·) dx - ~ L Kd(xi, ·)) 
[O,l]d n i=O [O,l]d n i=O d 
\ f Kd(x, ·) dx, f Kd(x, ·) dx \ 
J[o,1Jd J[o,1Jd Id 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
-~ L \ 1 Kd(x, ·) dx, Kd(xi, ·)} + ~ L L(Kd(xi, ·), Kd(xk, ·))d 
n i=O [O,l]d d n i=O k=O 
n-1 n-1 n-1 1 Kd(x, y) dx dy - ~ L 1 Kd(xi, y) dy +~LL Kd(xi, xk). 
[0,1]2d n i=O [O,l]d n i=O k=O 
This completes the proof. 0 
Now we present three important results from [9]. First, as we shall see in 
the next result, the expressions for the errors are simpler when the reproducing 
kernel is shift-invariant (see (2.2)). 
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Lemma 2.3 If Kd is shift-invariant, then 
and 
n-1 n-1 
e~,d(Pn,d, Kd) = -1 Kd(x, 0) dx + : 2 LL Kd( {xi - xk}, 0). 
[O,l]d i=O k=O 
Proof. Since Kd is shift-invariant, using (2.3) and a change of variable u = 





{ Kd(u, 0) dudy 
J(o,1]2d 
{ Kd( u, 0) du. 
J(o,1Jd 
and 
The result now follows by substituting these expressions into Lemma 2.2. D 
Recall that there is a shift-invariant kernel associated with any kernel. 
According to the lemma below, the mean (over all possible shifts) square worst-
case error of a shifted QMC rule given by some arbitrary kernel is the square 
worst-case error of the original unshifted QMC rule given by the associated 
shift-invariant kernel. 
Lemma 2.4 Given a QMC rule Qn,d with the set of quadrature points Pn,d = 
{x0, ... , Xn-i}, let Pn,d(a) := {{xi+ a} : 0::; i::; n - 1} denote the set of 
quadrature points for a shifted QMC rule corresponding to the rule Qn,d· If K;, 
denote the associated shift-invariant kernel of the kernel Kd, then 
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Proof. We see from Lemma 2.2 that 
{ e;,iPn,d(A), Kd) dA 
J(o,1Jd 
1 2 n-1 Kd(x, y) dxdy - - L r Kd({xi + A}, y) dydA 
(o,1)2d n i=O J(o,1J2d 
+ I, f, f, 1 K,( { x, + .6.}, { x.+ .6.}) d.6.. 
n i=O k=O (O,l]d 
With a change of variable x ={xi+ A}, we have 
{ Kd({xi+~},y)dydA= { Kd(x,y)dxdy, 
J(o,1)2d J(o,1)2d 
which leads to 
{ e;,d(Pn,d(A), Kd) dA 
J(o,1Jd 
n-1 n-1 
= -1 Kd(x,y)dxdy+~LL1 Kd({xi+A},{xk+A})dA. 
(0,1)2d n i=O k=O [O,l]d 
Now we have from Lemma 2.3 that 
n-1 n-1 
e;,d(Pn,d,Kct) = -1 Kd(x,O)dx + ~2 LLKct({xi - xk},O). 
(O,l]d i=O k=O 
With (2.4) and a change of variable, we have 
{ Kct(x, 0) dx = { Kd( {x + A}, A) dA dx = { Kd(u, A) dA du, 
l(o,1Jd l(o,1]2d lro,1)2d 
and from (2.3) 
and these lead to 
e;,d(Pn,d, Kct) 
n-1 n-1 -1 Kd(x,y)dxdy+~LL1 Kd({xi+A},{xk+A})dA 
(0,1)2d n i=O k=O (O,l]d 
{ e;,iPn,d(A), Kd) dA, 
J(o,1Jd 
which completes the proof. D 
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Finally, we define the mean square worse-case error taken over all quadra-
ture points: 
En,d(Kd) := { e!,d (Pn,d, Kd) dxo · · · dxn-1· 
l[o,1Jnd 
We shall call this the 'QMC mean' throughout the thesis. An expression for 
the QMC mean in terms of the reproducing kernel Kd is given in the next 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.5 We have 
En,d(Kd) = .!_ ( { Kd(x, x) dx - { Kd(x, y) dx dy) . 
n J[o,1Jd J[o,1]2d 
Moreover, if Kd is shift-invariant, then 
En,d(Kd) = .!_ (Kd(O, 0) - { Kd(x, y) dx dy) . 
n J[o,1]2d 
Proof. We have from Lemma 2.2 that 
n-1 
e!,d (Pn,d, Kd) = { Kd(x, y) dx dy - ~ L { Kd(xi, y) dy 
J[o,1]2d n i=O J[o,1Jd 
l n-1 l n-1 n-1 
+2 L Kd(xi, xi)+ 2 LL Kd(xi, xk)-n . n . 
i=O i=O k=O 
k-:pi 
It follows from this and the definition of En,d(Kd) that 
n-1 
{ Kd(x, y) dx dy - ~ L { Kd(xi, y) dy dxi 
J[o,1]2d n i=O J[o,1]2d 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
+~ L 1 Kd(xi, xi) dxi +~LL 1 Kd(xi, xk) dxi dxk 
n i=O [O,l]d n i=O k=O [0,1]2d 
k-:pi 
{ Kd(x, y) dx dy - 2 f Kd(x, y) dx dy 
J[o,1]2d J[o,1]2d 
+.!. { Kd(x, x) dx + n - 1 f Kd(x, y) dx dy 
n J[o,1Jd n J[o,1]2d 
.!_ ( f Kd(x, x) dx - { Kd(x, y) dx dy) . 
n J[o,1Jd J[o,1]2d 
If Kd is shift-invariant, then it follows from (2.3) that 
{ Kd(x, x) dx = { Kd(O, 0) dx = Kd(O, 0). 
J[o,1Jd J[o,1Jd 
This completes the proof. 0 
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2.2 Weighted Korobov spaces 
Weighted Korobov spaces are tensor product reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 
of periodic functions. These spaces have been considered previously in [11], 
[12], and [36]. An unweighted version has also been considered in [33]. 
2.2.1 The I-dimensional case 
First of all let us have a look at the 1-dimensional Korobov space. The repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space H 1,/3,-r is the space of 1-periodic complex-valued ab-
solutely integrable functions defined on [O, 1] with absolutely convergent Fourier 
series. The inner product in H 1,/3,-r is defined by 
00 
(!, g)i,/3,-r = 13-i f (O)g(O) + ,-1 I:' 1h1° f (h)g(h), 
h=-oo 
where a > 1 is a fixed smoothness parameter characterizing the rate of decay 
of the Fourier coefficients 
and /3, 1 > 0 are real parameters (the 'weights'). The prime on the sum 
indicates that the h = 0 term is to be omitted. The norm in the space H 1,/3,-r 
IS 
1 
llflh,P., = (1r11i(D)l2 +-r-1 ht: lhl"li(h)I')' 
We remark that /3 is taken to be 1 in both [12] and [36]. 
The expression for the reproducing kernel is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.6 The reproducing kernel for the space H 1,/3,-r is 
00 / e21rih(x-y) 
K1,13,y(x, y) = /3 +, L lhlo . 
h=-oo 
Proof. Since the Fourier expansion of any function g is 
00 
g(x) = g(O) + I:' g(h)e21rihx, 
h=-oo 
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we see from the definition of K 1,13,7 that 
For any given y E [O, 1), 
if h = 0, 
if h # 0. 
00 
(!, Ki,13 ,--l, y))i = {3-1 f (o)k1,13,7 (0, y) + 'Y-1 I:' JhJ 0 f (h)k1,13 ,7 (h, y) 
h=-oo 
Loo , A e21rihy f3 -11A(O)f3 + 'Y-1 JhJQJ(h) 
h=-oo 'YlhF 
00 
f (o) + I:' f (h)e21rihy 
h=-oo 
J(y), 
which proves that K 1,13 ,7 is the reproducing kernel. 
2. 2. 2 The d-dimensional case 
D 
Now we define our d-dimensional weighted Korobov space. Suppose we have 
two positive sequences (3 = {f3i} and 'Y = {'Yi} satisfying 
'Yl 'Y2 ->->··· f31 - f32 - . 
We define the d-dimensional weighted Korobov space Hd,fJ,'Y as the tensor prod-
uct 
of d different I-dimensional weighted Korobov spaces with different weights. 
The ratios of the weights are chosen to be non-increasing to moderate the 
ordering of the coordinate directions, so that the rate of change is greatest in 
the x1 direction, less great in the x 2 direction, and so on. 
d d . ( ') 
For J(x) = TI fi(xi) and g(x) = TI 9i(xi) with fi,gj E H1~/3·,T' we define 
j=l j=l J J 
their inner product in Hd,fJ,'Y as in Lemma 2.1 by (!, g)d,fJ,'Y := TI (Ji, 9i)i~ki,'Yi. 
J=l 
From this it is possible to show that the inner product for any general J, g E 
Hd,/3,-r is given by 
where 
and 
The norm in Hd,/3,-r is 
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if h = 0, 
if h # 0, 
](h) = f e-21rih·z f(x) dx. 
J[o,1Jd 
1 
llflld,/3,"Y = [L (1f(h)l 2 IT ro(/3j, "/j, hj))] 2 
hEZd J=l 
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the reproducing kernel in Hd,/3,-r is 
(2.7) 
We remark that Kd,/3,-r is shift-invariant. 
2.2.3 QMC rules in weighted Korobov spaces 
The expressions for the errors of QMC rules in weighted Korobov spaces are 
given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.7 We have 
and 
d 
e~,d(Kd,/3,-r) = IJ /3i 
j=l 




[ (fi + -r.t: el'~;:·) dx 
oo, 1 r1 
/3 + 'Y L ha lo e27rihx dx = /3, 
h=-oo I I o 
where in the last step we have used the fact that for h =J. 0, 
{
1 
e27rihx dx = _1 __ ( e27rih _ eo) = 0. 
lo 27rlh 
Thus 
d 1 d r Kd,,B,-y(x, 0) dx = II r K1,,Bj,'Y)xj, 0) dxj = II /3j, 
l[o,1Jd j=l lo j=l 
This completes the proof. D 
The Fourier expansion of B 0 , the Bernoulli polynomial of degree a, is given 
by (see [29]), 
(2.8) 
Thus, we can express the infinite sum in the last term of the square worst-case 
error as 
00 , e27rih(x;,i-xk,i) ( 211' )° 
h~oo ihlo = (-l)}+la!Bo ({xi,j - Xk,j}). 
In practice, it is usual to take a ~ 2 to be an even integer. 
The expression for the QMC mean En,d (Kd,,B,-y) in weighted Korobov spaces 
is given in the following lemma. 




((a)= Lh-a, a> 1, 
h=I 
is the Riemann zeta function. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that 
En,d(Kd,/3,-r) = .!_ (Kd,/3,-r(O, 0) - { Kd,/3,-r(x, y) dx dy) , 
n J[o,iJ2d 
where Kd,/3,-r is as given in (2.7). We have 
and 
where we have used the fact that for x, y E [O, 1) and h =/=- 0, 
This completes the proof. 0 
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for QMC rules to be 
strongly tractable in weighted Korobov spaces. We see from the theorem that 
the €-exponent of strong tractability is at most 2. 
Theorem 2.9 Suppose that 
00 
~"/j 
L.J /3· < 00. 
j=l J 
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Further, suppose for all d 2: 1 there exists a set of quadrature points Pn,d such 
that 
b d 
e;,iPn,d, Kd,~,-r) ::; ;;,- II (,Bj + a')'j), 
j=l 
where a, b > 0 are bounded independently of d. Then for all d 2: 1, we have 
with 
Proof. Recall from Lemma 2.7 that the initial error satisfies 
d 
e~.i K d,~.-r) = II ,Bj. 
j=l 
We have 
e;,d(Pn,d, Kd,~,-r) < 
b d -II (,B· + a,,-) n J J 
j=l 
d d 
~ II (1 + a,,!) II ,aj 
j=l ,BJ j=l 
00 
Since log(l + x) ::; x for all x > 0 and I: f. < oo, we have 
j=l J 
1 (1 ~ a')'") 1 (a~')'·) C ::; b2 exp 2 ~ = b2 exp 2  -1 
j=l ,BJ j=l ,BJ 
This completes the proof. 
< 00. 




with a = 2((a) and b = 1. Thus the assumption on the existence of the set 
Pn,d of quadrature points in Theorem 2.9 is always justified, and this holds 
with no assumptions on the weights. If d is small, the bound would be of 
interest for the unweighted case (31 = 'Yj = l. We remark that the condition 
00 
I: 'Yj < oo 
j=l /3j 
(2.10) 
is not only sufficient but is in fact necessary for strong QMC tractability in 
weighted Korobov spaces. It is also worth mentioning that a necessary and 




lim sup 1- d < oo. 
d-+oo og 
The underlying arguments may be found in [12] and [36]. 
Throughout the thesis, we shall call bounds of the form (2.9) the 'strong 
tractability error bounds' in weighted Korobov spaces, and we will assume 
without further comment that the condition (2.10) holds. 
2.3 Weighted Sobolev spaces 
Weighted Sobolev spaces are tensor product reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 
of non-periodic functions. These spaces have been considered previously in 
works such as [11], [12], [25], [35], and [36]. 
2.3.1 The I-dimensional case 
We start by defining the I-dimensional Sobolev space which is parameterized 
by positive weights (3 and 'Y and a real number a E [O, 1]. The Hilbert space 
H1,/3,"Y is the space of absolutely continuous functions whose first derivatives 
belong to L2 ([0, 1]). The inner product in H1 ,/3,"Y is defined by 
(!, g)i,13,1 = 13-1 J(a)g(a) + 'Y- 1 1 J'(x)g'(x) dx, 
24 
with corresponding norm given by 
1 ! 
llfll1.,a,,, = (s-1 f(a) 2 +,,-1  f'(x) 2 dx) 2 
Note that /3 = l and a= l are the common choices (see [12] and [36]), but a 
general choice of the parameter a is also considered in [25]. 
The expression for the reproducing kernel is given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.10 The reproducing kernel for the space H1,,a,,, is 
where 
K1,,a,,,(x, y) = /3 + ,'O'a(x, y), 
lmin(lx - al, IY - al), aa(x, y) = 
0, 
if (x - a)(y - a) > 0, 
if (x - a)(y - a) ~ 0. 
Proof. For y > a, we have 
and so 
/3, if O ~ X ~ a, 
K1,{J,,,(x, y) = f3 + ,'(x - a), if a< x < y, 
/3+')'(y- a), if y ~ X ~ l, 
if a< x < y, 
otherwise. 
In this case, for any f E H1,/J,'Y we have 
11 a 13-1 f (a)K1,fJ,,,(a, y) + ,,-1 
0 
J'(x) ax K1,,a,,,(x, y) dx 
13-1 f(a)/3 + ,-1, 1Y J'(x) dx 
f(a) + [J(y) - f(a)] = f (y). 
For y ~ a, we have 
/3 + ,(a - y), if O ~ X ~ y, 
K1,,a,,,(x, y) = f3 + ,(a - x), if y < x < a, 
/3, if a~ X ~ l, 
and so 
In this case, 
(/, K1,13,--/, y))i 
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if y < X < a, 
otherwise. 
13-1 f(a)K1,13,-y(a, y) + ,,-1 1 J'(x) ! K1,13,-y(x, y) dx 
13-l f(a)/3 + ,,-1(-7) I.a J'(x) dx 
J(a) - [!(a) - J(y)] = J(y). 
Thus for all J E H1,/3,-r and y E [O, 1) we have (!, K 1,/3,-r(·, y))i = J(y), which is 
the required property of a reproducing kernel. D 
Recall that for any arbitrary kernel, there corresponds a shift-invariant 
kernel defined by (2.4). In the following lemma, we give the expression of the 
shift-invariant kernel associated with K1,/3,-r given in Lemma 2.10. 
Lemma 2.11 The shift-invariant kernel associated with the reproducing ker-
nel K1,/3,-r from Lemma 2.10 is given by 
K;,13 ,'Y(x, y) = /3 + 1' (Ix - Yl 2 - Ix - YI+ a2 - a+!). 
Proof. By definition, 
K;,/3,-y(x, y) = 11 (/3 + 7aa( {x + ~}, {y + ~})) d~ = /3 + ,'Ka(x, y), 
where 
Let us assume without lost of generality that x ::; y. Then there are three 
possible arrangements of the values of x + ~ and y + ~: 
Case 1: x + ~::; y + ~ < l, which implies~< 1 - y. 
Case 2: x + ~ < l ::; y + ~' which implies 1 - y ::; ~ < 1 - x. 
Case 3: 1 ::; x + ~ ::; y + ~' which implies~ ~ 1 - x. 
Corresponding to the three cases, we have 
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Case 1: {x + ~} = x + ~' {y + ~} = y + ~ = {x + ~} - x + y. 
Case 2: {x + ~} = x + ~' {y + ~} = y + ~ - 1 = {x + ~} - x + y - 1. 
Case 3: { x + ~} = x + ~ - 1, {y + ~} = y + ~ - 1 = { x + ~} - x + y. 
Now let u = {x + ~}. Then for any of the three cases above we have 
du= d~. Thus 
~a(x, y) = 1l-y O"a( {x + ~}, {y + ~}) d~ + f l-x O"a( {x + ~}, {y + ~}) d~ 
0 1-y 
+ l~xO"a({x+~},{y+~})d~ 
rx+l-y O"a(u, U - X + y) du+ /1 O"a(u, U - X + y - 1) du 
lx lx+l-y 
+ lx O"a(u,u-x+y)du 
1 x-y+l O"a(u, u - x + y) du+ /1 O"a(u, u - X + y - 1) du. 
O lx-y+l 
Since x ~ y which leads to u - x + y ~ u, it follows from the definition of 
O"a in Lemma 2.10 that when O ~ u ~ x - y + 1 we have 
u-a, if u > a, 
O"a(u, u - x + y) = -u + x - y + a, if u < x - y + a, 
0, 
Similarly, for x - y + 1 < u ~ 1 we have 
otherwise. 
u - x + y - 1 - a, if u > x - y + 1 + a, 
cra(u,u-x+y-1)= -u+a, 
0, 
if u < a, 
otherwise. 
Now we could have x - y +a> 0 in which case we have x - y + 1 +a> 1. 
Alternatively, if x - y + a ~ 0, then x - y + 1 + a ~ 1. In either of these 
two situations, the value of a could either satisfy a ~ x - y + 1 or satisfy 
a > x - y + 1. Hence there are four possibilities: 
Possibility 1: When O < x - y +a~ a~ x - y + 1 ~ 1, we have 
-u + x - y + a, if O ~ u < x - y + a, 
O"a(u, u - X + y) = 0, 
u-a, 
if x - y + a ~ u ~ a, 
if a < U ~ X - y + 1, 
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and 
aa(u, u - x + y - l) = 0 for x - y + l < u ~ l. 
It then follows that 
K,a(x, y) 
rx-y+a 1x-y+l 
Jo (-u+x-y+a)du+ a (u-a)du 
(x - y)2 + (x - y) + a2 - a+!-
Possibility 2: When O < x - y + a ~ x - y + l < a ~ 1, we can obtain 
expressions for aa(u, u - x + y) and aa(u, u - x + y - l) as above and thus 
obtain 
K,a(x, y) 1x-y+a la (-u + x - y + a) du+ (-u + a) du 
0 x-y+l 
(x - y) 2 + (x - y) + a2 - a+!-
Possibility 3: When O ~a~ x - y + l ~ x - y + l +a~ 1, we obtain 
K,a(x, y) l x-y+l 11 (u - a) du+ (u - x + y - l - a) du 
a x-y+l+a 
(x - y) 2 + (x - y) + a2 - a+!-
Possibility 4: When O ~ x - y + l ~ a < x - y + l + a ~ 1, we obtain 
fa (-u+a)du+ [1 (u-x+y-l-a)du 
lx-y+l lx-y+l+a 
(x - y)2 + (x - y) + a2 - a+!-
Since the results are the same for all four possibilities, we have for x ~ y, 
K,a(x, y) = (x - y) 2 + (x - y) + a2 - a+!-
By symmetry, for x > y we have 
K,a(x, y) = (y - x)2 + (y - x) + a2 - a+!-
Thus 
K,a(x, Y) = Ix - Yl 2 - Ix - YI+ a2 - a+!, 
and hence 
K;, 13 ,Jx, y) = ,B + 'Y (Ix - yl 2 - Ix - YI+ a2 - a+!), 
which completes the proof. 0 
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2.3.2 The d-dimensional case 
Now we define our d-dimensional weighted Sobolev space parameterized by a 
real vector a E [O, 1 ]d. Suppose we have two positive sequences (3 = {,Bi} and 
"( = {'Yi} satisfying 
"/1 > "/2 > . , , . 
,81 - ,82 -
Similar to the d-dimensional weighted Korobov spaces, we define the d-dimensional 
weighted Sobolev space Hd,fJ,'Y as the tensor product 
of d different I-dimensional weighted Sobolev spaces with different weights. 
d d ( ') 
For J(x) = TI fi(xi) and g(x) = TI 9i(xi) with fi,gi E H/13 . T' again i=l i=l ' J• J 
we define their inner product in Hd,fJ,'Y as in Lemma 2.1 by (!, g)d,fJ,'Y := 
Jl (fi, 9i) i~bi ,-Yi. From this it can be verified that the inner product for any 
J=l 
general J, g E Hd,fJ,'Y is given by 
( 1 alul a1u1 ) u, g)d,fJ,'Y = I: II ,a;1 II 1;1 -8 J(xu, a) -8 g(xu, a) dxu , 
[O l]lul Xu Xu us;'D j(/.u iEu ' 
where V = {l, 2, ... , d}, (xu, a) is ad-dimensional vector whose j-th compo-
nent is xi if j E u and ai if j ¢ u, and dxu = TiiEu dxi. The norm in Hd,fJ,'Y 
is 
11111d.fJ,'Y = [I: (rr P;' II -rt 1 ,., ( ::'. J(x,, al) 2 dx,)] i 
us;v Jft.U JEU [0,1] 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the reproducing kernel for Hd,fJ,'Y is 
d d 
Kd,fJ,-y(x, y) = II K1,/3i,'Yi (xi, Yi) = II (,Bi+ 'Yiaai (xi, Yi)), (2.11) 
i=l i=l 
where aa)xi, Yi) is as given in Lemma 2.10, and the shift-invariant kernel 
Kd,fJ,'Y associated with Kd,fJ,'Y is given by 
d 
K;,fJ,-y(x, y) = II K;,/3i,'Yi (xi, Yi) 
i=l 
d 
II [,Bi+ 'Yi (lxi - Yil 2 - lxi - Yil + a; - ai + !)] . (2.12) 
i=l 
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In the following lemma, we show that Kd* fJ is a kernel for a weighted 
' ,"Y 
Korobov space ( cf. (2. 7)) with a: = 2. 
Lemma 2.12 The kernel Kd,f:J,"Y of (2.12) may be written as 
where 
d ~ 'Yi an 'Yi = 271'2 . 
Proof. We have from Lemma 2.11 that 
K;,13 ,'Y(x, y) f3 + 'Y (Ix - Yl 2 - Ix - YI + a2 - a+ D 
/3 + 'Y (B2(lx - YI)+ a2 - a+!) , 
where B2 is the Bernoulli polynomial given by B2(x) = x2 - x + l, and can be 
written as the Fourier expansion in (2.8) with a: = 2. It then follows that we 
can write K;,/3,'Y as 
( 
1 oo , e27rihjx-yj 2 1 ) 
/3 + 'Y 271'2 L h2 + a - a+ 3 
h=-oo 
( 
2 1) 'Y 00 1 e21l"ihlx-yl 
/3 + 'Y a - a+ 3 + 271'2 h~oo h2 . 
Hence 
d 
IT K;,13i,'Yi (xi, Yi) 
i=l 
D [~; +~; ( aJ- a;+ D + ?:, .t: e'•••~:-•;ll · 
Since 
00 I e21l"ih(Xj-Yj) 00 ' e21l"ih(yj-Xj) 
L h2 = L h2 , 
h=-oo h=-oo 
this completes the proof. D 
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2.3.3 QMC rules in weighted Sobolev spaces 
We give the expressions for the errors of QMC rules in weighted Sobolev spaces 
in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.13 We have 
d 




d 2 n-1 d 
II (/3i + !'i ( a; - ai + } ) ) - ;; L II (/3i + !'i l!ai (xi,j)) 
j=l i=O j=l 
l n-1 n-1 d 
+ 2 LL II (/3j + ,'jCTai (xi,j, Xk,j)), n i=O k=O j=l 
where er ai is as given in Lemma 2.10 and 
! (x - a) (1 - ~ - !) , l!a(x) = 
(a - x) rn + !) ' 
if X > a, 
if X ::;; a. 
Proof. We have from Lemma 2.2 that 




r Kd,~,..,(x, y) dx dy - ~ L r Kd,~,..,(xi, y) dy 
J[o,1]2d n i=O J[o,1Jd 
l n-1 n-1 
+ n2 LLKd,~,..,(xi,xk). 
i=O k=O 
Thus, to obtain the expressions for these errors, we need to obtain 
f Kd,~,..,(xi, y) dy 
J[o,1Jd 
For x > a, we have 
/3, 
and f Kd,~,..,(x, y) dx dy. 
J[o,1J2d 
if O ::; y ::;; a, 
K1,13,-y(x, y) = f3 + !'(Y - a), if a< y < x, 
/3 + ')'(X - a), if X ::;; y ::;; 1, 
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and so 
11 K1,13,7 (x, y) dy 
la ,B dx + 1x [,B + "f(Y - a)] dy + 11 [,B + "f(X - a)] dy 
,8 + "f(X - a) ( 1 - ~ - i) . 
For x ~ a, we have 
,8 + "f ( a - X), if Q ~ y ~ X, 
K1,13,-y(x, y) = ,B + 'Y(a - y), if x < y < a, 
,B, if a ~ y ~ 1, 
and so 
fo 1 K1,13,1 (x, y) dy 
1x [,B + 'Y(a - x)] dy + la [,B + 'Y(a - y)] dy + 11 ,B dy 
,B + 'Y(a - x) (~ + i) . 
Thus we have 
11 K1,13,7 (x, y) dy = ,B + 'Yl1a(x), 
and hence the first integral is 
d 1 d 
r Kd,~,-y(Xi, y) dy = TI 1 K1,f3j,'Yj (xi,j, Yi) dyj = TI (,Bj + "/jl1a)Xi,j)). 
J[o,1Jd i=l o i=l 
Now we obtain the second integral. It can be shown that 
11 lJa(x) dx = a2 - a+ i, 
and so 
fo 1 fo 1 K 1,13,1 (x, y) dxdy = 11 (,B + 'YlJa(x)) dx = ,B + 'Y (a2 - a+ l), 
and this leads to 
f Kd,~.-r(x,y)dxdy 
J[o,1]2d 
This completes the proof. 
IT 11 11 K1,p,,,;(x;, Y;) dx; dy; 
j=l O 0 
d 




We remark that when all the /3j are 1 and all of the components of a are 
also 1, en,d(Pn,d, Kd,/3,'Y) in Lemma 2.16 is simply the weighted version of the 
£ 2 star discrepancy considered in earlier work such as [9] and [35]. When all 
the /3j are 1 and all of the components of a are !, then en,d(Pn,d, Kd,(3,-y) is the 
weighted version of the L2 centered discrepancy discussed in [8]. 
The expression for the QMC mean En,d(Kd,/3,'Y) in weighted Sobolev spaces 
is given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.14 We have 
En,d (K,,P.~) = ~ (}] (.B; + ')'j (aJ- a;+ m -D (.B; + ')'; (aJ - a;+ m) . 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that 
En,d(Kd,(3,-y) = .!_ ( f Kd,/3,-y(x, x) dx - f Kd,(3,-y(x, y) dx dy) , 
n J[o,1Jd J[o,1]2d 
where Kd,/3,'Y is as given in (2.11). 
We have from the definition of Kd,/3,'Y that 
f Kd,(3,-y(x, x) dx = f (rr (/3j + rjlXj - ajl)) dx 
J[o,1Jd J[o,1Jd j=l 
IT (/3j + rj 11 lxj - ajl dxj) 
J=l 0 
d 
II (/3j + rj ( a; - aj + ! ) ) , 
j=l 
since 
11 1a· 11 Ix· - a·I dx· - i(a· - x·) dx· + (x· - a·) dx· - a2 - a·+ l J J J - J J J J J J - j J 2· 
0 0 ai 
Also, we see from the proof of Lemma 2.13 that 
d 
f Kd,/3,-y(x, y) dx dy = II (/3j + rj (a; - aj + }) ) . 
J[o,1]2d j=l 
This completes the proof. D 
Theorem 2.15 below gives sufficient conditions for QMC rules to be strongly 
tractable in weighted Sobolev spaces, with the €-exponent of strong tractability 
being at most 2. Note that Theorem 2.15 is very similar to Theorem 2.9 for 
weighted Korobov spaces. 
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Theorem 2.15 Suppose that 
00 
"'"""' "/j L.J f3· < 00. 
j=l J 
Further, suppose for all d 2: 1 there exists a set of quadrature points Pn,d such 
that 
b d 
e~,d(Pn,d, Kd,~,"'f) ~ - II (f3i + a7j), 
n. 
J=l 
where a 2: /2 and b > 0 are bounded independently of d. Then for all d 2: 1, 
we have 
with 
! II00 ( (12a - 1)"/j) t bl (12a - 1 I:00 "/j) C = b2 1 + < 2 exp - < oo. 
12{3· - 24 f3· 
j=l J j=l J 
Proof. Recall from Lemma 2.13 that the initial worst-case error satisfies 
d 





Since log(l + x) ~ x for all x > 0 and E 7f < oo, we have 
j=l ] 
C bl (1~(12a-1),j) bl (12a-1~,j) < 2 exp - L- = 2 exp L- - < oo. 
- 2 j=l 12/3j 24 j=l /3j 
This completes the proof. D 
Similar to the weighted Korobov spaces, the assumption on the existence 
of the set Pn,d of quadrature points in Theorem 2.15 is always justified as the 
QMC mean in Lemma 2.14 has an upper bound of the form 
b d -rr (/3j + a,j), 
n. J=l 
(2.13) 
with a = ~ and b = l. If d is small, this bound would be of interest for the 
unweighted case /3j = rj = l. We remark that the condition 
(2.14) 
is necessary and sufficient for strong QMC tractability in weighted Sobolev 
spaces. Although we are mainly concerned with strong QMC tractability, we 




lim sup -1- d < oo. 
d~oo og 
The underlying arguments can be found in [12], [25], and [35]. Again through-
out the thesis, we shall call bounds of the form (2.13) the 'strong tractability 
error bounds' in weighted Sobolev spaces, and we will assume without further 
comment that the condition (2.14) holds. 
For simplicity, we will take a = 1 in the rest of the thesis. In this case, the 
reproducing kernel is 
d 
Kd,~,-y(x, y) = fl (/3j + rj[l - max(xj, Yj)l). 
j=l 
The expressions for the errors and the QMC mean for a= 1 are given in the 
next two lemmas. 
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Lemma 2.16 For a= 1, we have 
d 
e~.AKd,~,-r) = II (!3j + 1) 
j=l 
and 
d n-1 d 
II (!3j + 1) - ~ I: II [!3j + 1 ( 1 - xl)] 
j=l i=O j=l 
l n-1 n-1 d 
+ n 2 LL II (/3j + ,'j [1 - max(xi,j, Xk,j)l). 
i=O k=O j=l 
Lemma 2.17 For a= 1, we have 
En,d (K,;,,,) = ~ (]] (/3; + 1) -D (/3; + 1)). 

Chapter 3 
Constructing Rank-I Lattice 
Rules in Weighted Korobov 
Spaces 
Theorem 2.9 gives sufficient conditions for a family of QMC rules to be strongly 
tractable in weighted Korobov spaces: the sum of "(j//3j is finite, and there 
must exist a rule in the family with square worst-case error bounded by an 
expression of a certain form. In this chapter, we show by using an averaging 
argument that when the number of points n is a prime number, there exists 
a rank-1 lattice rule with square worst-case error bounded by an expression 
of this desired form. We also show by using another averaging argument that 
the generating vector of such a rule can be constructed by a component-by-
component algorithm. 
An unweighted version (when all the weights /3j and 'Yj are taken to be 1) 
of some results from this chapter was given in [33]. 
3 .1 The existence of good rules 
Weighted Korobov spaces are tensor product reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 
of periodic functions. We recall from Chapter 2 that these spaces are param-
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eterized by a real parameter a > 1, which is taken to be an even integer in 
practice, and two sequences of positive weights f3 and ; satisfying 
'Yl 'Y2 ->->··· /31 - /32 - . 
Now we recall from (1.4) that rank-I lattice rules are QMC rules with 
quadrature points given by the set 
{ { i: } : i = 0, ... , n - l} , 
where z E Z~ is the 'generating vector' with Zn given by (1.5). In this section, 
we first give the explicit expression for the square worst-case error and give 
the expression for the mean square worst-case error when n is prime. We then 
derive several upper bounds on the mean and thus prove the existence of rank-
1 lattice rules that achieve strong tractability error bounds (see Theorem 2.9) 
in weighted Korobov spaces. 
3.1.1 Square worst-case error 
Let en,d( z) denote the worst-case error of a rank-I lattice rule with generating 
vector z in weighted Korobov spaces. The expression for e~,iz) is given in 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 We have 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2. 7 with xi = { i:} that 
The result now follows from the fact that as i and k go from O to n - l, the 
values of (i - k) mod n are just 0, ... , n - l in some order, with each value 
occurring n times. D 
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As mentioned earlier, in practice, we take a ~ 2 to be an even integer so 
that the infinite sum in the last term of e~.Az) can be written in terms of 
the Bernoulli polynomials, and thus allow e~.iz) to be calculated in O(nd) 
operations. 
3.1.2 Mean and upper bound when n is prime 
We define the mean square worst-case error over all values of z E Z~ by 
For simplicity in this chapter, we will restrict n to be a prime number. In this 
case, the vector z can be chosen from Z~ with Zn = {1, 2, ... , n - 1}. Since 
there are </J(n) = n - 1 elements in the set Zn, we have (n - l)d possibilities 
for the vector z. 
The explicit expression for Mn,d when n is a prime number is given in 
Theorem 3.3 below. The proof of Theorem 3.3 rests upon the following useful 
result, which we will also use in later chapters. 
Lemma 3.2 For a> 1, k E Z and n a prime number, we define T0 (k, n) by 
Then 
1 n-1 00 , e21rihkz/n 
Ta(k, n) := n - 1 ~ h~oo lhla 
{ 
2((a), 
T0 (k, n) = _ 2((a)(l _ nl-a)' 
n-1 
if k is a multiple of n, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Clearly if k is a multiple of n, we have 
n-1 oo 1 , 1 
T0 (k, n) = n _ 1 L L fhF" = 2((a). 
z=l h=-oo 
Now for k not a multiple of n, if his a multiple of n, then 
n-1 




and if h is not a multiple of n, then 
_1_ ~ e21rihkz/n = _1_ (~ (e21rihk/nr _ 1) 
n-1L n-1 L 
z=l z=O 
Thus for k not a multiple of n, we have 
To(k, n) = L 1 ,:, 0 - n ~ l L 1 ,:,o 




, 1 1 ( 00 , 1 00 , 1 ) 
~ 00 lmnl 0 - n - 1 h~oo fhF - m~oo lmnl 0 
2((a) __ 1_ ( 2((a) _ 2((a)) 
n° n -1 n° 
- 2((a) (- : 0 + n ~ 1 - (n _\)n°) 
2((a)(l - n1- 0 ) 
n-1 
This completes the proof. 
Now we give the expression for Mn,d when n is a prime number. 
Theorem 3.3 Let n be a prime number. Then 
D 
Mnd = -IId ,B·+.!. IId (,B· + 2,-((a))+ n -1 rrd (,B· - 2,j((a)(l - nl-o)). 
' 1 n 1 1 n 1 n-1 
j=l j=l j=l 
Proof. It follows from the definition of Mn d and Lemma 3.1 that 
' 
where T0 (k, n) is as given in Lemma 3.2. Upon separating the k = 0 and k =/:- 0 
terms and using Lemma 3.2, the result is obtained. D 
Here we obtain an upper bound on Mn,d when n is prime. Note that this 
result requires a restriction on n. 
Theorem 3.4 Let n be a prime number such that n ~ 1 + }i((a). Then 
1 d 




Proof. For all j 2: 1, 
/3. > /3. _ 2,1((a)(l - n1- 0 ) > /3· _ 2,1((a) 
J- 1 l - 1 l. n- n-
Now since ~ 2: l 2: · · ·, we have from the condition n 2'. 1 + ~((a) that for 
all j 2: 1, 
which leads to 
/3· _ 2,1((a) > -/3· 
1 n - 1 - 1 · 
Thus we have for all j 2: 1, 
1/3 . _ 2,1((a)(l - n
1- 0 ) I < /3· 
1 n - 1 - 1 ' 
and so D (r,; - 21;((<>l(~ ~ n'-·)) '., Dfi; 
Substituting this back into the expression for Mn,d in Theorem 3.3, we see that 
d l d l d 
Mn,d ~ -IT/3· + -IT (/3· + 2,-((a)) + ::..=._ IT/3· 
1 n 1 1 n 1 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
l d 
< - IT (/31 + 2,1c(a)). 
n. 
J=l 
This completes the proof. D 
We can obtain a slightly worse bound on Mn,d that requires no restriction 
on n (except n be prime) by making use of Lemma 3.5 below. We will make 
use of this lemma many times in the later chapters. 
Lemma 3.5 Let V = {l, 2, ... , d}. We have for all a1, b1 E IR, 
Proof. This result is a trivial generalization of the binomial expansion. D 
Theorem 3.6 Let n be a prime number. Then 
(
2 d l d ) 
Mn,d ~ min ; il (/31 + 2,1((a)),; il (/31 + 4,1((a)) . 
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Proof. Since 
g (/3; _ 2"(;((ol~ ~ n1- 0 )) < g 1/3; _ 2"(;((ol(~ ~ n1-•) I 
< g (/3; + 2"(;((ol(~ ~ n1-")) 
d 
< D (/3; + 2:~(~)). 
we have from Theorem 3.3 that 
d d d 
Mn d ~ - II ,B. +_!_II (,B· + 2-y-((a)) + n - 1 II (,a-+ 2-yj((a)) . (3.1) 
' 1 n 1 1 n 1 n-1 j=l j=l j=l 
Using Lemma 3.5, we can write 
( 
1 ) lul-1 
-- < 1. 
n-1 -
Thus 
and putting this into (3.1) leads to 
2 d 2 d 2 d 
Mn,d ~ - II (,81 + 2-y1((a)) - - II ,81 ~ - II (,81 + 2-y1((a)). n n n . j=l j=l J=l 
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Also 
2 d 2 d 
-Il(/3·+2,-c(a))- -II/3· 
n 1 1 n 1 
j=l j=l 
This completes the proof. D 
Clearly there must exist at least one vector z such that the square worst-
case error e~.Az) is as good as the mean Mn,d· We thus derive the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3. 7 Let n be a prime number. Then there exists a choice of z E Z~ 
such that 
It is obvious that both bounds in Corollary 3. 7 are of the form given in 
Theorem 2.9 (with a = 2((a), b = 2 or a = 4((a), b = 1). We thus conclude 
that the family of rank-1 lattice rules with a prime number of points is strongly 
tractable in weighted Korobov spaces if and only if 
00 
~ 'Yi L-7f < 00. 
j=l J 
3.2 Component-by-component construction 
When n is a prime number, we know from the previous section that there 
exists a rank-1 lattice rule that achieves strong tractability error bounds in 
weighted Korobov spaces. In this section we prove that the generating vector 
of such a rule can be constructed component-by-component. 
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Let en,d(x0 , •.. , Xn-i) denote the worst-case error for a QMC rule with 
the set of points { Xo, ... , Xn-1}, and let en,d+ 1 ( Xo, ... , Xn-1; zd+ 1) denote the 
worst-case error for a QMC rule with the set of points 
{ ( xi, { iz~+l}) : 0 ~ i ~ n - l}. 
The following theorem gives the theoretical foundation for the inductive step 
of the component-by-component construction. 
Theorem 3.8 Let n be a prime number. Suppose there exist x 0 , ... , Xn-l E 
[O, l]d such that 
Then there exists Zd+i E Zn such that 
1 d+l 
e;,d+l (xo, ... , Xn-1; Zd+i) ~ ; IT (/3j + 4,'j((a)). 
j=l 
Such a Zd+i can be found by minimizing e;,d+l (x 0 , ... , Xn-i; Zd+i) over the 
set Zn. 
Proof. Suppose that x 0 , ... , Xn-l satisfy the assumed bound. For any zd+l E 
Zn, we have from Lemma 2.7 that 
f3d+1e;,d(Xo, · · ·, Xn-1) 
,'d+l ~ ~ [rrd ( ~/ e21rih(x;,j-Xk,j)) ~I _e21r-ih(_i-k_)zd_+1_fnl 
+~ {;; 2a j=l /3j + ,'j h~oo 1h1° h~oo 1h1° . 
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Next we average over the possible values of Zd+i, forming 
where T0 (k, n) is as given in Lemma 3.2 (with z = Zd+1). The second term in 
the expression for mn,d+I (:z:0 , ... , Xn-i) above can be bounded as follows: 
1~;1 t~ LU(~; +1; .t: e'•••::;.-x")) T.(i- k,n)] 
< 1~;1 t~ LU(~; +1; .t: 1f1•) IT.(i - k,n)ll 
n-1 n-1 d 
'Yd;I LL IT0 (i - k, n)I TI (/3j + 2,j((a)) · 
n i=O k=O j=l 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1 
LL ITa(i - k, n)I L ITa(O,n)I + LL ITo(i- k,n)I 
i=O k=O i=O i=O k=O 
k#i 
I 2((a)(l - n
1- 0 ) I 
nl2((a)I + n(n - 1) - n _ 1 




Now since mn,d+l (xo, ... , Xn-1) is the average of e;,d+l (x0 , ... , Xn- 1; Zd+l) 
over all zd+ 1, if we choose Zd+ 1 E Zn to minimize e;,d+l ( x 0 , ... , Xn-l; zd+ 1), 
then this choice of zd+l will satisfy 
l d+l 
e;,d+l (xo, ... , Xn-1; Zd+1) ~ mn,d+1(Xo, ... , Xn-1) ~;;: IT (/3j + 4,'j((a)). 
j=l 
This completes the proof. D 
Corollary 3.9 Let n be a prime number. We can construct z E Z~ component-
by-component such that for alls= l, ... , d, 
We can set z1 = 1, and for s satisfying 2 ~ s ~ d, each Zs can be found by 
minimizing e; s(z1 , ... , Zs) over the set Zn-, 
Proof. In one dimension, the only n-point lattice rule is then-point rectangle 
rule having zero as a point. Thus we may take z1 = 1. We have from Lemma 3.1 
that 
1'l ~ f:' _e2_1r_ih_kf_n 
n k=O h=-oo lhla 
1'l [2((c:t) + (n - 1) X T0 (l, n)] 
n 
: [ 2((c:t) + (n - 1) x (- 2((c:t)~l--lnl-a)) l 
211((c:t) 
(3.2) 
where T0 (l, n) is as given in Lemma 3.2. Note that (3.2) holds regardless of 
whether n is a prime number or not. Thus for all z1 we have 
For each s = 2, ... , d, it follows from Theorem 3.8 inductively with d = s-l 
that Zs can be found by minimizing e;,s(z1, ... , zs) over the set Zn and that 
this choice satisfies the desired bound. D 
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Corollary 3.9 leads us to the following algorithm for constructing a rank-1 
lattice rule that achieves strong tractability error bounds in weighted Korobov 
spaces, that is, the square worst-case error satisfies the bound given in Theo-
rem 2.9 with a= 4((a) and b = l. 
Algorithm 3.10 Given n a prime number: 
1. Set z1, the first component of z, to l. 
2. Fors = 2, 3, ... , d - l, d, find Z8 E Zn = {1, 2, ... , n - l} such that 
is minimized. 
We see from the algorithm that when a is taken to be an even integer 
(so that the infinite sum is expressed as a Bernoulli polynomial), the cost of 
constructing an-point rank-1 lattice rule for all dimensions up to dis approx-
imately O(n2d2 ) operations. This can be reduced to O(n2d) operations if we 
store the n products during the search, which would require O(n) storage. 

Chapter 4 
Constructing Shifted Rank-1 
Lattice Rules in Weighted 
Sobolev Spaces 
We have shown in Chapter 3 that when the sum of rj/ /3j is finite, the family 
of rank-1 lattice rules with a prime number of points is strongly tractable in 
weighted Korobov spaces, and the generating vector for a rule achieving the 
strong tractability bounds can be constructed by a component-by-component 
algorithm. Here we obtain similar results for weighted Sobolev spaces. We 
show that when n is prime, there exists a shifted rank-1 lattice rule with 
square worst-case error bounded by an expression of the desired form as given 
in Theorem 2.15. We then derive a similar component-by-component algorithm 
to construct the generating vector and the shift of such a rule. 
4.1 The existence of good rules 
We recall from Chapter 2 that weighted Sobolev spaces are tensor product 
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces of non-periodic functions. The spaces are 
parameterized by a real vector a E [O, 1 ]d ( common choices are a = 1 or 
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a= l), and two sequences of positive weights (3 and , satisfying 
')'1 ')'2 ->->··· /31 - /32 - . 
Throughout this chapter, we will consider the case of a = 1. Shifted rank-I 
lattice rules (see (1. 7)) are QMC rules with quadrature points given by the set 
{ { i: + A} : i = 0, ... , n - l} , 
where z E Z~ is the 'generating vector' with Zn given by (1.5) and A E [O, l)d 
is the 'shift'. 
In this section, we first give an explicit expression for the square worst-
case error. Using the close relationship between weighted Sobolev spaces and 
weighted Korobov spaces, we give the expression for the mean square worst-
case error when n is prime and derive an upper bound on the mean. With 
this upper bound, we prove the the existence of shifted rank-I lattice rules 
that achieve strong tractability error bounds (see Theorem 2.15) in weighted 
Sobolev spaces. 
4.1.1 Square worst-case error 
Let en,d(z, A) denote the worst-case error of a shifted rank-I lattice rule with 
generating vector z and shift A. We give the expression for en,d(z, A) in the 
lemma below. 
Lemma 4.1 We have 
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 2 .16 with xi = { i: } . D 
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4.1.2 Mean and upper bound when n is prime 
We define the mean square worst-case error over all values of z E zi and 
.6. E [ 0, 1 ) d by 
For simplicity, we choose n to be a prime number. The expressions for Mn,d 
and its upper bound when n is prime are given in the next lemma. 
Theorem 4.2 Let n be a prime number. Then 
d d d ( )) 11 l 11 n - l 1 1 
Mn d = - II (/3 · + -) + - II (/3 · + -) + - II (/3 · + ,- - + - · 
' 1 3 n 1 2 n 1 1 3 6n j=l j=l j=l 
Moreover, 
Proof. Let e d a . ( z) denote the worst-case error for a rank-1 lattice rule with n, ,fJ,i 
generating vector z in weighted Korobov spaces with a = 2, 
and ~ Tj /j = 21r2. 
Then it follows from Lemma 2.12 with a= l and Lemma 2.4 with xi = { i;} 
that 
1 e~ d(z, .6.) d.6. = e2 d a. (z). d , n, ,µ,f [0,1] 
Thus 
1 I: 2 = e · z =M ·. Mn,d (n _ l)d n,d,/3,i( ) n,d,/3,-y' 
zEZ~ 
where we have from Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 that 
d ~ l d ~ 
Mn,d,~,i = - II /3j +:;; II (/31 + 2i'j((2)) 
j=l j=l 
+ n - l IId (13. - 2ij((2)(1 - n- 1)) ' 





/3 . "Yj 2 "Yj ~ - /3. "Yj 
J + 3 + 21r2 6 - J + 2 , 
"Yj "'(j 7r2 2"'(j 
/3j + 3 + 4 21r2 6 = /3j + 3, 
jjj + 2i'j((2) 
jjj + 4i'j((2) 
jj. _ 2i'j((2)(1 - n-1) 
3 n -1 
/J 27!" 2 6 ""· 2-1.L. 7!"
2 (1 - n-1) ( 1 1 ) 
/3j + 3 - n - l = /3j + "f j 3 + 6n ' 
the result follows. D 
Corollary 4.3 Let n be a prime number. Then there exist a choice of z E Z~ 
and a choice of Ll E [O, l)d such that 
Clearly the last bound in Corollary 4.3 is of the form given in Theorem 2.9 
with a = b = l. We thus conclude that the family of shifted rank-1 lattice 
rules with a prime number of points is strongly tractable in weighted Sobolev 
spaces if and only if 
00 
""" "'(j L.._; 7f < 00. 
j=l J 
4.2 Component-by-component construction 
In this section we prove that the generating vector and the shift of a shifted 
rank-1 lattice rule achieving the strong tractability error bounds can be con-
structed component-by-component. 
Let en,d(x0 , ... , Xn-i) denote the worst-case error for a QMC rule with the 
set of points { Xo, ... , Xn- I}, and let en,d+ 1 ( Xo, ... , Xn- I; Zd+1, ~d+l) denote 
the worst-case error for a QMC rule with the set of points 
{ ( xi, { iz:+1 + ~d+1}) : 0 ~ i ~ n - l}. 
We define the mean of e;,d+I (x0 , ... , Xn- 1; Zd+1, ~d+I) taken over all values of 
~d+l E [O, 1): 
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We define also a discrete form of the mean Wn,d+l: 
- 1 n 
Wn,d+1(Xo,,,,, Xn-Ii Zd+I) :=; L e;,d+l (xo,,,,, Xn-Ii Zd+I, 2~;1), 
m=l 
Lemma 4.4 below gives the expression for the mean Wn,d+1(Xo, ... , Xn-Ii Zd+1), 
while Lemma 4.5 shows that the discrete mean Wn,d+I(x0, ... , Xn-Ii Zd+1) is less 
than Wn,d+1(xo, ... , Xn-Ii Zd+1). Note that both these results hold regardless 
of whether n is a prime number or not. 
In these two lemmas, the notation x E [O, 1 ]0 will be taken to mean that x 
does not exist. 
Lemma 4.4 Ford~ 0, given x 0 , ... , Xn-I E [O, l]d and Zd+1 E Zn, we have 
Wn,d+I (xo,, · ·, Xn-Ii Zd+I) 
d+l n-1 ll d l D (P; + l) - ~ ~ l}] (P; + -r; (1 - xL)) (P,+1 + 'Y~+l) 
n-1 n-1 [ d 
+ ~2 ~ ~ D (/9; + 'Y; [1 - max (x;j, x•.;)i) 
( [ 1 ( { ( i - k) Zd+ 1 } ) l ) l x /3d+I + 'Yd+l 3 + B2 n · 
Proof. For any ~d+l E [O, 1), we have from Lemma 2.16 that 
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By definition, 
Wn,d+l (:z:o,,,,, Xn-1; Zd+l) 
d+l 2 n-1 ll d D (!3i + 1 ) -;; ~ lJl (!3i + 1 ( 1 - xL)) 
x (P,+i + ?;+1 ( 1 - [ { iz~+i + Ll,+1 } 2 dLld+l)) l 
+ ~2 t t lU (/3; + ?; [1 - max (x;J, XkJ)i) (i1,+1 + ?d+l 
x [ 1 _ [ max ( { iz~+I + Ll,+1} , { kzt +Ll,+1}) dLld+l]) l · 
For any x, y E JR, it may be verified that 
11 1 {x+~}2 d~ = -
0 3 
and 11 2 max({x+~}, {y+~}) d~ = - -B2(lx-yl). 
0 3 
Since 
the result follows. D 
Lemma 4.5 Ford ~ 0, given x 0 , ... , Xn-l E [O, 1 ]d and Zd+l E Zn, we have 
Proof. For any x, y E JR, we have 
fo 1 max ( {x + ~}, {y + ~}) d~ = t l~1 max ( {x + ~}, {y + ~}) d~ 
m=l n 
and 
1 n m 1 {x+~}2 d~ = L l~1 {x+~}2 d~. 
m=l n 
We see from Lemma 4.4 that these two integrals appear in the expression of 
Wn,d+ 1(xo, ... , Xn-1; zd+ 1), with x and y being multiples oft As a result, the 
values max( { x + ~ }, {y + ~}) and { x + ~ }2 are continuous and differentiable 
on each sub-interval [m;1 , ~] of length i· Moreover, max( {x + ~}, {y + ~}) 
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is linear on each sub-interval and so the result of applying the midpoint rule 
on each sub-interval is exact. Thus 
fl 1 n 
} 0 max ( { x + ~} , { y + ~}) d~ = ; L max ( { x + 21;;; 1 } , { y + 21;;; 1 } ) . 
m=l 
On the other hand, { x + ~ }2 is quadratic with a positive second derivative 
on each sub-interval and so upon applying the mid-point rule, we have for 
m = l, ... ,n, 
m 
{ n { X + ~} 2 d~ > .!_ { X + 21;;; 1 } 2 . 




Jo { X + ~} 2 d~ > ~ L { X + 21;;;1} 2 . 
0 m=l 
Now since the discrete form Wn,d+ 1(x 0 , ... , Xn_ 1; zd+i) is just the approxima-
tion to Wn,d+l (x 0 , ... , Xn_ 1; zd+i) obtained by the composite mid-point rule 
with spacing i, the result follows. D 
In Theorem 4.6 below, we give the theoretical foundation for the inductive 
step of the component-by-component construction. The proof of Theorem 4.6 
makes use of the previous two lemmas. 
Theorem 4.6 Let n be a prime number. Suppose there exist x 0 , ... , Xn-l E 
[O, 1 ]d such that 
Then there exist Zd+l E Zn and ~d+l E [O, 1) such that 
1 d+l 
e~,d+l (xo, ... , Xn-1; Zd+l, ~d+1) :S ; IT (/3j + "(j) · 
j=l 
A pazr ( Zd+ 1 , ~d+ 1) that achieves this bound can be J ound by first finding 
a Zd+l E {1, 2, ... , n;-1} that minimizes Wn,d+1(xo, ... , Xn-1; zd+1) and then 
( with this Zd+I fixed) finding a ~d+I E { 21;;;1 : m = 1, ... , n} that minimizes 
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Proof. Suppose that x 0 , ... , Xn-I satisfy the assumed bound. For any zd+I E 
Zn, it follows from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 2.16 that 
(.Bd+I + 'Y~+l) e;,ixo, ... , Xn-1) 
'Yd+l ( i - k )zd+l n-1 n-1 [ d ({ . }) l +7 ~ ~ D (.Bi+ 'Yi [1 - max(xi,i, xk,i)l) B2 n , 
where we can write 
({ 
(i - k)zd+l }) = _1_ OO f e21rih(i-k)zd+1/n 
B2 n 27r2 L h2 ' 
h=-oo 
using (2.8) with a= 2. Now we average this over all possible values of zd+I E 
Zn, forming 
ffin,d+1(Xo, · · ·, Xn-1) 
l n-1 
·- -- '"""Wnd+1(Xo, ... ,Xn-1;Zd+1) 
n-1 L...J ' 
Zd+1=l 
(.Bd+I + 'Y~+l) e;,ixo, ... , Xn-1) 
+ 2~;~, ~ ~ LU (/3; + 'Yi [1 - max(x,p,J )l) T2 ( i - k, n)] 
< (.Bd+1 + 'Y~+l) e;,ixo, ... , Xn-1) 
n-1 n-1 d 
+ 2::~2 ~ L IT2(i - k, n)I n (.Bi+ 'Yi), 
i=O k=O J=l 
where T2 (k, n) is as given in Lemma 3.2 with a = 2 and it follows from the 
proof of Theorem 3.8 with a= 2 that 
n-1 n-1 2 
'""" '""" 27r n L...J L...J IT2 (i - k, n)I ~ 4((2)n = - 3-. 
i=O k=O 
Hence 
ffin,d+l (xo, · · ·, Xn-1) 
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Since mn,d+1(:z:o, ... , :Z:n-1) is the average ofwn,d+I(:z:0 , ••• , Xn-1; Zd+1) over 
all Zd+1, if we choose zd+1 E Zn to minimize Wn,d+1(:z:0 , •.• , :Z:n-1; Zd+i), then 
this choice of Zd+l will satisfy 
Now for this zd+l, the expression Wn,d+1(:z:0 , .•• , :Z:n_1; Zd+i) is the average of 
e~,d+I ( :z:o, ... , :Z:n-1; zd+I, ~d+ i) over all ~d+l in the set {2~; 1 : m = 1, ... , n}. 
Therefore if we choose ~d+l from this finite set to minimize the expression 
e~,d+I ( :z:o, ... , Xn-1; Zd+1, ~d+ 1), then this choice of ~d+l will satisfy 
and in turn it follows from Lemma 4.5 that 
l d+l 
e~,d+l (:z:o, · · ·, :Z:n-1; Zd+l, ~d+I) ~ ;; II (,Bj + ,'j). 
j=l 
The second degree Bernoulli polynomial has the property that 
which leads to 
Thus the search of Zd+ 1 can be restricted to the set { 1, 2, ... , n21 } . This 
completes the proof. D 
Corollary 4.7 Let n be a prime number. We can construct z E Z~ and 
a E [O, l)d component-by-component such that for alls= 1, ... , d, 
We can set z1 = 1, and find ~ 1 in the set { 2~;1 : m = 1, ... , n} to minimize 
e~ 1 (1, ~ 1). Fors satisfying 2 ~ s ~ d, each pair (zs, ~s) can be found by first 
' 
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finding a Zs in { 1, 2, ... , n; 1 } that minimizes 
Wn,s ((z1, · · ·, Zs-1), (~1, · · ·, ~s-1); Zs) 
(.Bs + ~) e;,s-1 ((z1, ... , Zs-1), (~1, ... , ~s-1)) 
+ :; ~ ~ lg (!1; + 1; [ I - max ( { ~ + t,;} , { ~ + t,;})]) 
xB2 ({~})], 
and then ( with this Zs fixed) finding a ~s in { 27;;1 : m = 1, ... , n} that min-
imizes e;,s ((z1, ... , zs), (~1, ... , ~s)). 
Proof. As mentioned earlier, the n-point rectangle rule is the only n-point 
lattice rule in one dimension and hence we may take z1 = 1. We have from 
Lemma 4.4 with d = 0 and z1 = 1 that 
By recalling that B 2 (x) = x2 - x + k and using the well-known sums for the 
first n - l positive integers and the squares of the first n - l positive integers, 
we obtain 
ln-l (i) ln-l[(i) 2 (i) 1] - LB2 - = - L - - - + -






which holds regardless of whether or not n is a prime number. Now since 
Wn,1(1) is the average of e;,1 (1, ~ 1) over all ~ 1 in the set { 27;;1 : m = 1, ... , n} 
and Wn,1(1) :'.S: Wn,1(1), if we choose ~ 1 from this finite set to minimize 
e; 1 (1, ~ 1) then this choice of ~ 1 will satisfy 
' 
For each s = 2, ... , d, the result follows from Theorem 4.6 inductively with 
d=s-1. D 
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Corollary 4. 7 leads us to the following algorithm for constructing shifted 
rank-1 lattice rules that achieve strong tractability error bounds in weighted 
Sobolev spaces. 
Algorithm 4.8 Given n a prime number: 
1. Set z1 , the first component of z, to 1. 
2 F . d A E { 1 3 2n-l} t · · · , in ill 2n, 2n, ... , 2n O minimize 
e;1(l,~i) = 1'1+ 1'1{i+~1}2 
' 3 n n 
n-1 n-1 
- ~~ LL max ( { * + ~1} , { ~ + ~1}) . 
i=O k=O 
3. Fors= 2, 3, ... , d - 1, d, do the following: 
(a) Find Zs E {1, 2, ... , n21 } to minimize 
Wn,s ((z1,,,,, Zs-I), (~1,,.,, ~s-d; Zs) 
(,as+~) e;,s-1 ((z1, · · ·, Zs-1), (~1,,, ·, ~s-1)) 
+ :; t ~ liJ (fi; + -Y; [ 1 - max ( { ~ + t>;} , { ¥,' + t>;})]) 
xB2 ({~})J. 
(b) F . d A { 1 3 2n-l} t · · · in ils E 2n, 2n, ... , 2n o minimize 
e;,s ((z1,,.,, Zs), (~1,,,,, ~s)) 
s n-l s [ ( 2) l D (fi; + 1) -~ ~ D fi; + 1 1 - { ~ + t>;} 
n-1 n-1 s 
+ ~2 LL II [,aj + ,'j ( l - max ( { ~ + ~j} ' { ~ + ~j}))] · 
i=O k=O j=l 
We see from the algorithm that the cost of constructing a rule for all di-
mensions up to d is approximately O(n3d2 ) operations. This can be reduced 
to O(n3d) operations at the expense of O(n2 ) storage. 

Chapter 5 
Constructing Lattice Rules with 
a Composite Number of Points 
Both the constructions given in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 made the assumption 
that the number of points n was a prime number. Here we extend the theories 
and the algorithms from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to lattice rules with a 
composite number of points. The analyses in this chapter are much more 
complicated. The proofs use techniques similar to those of [6] in which Disney 
studied the error bounds for rank-I lattice rules with a composite number of 
points in unweighted Korobov spaces. 
5.1 Rank-I lattice rules in weighted Korobov 
spaces 
In this section, we generalize the results from Chapter 3 to rank-I lattice rules 
with a composite number of points for integrands in weighted Korobov spaces. 
5 .1.1 Mean for general n 
We derive the expression for the mean square worst-case error when n is a com-
posite number. Definition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 are essential for our derivation. 
They are both taken from [6]. 
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Definition 5.1 For a > 1 and l ~ k ~ n, we define So:(k, n) by 
So:(k, n) := </>(n)~o:-1 L µ(a)ao:-l [ gcd(n/a, k) r, 
aln 
where </> is Euler's function andµ is the Mobius function defined by 
1, if a= l, 
µ(a):= (-l)i, ifa is a product ofi distinct primes, 
0, otherwise. 
Lemma 5.2 For a > 1 and l ~ k ~ n, 
1 
<I>( n) 
n-1 00 1 e2rrihkz/n L L = 2((a)So:(k, n), 
z=l h=-oo lhlo: 
gcd(z,n)=l 
where So:(k, n) is as given in Definition 5.1. 
Proof. Let 
1 
T := </>(n) 
I: "£' e21rihkz/n = _1_ "£' (-1- I: e2rrihkz/n) . 
z=l h=-oo lhlo: </>(n) h=-oo lhlo: z=l 
gcd(z,n)=l gcd(z,n)=l 
The Mobius function µ in Definition 5.1 has the property (see Theorem 6-5 
of[l]) that 
11, Lµ(a) = 
aim 0, 
Thus we can write 
n-1 n L e2rrihkz/n = L e2rrihkz/n 
z=l z=l 
gcd(z,n)=l gcd(z,n)=l 
which can be rearranged as follows: 
n L L e2rrihkz/nµ(a) 
z=l aJ gcd(z,n) 
if m = 1, 
otherwise. 
t (e2rrihkz/n L µ(a)) 
z=l aJ gcd(z,n) 
n L L e2rrihkz/nµ(a), 
z=l al gcd(z,n) 
n LL e2rrihkz/nµ(a) 
z=l aln 
aJz 
n L L e2rrihkz/nµ(a) 
aln z=l 
z::::O( mod a) 
n/a LL e2rrihkmafnµ(a). 
aln m=l 
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From this we have 
y = l 
00 
( n/a ) 
</> n L, : °'LL e21rihkmafnµ(a) 
( ) h=-oo I I aln m=l 
1 [ 
00 
( n/a ) l </> n L µ(a) I:' : °' L e2rrihkma/n . 
( ) aln h=-oo I I m=l 
Now 
f e2rrihkma/n = f (e2rrihk/(n/a))m = { ~' if hk = 0 (mod n/a), 
m=l m=l 0, otherwise. 
Since hk = 0 (mod n/a) if and only if h = 0 (mod agcd(:/a,k)), this leads to 
y = l L (µ(a) n f' 1 ) 
</>(n) aln a h=-oo lhl°' 
h::::O ( mod a gcd(':./a,k)) 
_l_L µ(a)n I:' 1 
( 
00 ) 
</>( n) a _ mn °' 
aln m--00 I agcd(n/a,k) I 
_l L [µ(a) n (agcd(n/a, k))°' f' _1 l 
</>(n) a n lml°' aln m=-oo 
2((a) x </>(n)~0t-I L µ(a)a°'- 1 [ gcd(n/a, k)] °' = 2((a)So,(k, n). 
aln 
This completes the proof. D 
Now we give the expression of Mn,d for a general n. 
Theorem 5.3 [cf. Theorem 3.3] We have 
d l n d 
Mn,d = - II /3j +; L II (/3j + 2'Yj((a)So,(k, n)), 
j=l k=l j=l 
where So,(k, n) is as given in Definition 5.1. 
Proof. By the definition of the mean and Lemma 3.1, we have 
l [ d l n-1 d ( 00 1 e2rrihkzi/n)] 
Mn,d = d L - II /3j + ; L II /3j + 'Yi L h 0t 
[</>(n)] zEZd j=l k=O j=l h=-oo I I 
n 
The result now follows from Lemma 5. 2. D 
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5.1.2 Upper bound for general n 
To obtain an upper bound on the mean square worst-case error, we need to 
make use of the following lemma. The proof for this lemma uses arguments 
from [6]. 
Lemma 5.4 Let S 0 (k, n) be as given in Definition 5.1. Then for A E z+, 
n 
L [S0 (k, n)]>. ~ </>~n) ~ 2c, 
k=l 
where c is the number of distinct prime factors of n. 
Proof. Given a> 1 and A E z+, let 
n 
Fo.,>.(n) := L [S0 (k, n)]>.. 
k=l 
Now suppose gcd(m, n) = 1, aim, and a'ln. Then 
gcd(m/a, i) gcd(n/a',j) = gcd(mn/aa', ni + mj), 
which, by the definition of S0 , leads to 
S0 (i, m)S0 (j, n) 
1 
</>( m) </>( n )( mn )0 - 1 
x LL (µ(a)µ(a')(aa')°- 1 [ gcd(m/a, i) gcd(n/a', j)] 0 ) 
aim a'ln 
</>(mn)(~n)o.-I L (µ(aa')(aa')°- 1 [ gcd(mn/aa', ni + mj)] 0 ) 
aa'lmn 
S0 (ni + mj, mn). 
Thus for m and n relatively prime, we have 
m n 
Fo.,>.(m)Fo.,>.(n) = L [S0 (i, m)]>. L [S0 (j, n)]>. 
i=l j=l 
m n 
LL [So.(i, m)So.(j, n)t 
i=l j=l 
m n 




This shows that F is a multiplicative arithmetic function, that is, if n 
QI Q2 Q h d' ' • h Pi p2 • • • P/, w ere Pi, ... , Pc are istmct pnmes, t en 
C 
Fo,,\(n) = II Fo,,\(pr). 
t=i 
For p a prime number and q ~ 1, the value of Euler's function for pq is 
given by 
and the divisors of pq are 1,p,p2 , ••• ,pq. By the definition of the Mobius 
function, 
µ(1) = 1, µ(p) = -1, and µ(pi)= 0 for 2 ~ i ~ q. 
It follows from Definition 5.1 that 
Sa(k,pq) = pq-i(p-\)(pq)o-i L µ(a)a 0 -i [gcd(pq /a, k)]° 
alpq 






poq-i(p _ 1) ' 
1 o-i -p ' 
L [S0 (k,pq)],\ 
k=i 
pq 
(oq-i)"~P _ 1)" :E [J(k)J" 
k=i 
if gcd(pq, k) = 1, 
(oq-l)>~ - 1)> ( [J(p')]' + t. [J(k)J' + t t. [J(k)J' )-














L(Pq-i _ pq-i-l)p(ai).X(l _ pa-1).X 
i=l 
q-1 
pq-l(p- 1)(1 _ pa-1).X LPai.X-i 
i=l 
q-1 
pq-l(p-1)(1- pa-1).X L(Pa.X-l)i 
i=l 
Upon combining these expressions together and doing some algebraic manip-
ulations, we obtain 
Fa,.x(pq) = ( ) ~ .X [p(aq-1).X(p _ 1).X + pq-I(p _ 1) (l _ pa-1).X 
p aq-1 .X p _ 1) 
Hence 
+ q-1( _ 1)(1 _ a-1).X p - P (a.X-l)q a.X-1] 
p p p pa.X-1 _ 1 
A (1- pol_l)A (1- p(aLl)q) 
1+(-1) 
(p - 1)-X-l ( 1 - paLl) 
< l+-1-=_P_. 
p-1 p-1 
C C C 
Fa,.x(n) = TI Fa,.x(Pit):::; TI tp~ 1 = </>(nn) :::; TI 2 = 2c. 
t=l t=l p t=l 
This completes the proof. D 
In Theorem 5.5 below, we derive an upper bound for the mean Mn,d given 
by Theorem 5.3. 
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Theorem 5.5 [cf. Theorem 3.6] We have 
Mn,d ~ min ( ¢,(~) D (/3; + 2-y;({o)), ~ D (/3; + 2'+l'Y;((a))) , 
where c is the number of distinct prime factors of n. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.5, we can write Mn,d from Theorem 5.3 as 
d l n d 
- II /3j + - L II (/3j + 2,j((a)S0 (k, n)) 
n 
j=l k=l j=l 
Mnd = 
' 
- ~ t L ( II /3j n (2,j((a)So(k, n))) 
k=l 0,i:u~V j¢u JEU 
- ~ L (t[so(k,n)J 1u1 II/3jII(2,jc(a))). 
0,i:u~V k=l j<tu JEu 
Since 1 ~ lul ~ d, we have from Lemma 5.4 that 
n 
L [Sa(k, n)] lul ~ <p~n) ~ 2c. 
k=l 
Thus we can obtain the first bound as follows: 
Mnd < 
' 
To obtain the second bound, we can proceed as follows: 
Mn,d < ~ L (2cII/3j n (2,j((a))) 
0,i:u~V jftu JEU 
< ~ L (II/3jII(2c+1,j((a))) 
0,i:u~V jftu JEU 
- ~ (D (/3; + 2'+l'Y;((a,)) - D /3;) 
1 d 
< - II (/3j + 2c+1,j((a)). 
n. 
J=l 
This completes the proof. D 
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Corollary 5.6 (cf. Corollary 3.7] There exists a choice of z E Z~ such that 
where c is the number of distinct prime factors of n. 
Though this second bound is generally larger than the first bound (but 
not always as is shown by the case d = 1 and n = 2q for q ~ 1), and seems 
to be of no apparent use, it will be required later on when we consider the 
component-by-component construction of the generating vector z. 
Let us now consider the set of integers n whose number of distinct prime 
factors is bounded by a constant, that is, we assume that c ~ Cmax < oo, where 
Cmax is some chosen value. Thus 
n __ < 2c < 2Cmax < OO. 
</>(n) - -
The bounds from Corollary 5.6 are clearly of the form given in Theorem 2.9 
(with either a = 2((a) and b = q,(n) or a = 2c+1((a) and b = 1). We thus 
conclude that the family of rank-1 lattice rules with a composite number of 
points is strongly tractable in weighted Korobov spaces if and only if 
00 '°' 'Yi L.J 7f < 00. 
j=l J 
5.1.3 Component-by-component construction for gen-
eral n 
Theorem 5.8 below gives the theoretical foundation for the component-by-
component construction when n is a composite number. The proof of Theo-
rem 5.8 makes use of the following result which is very similar to Lemma 5.4. 
Lemma 5.7 (cf. Lemma 5.4] Let S 0 (k,n) be as given in Definition 5.1. Then 
n 
L ISa(k, n)I ~ 2C, 
k=l 
where c is the number of distinct prime factors of n. 
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Proof. Given a> 1, let 
n 
Fo(n) := L ISo(k, n) 1-
k=l 
Using a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we deduce that F'0 
is a multiplicative arithmetic function and thus for n = p~1p~2 • • • p~c, where 
P1, ... , Pc are distinct primes, we have 
C 
Fo(n) = II Fo(Plt) 
t=l 





1 o-1 -p ' if gcd(pq, k) = 1, 
pq 
~ _ l) ~ IJ{k)I 










(pq _ pq-1) (po-1 _ 1) 
pq-1 (p _ l) (po-1 _ 1) , 
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while 
q-I pq q-I pq 
L L IJ(k)I L L IPai(l - pa-I) I 
i=I k=I i=I k=I 
gcd(pq,k)=pi gcd(pq,k)=pi 
q-I 
L(Pq-i _ pq-i-I)pai(pa-I _ 1) 
i=I 
q-I 
pq-I(p- l)(pa-I _ 1) L(Pa-I)i 
i=I 
(a-I)q _ a-I 
pq-I(p _ l)(pa-I _ l)p P 
pa-I_ 1 
Upon combining these expressions together and doing some algebraic manip-
ulations, we obtain 
1 [p(aq-I)(p _ l) + pq-I(p _ l)(pa-I _ 1) 
p(aq-I)(p- l) 
+ q-I( _ 1)( a-I_ l)p - P (a-I)q a-I] 
p p p pa-I_ l 
1 
2 - ( ) ~ 2. pa-I q 
Hence 
C C 
Fa(n) = II Fa(Plt) ~ II 2 ~ 2c. 
t=I t=I 
This completes the proof. We see from the exact expression for Fa(Pq) given 
above that this bound on Fa(n) cannot be significantly improved. D 
As in Chapter 3, en,d(x0, ... , Xn-I) denotes the worst-case error for a QMC 
rule with the set of points {x0, ... ,Xn-I}, and en,d+I(xo, ... ,Xn-I;zd+I) de-
notes the worst-case error for a QMC rule with the set of points 
{ ( xi, { iz~+I}) : O ~ i ~ n - l}. 
Theorem 5.8 [cf. Theorem 3.8] Suppose there exist x 0 , ... , Xn-I E [O, l]d 
such that 
d 
e;,ixo, ... , Xn-I) ~ _.!:_ II (/Ji+ 2c+I')'j((a)), 
n. 
J=I 
where c is the number of distinct prime factors of n. Then there exists Zd+I E 
Zn such that 
d+I 
e;,d+I (xo, ... , Xn-I; Zd+I) ~ ~ II (/Ji + 2c+I')'j((a)) . 
j=I 
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Such a zd+I can be found by minimizing e~,d+I (x0 , ... , Xn- 1; Zd+i) over the 
set Zn. 
Proof. Suppose that x 0 , ... , Xn-I satisfy the assumed bound, and let 
Following the proof of Theorem 3.8, we see that the result is proved if we can 
prove that 
We see from the proof of Theorem 3.8 that 
ffin,d+l (xo, · · ·, Xn-1) 
n-ln-1 d 
~ ,Bd+1e;,ixo, ... , Xn-1) + 1'd;l LL ITa(i - k, n) I IT (,Bi+ 2,'j((a)), 
n i=O k=O j=l 
where 
- 1 
T0 (k, n) := </J(n) 
I: 00 ' e21rihkz/n 
z=l h~oo lhla 
(5.1) 
gcd{z,n)=l 
Note that 1'0 (n, n) = 1'0 (0, n), T0 (k, n) = T0 (k mod n, n), and we see from 
Lemma 5.2 that T0 (k, n) = 2((a)S0 (k, n) if 1 ~ k ~ n. (Also if n is a prime 
number, T0 (k, n) is exactly T0 (k, n) as given in Lemma 3.2.) Now since for 
0 ~ i, k ~ n - 1, the values of (i - k) mod n are just O ton - 1 in some order 
each occurring n times, we have 
n-1 n-1 
LL ITa(i - k, n)I 
i=O k=O 
n-1 n-1 
LL ITa((i - k) mod n, n)I 
i=O k=O 
n-1 
n L ITa(k, n)I 
k=O 
n 
n L ITa(k, n)I 
k=l 
n 
n L l2((a)Sa(k, n)I 
k=l 
n 
2((a)n L ISa(k, n)I ~ 2c+1((a)n, (5.2) 
k=l 
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where we have used Lemma 5.7. Hence 
ffin,d+l (xo,,,,, Xn-1) 
< ,B:1 IT (,Bj + 2c+1'Yj((a)) + 2c+1'Yd:1((a) IT (,Bj + 2'Yj((a)) 
j=l j=l 
This completes the proof. D 
Corollary 5.9 [cf. Corollary 3.9] We can construct z E Z~ component-by-
component such that for alls= 1, ... , d, 
e~,s(z1, ... , Zs) ~ ~ IT (,Bj + 2c+1'Yj((a)). 
j=l 
We can set z1 = 1, and for s satisfying 2 ~ s ~ d, each Zs can be found by 
minimizing e; s ( z1 , ... , Zs) over the set Zn. 
' 
Proof. Following the proof of Corollary 3.9, we see that the result is proved 
if we can prove that 
This is clearly true since we have from (3.2) that e;,1 (1) = 2'Y~~a). D 
For the set of integers n whose number of distinct prime factors, c, is 
bounded by a constant, Corollary 5.9 leads us to the following algorithm for 
constructing rank-1 lattice rules that achieve strong tractability error bounds 
given in Theorem 2.9 with a = 2c+1 and b = 1. 
Algorithm 5.10 [cf. Algorithm 3.10] 
1. Set z1 , the first component of z, to l. 




The cost of constructing a n-point rank-I lattice rule up to d dimensions 
is approximately O(n</>(n)d2 ) operations. This can be reduced to O(n</>(n)d) 
operations if we store the products during the search, but this would be at the 
expense of O(n) storage. 
5.2 Shifted rank-I lattice rules in weighted 
Sobolev spaces 
Now we generalize the results from Chapter 4 to shifted rank-I lattice rules 
with a composite number of points in weighted Sobolev spaces. As in Chap-
ter 4, we exploit the relationship of the worst-case errors between weighted 
Sobolev spaces and weighted Korobov spaces. 
5.2.1 Mean and upper bound for general n 
With the same arguments as those in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we obtain the 
following result using Theorems 5.3 and 5.5. 
Theorem 5.11 [cf. Theorem 4.2] We have 
rrd ( ,1 ) 1 ~rrd ( (1 S2(k,n))) Mn,d = - j=l /31 + 3 + ;;, ~ j=l /31 + "11 3 + 6 ' 
where S2(k, n) is as given in Definition 5.1 with a= 2. Moreover, 
Corollary 5.12 [cf. Corollary 4.3] There exist a choice of z E Z~ and a 
choice of a E [O, 1 )d such that 
2 1 d ( 2c + 1 ) en,A z, a) ::; ;;, n /31 + -3-,1 , 
J=l 
where c is the number of distinct prime factors of n. 
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We then conclude from the above corollary and Theorem 2.9 that the family 
of shifted rank-1 lattice rules with a composite number of points is strongly 
tractable in weighted Sobolev spaces if and only if 
00 
"""" 'Yi L-7i < 00. 
j=l J 
5.2.2 Component-by-component construction for gen-
eral n 
As in Chapter 4, we will let en,d+1(xo, ... , Xn-1; zd+l, ~d+i) denote the worst-
case error for a QMC rule with the set of points 
{ ( xi, { iz~+i + ~d+l}) : 0 ~ i ~ n - l}. 
Theorem 5.13 below, which generalizes Theorem 4.6, gives the theoretical foun-
dation for the component-by-component construction when n is a composite 
number. 
Theorem 5.13 [cf. Theorem 4.6] Suppose there exist x 0 , ... , Xn-l E [O, l]d 
such that 
2 1 d ( 2c + 1 ) 
en,ixo, · · ·, Xn-1) ~ :;; n (3j + -3-"fi ' 
J=l 
where c is the number of distinct prime factors of n. Then there exist Zd+l E Zn 
and ~d+l E [O, 1) such that 
A pair (zd+l, ~d+i) satisfying this bound can be found by first finding a zd+l E 
{1 ~ z ~ n;1 : gcd(z, n) = 1} that minimizes Wn,d+1(xo, ... , Xn-1; Zd+1) and 
then ( with this Zd+1 fixed) finding a ~d+l E { 21;;1 : m = 1, ... , n} that mini-
mizes e;,d+l (xo, ... , Xn-1; Zd+1, ~d+1). 
Proof. Suppose that x 0 , ... , Xn-l satisfy the assumed bound, and let 
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where Wn,d+i(x0, ... , Xn_ 1; zd+i) is as given in Lemma 4.4. Following the proof 
of Theorem 4.6, we see that the result is proved if we can prove that 
1 d+l ( 2c + 1 ) 
ffin,d+I (zo, · · ·, Xn-d ~ :;; n /3j + -3-'Yi . 
J=l 
We see from the proof of Theorem 4.6 that 
ffin,d+l (xo, · · ·, Xn_i) ~ (f3d+l + "f~+l) e~.izo, · · ·, Xn-1) 
n-1 n-1 d 
+ 2'Yd:\ LL IT2(i - k, n)I IT (/3i +'Yi), 7r n . . i=O k=O J=l 
where E t' e2~::z/n 
z=l h=-oo 
gcd(z,n)=l 
is exactly the expression (5.1) with a= 2. It then follows from (5.2) that 
n-1 n-1 c 2 
LL IT2(i - k, n)I ~ 2c+1((2)n = 2 ~ n. 
i=O k=O 
Thus 
ffin,d+1(Xo, · · ·, Xn-1) 
1 d ( 2c 1 ) 2c- l d 
< (!3d+i + 'Yd+l) X -IT /3· + ____±_T + 'Yd+l IT (/3· + T) 
3 n 1 3 1 3n 1 1 j=l j=l 
1 d+l ( 2c + 1 ) 
< :;; IT /3j + - 3-'Yi . 
j=l 
By the symmetric property of B2 , we see that 
Also, if gcd(zd+l, n) = 1, then gcd(n - Zd+i, n) = 1. Thus the search of Zd+I 
can be restricted to the set { 1 ~ z ~ n21 : gcd(z, n) = 1}. This completes the 
proof. D 
Corollary 5.14 [cf. Corollary 4.7] We can construct z E Z~ and a E [O, l)d 
component-by-component such that for alls= 1, ... , d, 
2 1 8 ( 2c + 1 ) 
en,s ( (z1, ···,Zs), (~1, · · ·, ~s)) ~ :;; n /3j + -3-"fi " 
J=l 
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We can set z1 = 1, and find ~ 1 in the set { 27;;;1 : m = 1, ... , n} to minimize 
e;,1 (1, ~ 1). Fors satisfying 2 ::; s ::; d, each pair (zs, ~s) can be found by first 
finding a Zs in {1::; z::; n21 : gcd(z, n) = 1} that minimizes 
Wn,s ((z1, · · ·, Zs-d, (~1, · · ·, ~s-i); Zs) 
(,es+~) e~,s-1 ((z1, · · ·, Zs-1), (~1, ... , ~s-1)) 
+ :; t t LU (P; + "I; [ 1 - max ( { ~ + L'l;} , { ~ + L'l;})]) 
xB2 ({~})], 
and then ( with this Zs fixed) finding a ~s in { 27;;;1 : m = 1, ... , n} that min-
imizes e;,s ((z1, ... , Zs), (~1, ... , ~s)). 
Proof. Following the proof of Corollary 4.7, we see that the result is proved 
if we can prove that 
1 ( 2c + 1 ) Wn,1(1)::;;; ,81 + - 3 -1'1 · 
This is clearly true since we have from (4.2) that Wn,1(1) = ~- This completes 
the proof. D 
For the set of integers n whose number of distinct prime factors, c, is 
bounded by a constant, Corollary 4. 7 leads us to the following algorithm for 
constructing rank-1 lattice rules that achieve strong tractability error bounds 
given in Theorem 2.15 with a= 2ct1 and b = l. 
Algorithm 5.15 [cf. Algorithm 4.8] 
1. Set z1 , the first component of z, to l. 
2. Find ~ 1 E { 2~, 2~, ... , 2~~ 1 } to minimize 
e~ 1 (1, ~1) = 'YI + 'YI { i + ~1 }2 
' 3 n n 
n-1 n-1 
-~~LL max ( { * + ~1}, { ~ + ~1}). 
i=O k=O 
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3. Fors= 2, 3, ... , d - 1, d, do the following: 
(a) Find Zs E {1 :s; z :s; n;1 : gcd(z,n) = 1} to minimize 
(,as+ ~) e;,s-1 ( (z1, · .. , Zs-1), (~1, .. ·, ~s-1)) 
+ :; t~ LU (fi; +?; [1-max ({ ~ +L'>;}, { ~ +~; })]) 
xn,({~})] 
(b) F . d A { 1 3 2n-l} t · · · in Us E 2n' 2n' ... , 2n O minimize 
e;,s ( (z1, ... , Zs), (~1, ... , ~s)) 
s n-1 s [ ( 2) l D (fi; + 1) - ~ ~ D fi; + 1 1 - { ~ +L'>;} 
n-1 n-1 s 
+ ~2 LL IJ [,ej + 'Yj ( 1 - max ( { ~ + ~j} , { ¥;- + ~j}))] . 
i=O k=O j=l 
The cost of constructing a rule for all dimensions up to dis approximately 
O(n2</J(n)d2 ) operations, which can be reduced to O(n2</>(n)d) operations at 
the expense of O(n2) storage. 

Chapter 6 
Constructing Randomly Shifted 
Rank-I Lattice Rules in 
Weighted Sobolev Spaces 
In the construction of shifted rank-1 lattice rules in Chapters 4 and 5, the shifts 
were generated in a deterministic manner. Here we propose the alternative 
of allowing the shifts to be random, opening the possibility of repeating the 
calculation with a number of independent shifts so as to allow error estimation. 
An important advantage of this is that the cost of the construction is reduced 
from O(n3d2) operations to O(n2d2) operations. We remark that when the 
sum of ,j//3j is finite, the rules thus constructed achieve a worst-case strong 
tractability error bound in a probabilistic sense: the mean square worst-case 
errors over all possible shifts satisfy the desired bound. 
6.1 Randomly shifted rank-1 lattice rules 
Randomly shifted rank-1 lattice rules are, as the name suggested, shifted rank-
1 lattice rules in which the shifts are chosen randomly. The underlying idea 
is not new. For example, as early as 1976 Cranley and Patterson [5] pointed 
out the benefits of using random shifts with rank-1 lattice rules; later this 
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idea was generalized to other lattice rules by Joe [14]. Later still, Owen in 
[26] introduced a similar randomization idea ('scrambled (t, m, d)-nets') into 
nets. By now the idea of combining randomization (or 'Monte Carlo') ideas 
with deterministic QMC ideas is commonplace. The key underlying concepts 
behind such randomized QMC methods are discussed in [10]. 
Let q be a positive integer, and let A 0 , ... , Aq-l be q independent ran-
dom shifts drawn from a uniform distribution on [O, l]d. We can obtain an 
approximation based on the average: 
CJn,d(f) := ~ I: I: f ({ i: +Am}), 
q m=O i=O 
(6.1) 
where z E Z~ is the generating vector. 
6.1.1 An unbiased estimator 
We show that the approximation CJn,dU) is an unbiased estimator of Id(!). 
Since this result is true not only for rank-I lattice rules but also for all equal-
weight quadrature rules, we state the result in its general form. 
Let Qn,dU) be an n-point equal-weight quadrature rule with quadrature 
points Xo, ... , Xn-I E [O, l]d, and for A E [O, l]d, let Qn,d(f; A) denote the 
associated A-shifted rule: 
l n-1 
Qn,d(f; A):=~ Lf({xi + A}). 
i=O 
For q a positive integer and Ao, ... , Aq-l E [O, l]d, let CJn,d(f; Ao, ... , Aq_ 1) 
denote the approximation obtained by taking an average over q random shifts, 
that is, 
q-1 q-1 n-1 
CJn,d(f; Ao,···, Aq-1) := ! L Qn,d(f; Am)= ~ L Lf({xi + Am}), 
q m=O q m=O i=O 
where A 0 , ... , Aq-l are independent random vectors having a uniform distri-
bution on [O, 1 ]d. 
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Theorem 6.1 The family of shifted rules Qn,d(f; A) is an unbiased estimator 
of the integral Id(!), in the sense that 
£ [Qn,d(f; ·)] := f Qn,d(f; A) dA = Id(!). 
J[o,1Jd 
Proof. We have 
n-1 n-1 
£ [Qn,d(f; ·)] = .!_ L 1 f( {xi+ A}) dA = .!_ L 1 f(u) du= Id(!), 
n i=O [O,l]d n i=O [O,l]d 
where in the second to last step we have made a change of variable. D 
Corollary 6.2 The mean CJn,d(f; A 0 , ... , Aq_1) is an unbiased estimate of 
Id(!), and has variance 
Proof. See Corollary 3 of [14]. D 
It is well-known that an unbiased estimate of a, the standard error of the 
mean CJn,d(f; Ao, ... , Aq-1), is 
( 
q-1 ) 1/2 
a:= q(q ~ l) ~ [Qn,d(f; Am) - CJn,d(f; Ao, ... , Aq-1)] 2 
By using the well-known Chebyshev inequality (see [21]), 
probability (ICJn,d(f; Ao, ... , Aq-1) - Id(!) I < ka) ~ 1 - ; 2 , 
this estimate of a allows us to calculate confidence intervals for the error, that 
is, an interval in which the true error must lie with a fixed probability. 
Since the theorem and the corollary hold for any equal-weight quadrature 
rule Qn,d(f), then it certainly holds for rank-1 lattice rules, thus the average 
(6.1) is an unbiased estimate of the integral Id(!). 
6.1.2 Expected value of square worst-case error 
Let Pn,d = {xo, ... , Xn-d and Pn,d(A) = { {xi+A}: 0 :s; i :s; n-1} denote the 
sets of quadrature points for a QMC rule Qn,d(f) and its associated ~-shifted 
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rule Qn,d(/; A). Since the mean Qn,d(/; A 0 , ... , Aq_ 1) can be considered as an 
equal-weight quadrature rule with qn points, we denote its set of quadrature 
points by 
Now suppose that f belongs to a certain reproducing kernel Hilbert space 
with kernel Kd, and suppose K;, is the shift-invariant kernel associated with 
Kd (see (2.4)). Since the shifts are to be chosen randomly, we consider the 
expected value 
£ [e~,n,d (Pq,n,d(Ao, ... , Aq-1), Kd)] 
:= { e~,n,d (Pq,n,d(Ao, ... , Aq-1), Kd) dAo · · · dAq-1· 
J[o,1Jqd 
In the special case of q = l, we know from Lemma 2.4 that 
£ [e~,d (Pn,d(A), Kd)] := { e~,d (Pn,d(A), Kd) dA = e~.iPn,d, K;,), 
J[o,1Jd 
that is, the expected value of the square worst-case error for the shifted rule 
in the Hilbert space with reproducing kernel Kd is exactly the same as the 
square worst-case error for the original unshifted rule in the Hilbert space 
with reproducing kernel K;,. 
We now obtain a similar result for£ [e~,n,d (Pq,n,d(Ao, ... , Aq-1), Kd)], and 
we would expect the result to match the above when q = l. 
Theorem 6.3 We have 
£ [e~,n,d (Pq,n,d(Ao, ... , Aq-1), Kd)] = te~,d(Pn,d, K;,). 
Proof. We see from a slight generalization of Lemma 2.2 that 
e~,n,d (Pq,n,d(Ao, ... , Aq-1), Kd) 
q-1 n-1 
r Kd(x,y)dxdy-2-LL1 Kd({xi+Am},y)dy 
J[o,1]2d qn m=O i=O [o,1Jd 
l q-1 n-1 n-1 
+22 L LLKd({xi + Am}, {xk + Am}) 
q n m=O i=O k=O 
l q-1 q-1 n-1 n-1 
+22 LLLLKd({xi+Am},{xk+Ae}). 
q n m=O i=O i=O k=O 
i,f.m 
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Thus we have 
£ [e~,n,d (Pq,n,d(do, ... , dq-1), Kd)] 
q-1 n-1 
r Kd(x,y)dxdy-~LL r Kd({xi+am},y)dyddm 
J[o,1]2d qn m=O i=O J[o,1]2d 
q-1 n-1 n-1 
+~ LLL1 Kd({xi+am},{xk+am})ddm 
q n m=O i=O k=O [O,l]d 
q-1 q-1 n-1 n-1 
+ } 2 L LLL 1 Kd({xi + dm}, {xk + de})ddmdde, 
q n m=O l=O i=O k=O [O,l]2d 
l-:/:m 




qn i=O k=O [O,l]d 
+q-l f Kd(x,y)dxdy 
q J[o,1]2d 
~ (- f Kd(x,y)dxdy 
q J[o,1]2d 
+!, ~~ 1 K,({x, + ~}, {xk + ~})d~). 
n i=O k=O [O,l]d 
We see from the proof of Lemma 2.4 that the expression inside the brackets is 
e;,APn,d, Kd). This completes the proof. D 
We then see that£ [e~,n,d (Pq,n,d(do, ... , dq_ 1), Kd)] may be calculated by 
using e;,APn,d, Kd). 
6.2 Component-by-component construction 
So far we have looked at the general theory, and have not specified the rule or 
the reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Let Kd = Kd,/3,"Y be a kernel for some 
weighted Sobolev space (see (2.11)), and let Qn,dU) be the mean given by 
(6.1), that is, the average of q randomly shifted rank-1 lattice rules. 
Let Kd,/3,"Y denote the shift-invariant kernel associated with Kd,/3,-y, and let 
en,d(z) denote the worst-case error for a rank-1 lattice rule with generating 
vector z in the space with kernel Kd,/3,-y· From the preceding discussion, it is 
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clear that if we wish to use random shifts of rank-I lattice rules to estimate the 
integral Id(!), then we should choose rank-I lattice rules which give the best 
value of en,d(z). Furthermore, to show that a rule of the form (6.1) achieves 
strongly tractability error bounds in a probabilistic sense, we need to show 
that e!,iz) satisfies a corresponding bound. 
6.2.1 The known results 
We see from Lemma 2.12 that Kd,fJ,'Y is a kernel for some weighted Korobov 
space with parameters a= 2, 
A ''f' /3j = /3j + _}_ 
3 
and A "/j "/j = 21r2. 
Thus it follows from Lemma 3.1 with these change of parameters and (2.8) 
that 
where B2 (x) = x2 - x + l is the second degree Bernoulli polynomial. 
When n is a prime number, it follows from Corollary 3.7 with these change 
of parameters that there exists a choice of z E Z~ such that 
Moreover, it follows from Corollary 3.9 with the same change of parameters 
that if we set z1 = 1 and find each Z8 E Zn for s = 2, ... , d by minimizing 
is satisfied for all s = 1, ... , d. We see from Theorem 2.15 that these bounds 
are clearly sufficient for strong tractability in weighted Sobolev spaces. 
For general n, we can obtain similar results with bounds dependent on c, 
the number of distinct prime factors of n, using Corollary 5.6 and Corollary 5.9. 
If we assume that c is no more than a constant Cmax < oo, then the bounds 
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are also sufficient for strong tractability. By the symmetric property of B2 , 
we see that e~,s(z1, ... 'Zs) = e~,s(z1, ... 'n - Zs)• Also, if gcd(zs, n) = 1 
then gcd(n - Zs, n) = 1. Thus the search for Zs can be restricted to the set 
{1 ~ z ~ n21 : gcd(z, n) = 1}. We give the algorithm below for general n. 
Algorithm 6.4 
1. Set z1, the first component of z, to l. 
2. Fors = 2, 3, ... , d - l, d, find Zs E { 1 ~ z ~ n21 : gcd(z, n) = 1} such 
that 
is minimized. 
The cost of constructing z for for all dimensions up to d is O(n2d2 ) opera-
tions, which can be reduced to O(n2d) at the expense of O(n) storage. 
6. 2. 2 An improved bound for the construction 
Here we give a different upper bound for the construction when n is a prime 
number. We show that the rule constructed has a square worst-case error 
smaller than the QMC mean (see Lemma 2.17). 
Theorem 6.5 Let n be a prime number. Suppose there exists z E Z~ such 
that 
e!,h) '., En,d, where En,d = ~ (I] (ti;+~) - }] (ti;+ 1)) 
is the QMC mean. Then there exists Zd+l E Zn such that 
e~,d+1(Z,Zd+1) ~ En,d+l· 
Such a zd+l can be found by minimizing e~,d+l (z, zd+i) over the set { 1, 2, ... , 
n;-1}. Moreover, we have e~,1 (z1) ~ En,1 for all Z1 E Zn. 
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Proof. Suppose that z satisfies the assumed bound. For any zd+1 E Zn, we 
have from (6.2) that 
( 'Yd+l) A2 ( ) f3d+1 + -3- en,d z 
+ 1:1 t llJ (P; + 1; [ B, ( { i;:}) + ~ l) B, ( { iz~+i}) l 
d 
(/3 + 'Yd+1)e2 ( )+ 'Yd+lll(/3·+ 'Yi) d+l 3 n,d Z 6n J 2 
j=l 
+ 1:1 ~ llJ (P; + 1; ( B, ( { i;: } ) + ~ l ) B, ( { iz~+I } ) ) , 
where we have separated out the i = 0 term. Now we average this over all the 
possible values of zd+l to form 
l n-1 
ffin,d+1(z) := -- ~ e!,d+1(Z,Zd+1) n-1 L.....t 
Zd+1=l 
d 
( 'Yd+l) A2 ( ) 'Yd+l II ( 'Yj) ( ) f3d+1 + -3- en,d z + 6n /3i + 2 + L z ' 
j=l 
where 
L(z) 1: 1 ~ llJ (P; +1; [B, ( { i;:}) + m 
x n ~ I ,,t B2 ( { iz~+I } ) ] 
When n is prime, for fixed i satisfying 1 ~ i ~ n - l the values of { iz~+ 1 } as 
zd+l runs from 1 to n - l are J·ust l, 1, ... , n-l in some order, and hence we n n n 
have 
n-1 
- 1 ~B2(~) 
n-lL.....t n 
z=l 
n ~ I (~B, (;) ~ B,(o)) 





where in the second to last step we have used ( 4.1). It then follows that 
L(z) = -;:,' ~D (/3; +?; [s, ( f;}) + m 
- ?::' ( e!.h) - ; D (!3; + 1) + D (/3; + 1)) . 
where we have used the fact that, upon separating out the i = 0 term, e! d(z) 
' 
from (6.2) can be written as 
Thus 
d 
(R + ,d+l) e2 ( ) + ,d+I IT (R. + ,j) f-'d+I 3 n,d z 6n f-'J 2 
j=l 
- 1::1 (e!.h) - ; g (/3; + 1) + g (h + 1)) 
(f3d+1 + 1d+1 (~ - 6~)) e!,d(z) 
( 1 l)rrd( Tj) 'Yd+Irrd( Tj) +'Yd+I 6n + 6n2 j=l (3j + 2 - 6n j=l (3j + 3 · 
Using the assumption of e!,d(z) ~ En,d, we have 
rhn,d+I(z) 
< ( 13d+l + ?d+l G- 6~)) X ; (D (!3; + 1) -D (!3; + 1)) 
+?,+1 (6~ + 6~') D (/3; + 1) -1t:' D (/3; + 1i 
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Now since ihn,d+ 1 ( z) is the average over all zd+l of e~,d+l ( z, zd+ 1), if we choose 
zd+ 1 E Zn to minimize e~,d+ 1 ( z, zd+ 1), then this choice of zd+ 1 will satisfy 
By the symmetric property of B2, we have e~,d+l (z, Zd+1) = e~,d+l (z, n-zd+d· 
Thus the search of Zd+ 1 can be restricted to the set { 1, 2, ... , n; 1 } . 
In one dimension, it is known that there is only one n-point lattice rule, 
namely, then-point rectangle rule. Thus we may take z1 = 1 and obtain from 
(6.2) that 
where the last step follows from (4.1). Now since 




We have assumed that the weights /3 and "Y for weighted Korobov and weighted 
Sobolev spaces satisfy 
'YI 'Y2 - > - > ... > 0. 
f31 - f32 -
This is to moderate the ordering of the coordinate directions so that the rate 
of change is greatest in the x1 direction, not as great in the x2 direction, and 
so on. The first few variables are thus in a sense more important than the 
rest and therefore it would seem intuitive to 'copy' the coordinates of the 
points a number of times in the first few dimensions. Here we propose to 
copy the points of a rank-I lattice rule to yield an intermediate-rank lattice 
rule. We show that when the sum of 'Yi/ (3i is finite, the generating vector for 
the rule can also be constructed component-by-component to achieve strong 
tractability error bounds. 
7 .1 Intermediate-rank lattice rules in weighted 
Korobov spaces 
In weighted Korobov spaces of periodic functions, we consider the (f, r)-copy 
of a rank-I lattice rule with generating vector z, that is, an intermediate-rank 
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lattice rule with N = £rn quadrature points given by the set (see (1.6)) 
{{ iz (m1 , ... ,mr,O, ... ,O)} . } -;; + £ : 0 :S i :S n - 1, 0 :S m1, ... , mr :S £ - 1 , 
where £ 2: 1, gcd(£, n) = 1, and O :S r :S d. When r = 0 and/or £ = 1, we get 
just the original n-point rank-I lattice rule. For r 2: 1, the resulting rule is a 
rank-r lattice rule. These intermediate-rank lattice rules have previously been 
considered in [15] and [17]. Typically, for reasons of tractability, we will take 
r to be a fixed number, say r = I, 2, or 3. For the choice of£ it would seem 
reasonable on practical grounds and theoretical grounds (see Theorem 7.5 and 
Lemma 7.6) to take £ to be 2 in actual calculations. This value of£ = 2 has 
been previously used in [15] and [17]. 
In this section, we shall see that the generating vectors constructed 
component-by-component satisfy strong tractability error bounds. Moreover, 
in certain circumstances, the intermediate-rank lattice rules constructed sat-
isfy bounds which are better than the corresponding bounds for rank-I lattice 
rules with approximately the same number of points. 
For simplicity, we will assume again that n is a pnme number. More 
general results can be obtained by emulating the more complicated analysis 
from Chapter 5. 
7 .1.1 Square worst-case error 
Let en,d,copy( e,r) ( z) denote the worst-case error for our intermediate-rank lattice 
rule in weighted Korobov spaces. An expression for en,d,copy(£,r)(z) is given in 
the next lemma. Note that though this intermediate-rank lattice rule has 
N = £r n points, the lemma shows that the worst-case error may be calculated 
by using a rule having just n points. We also remark that when £ = 1 and/or 
r = 0, the result is the same as Lemma 3.1. 
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Lemma 7.1 [cf. Lemma 3.1] We have 
e~,d,copy( i,r) ( z) 
Proof. We have from Lemma 2. 7 that 
e~,d,copy(i,r) ( z) 
d l 1.-1 1.-1 1.-1 1.-1 n-1 n-1 
- II (3j + f2rn2 L ... L L ... L LL 
j=l Qr=O q1=Dmr=O m1=0 i=O k=O 
[ 
r ( oo , e21rih ( { ~ + ¥ }-{ ~ + ~}) ) 
II (3j + 'Yj I: JhJa 
j=l h=-oo 
d ( 00 , e21rih({~}-{~}))] 
X II (3j + 'Yj L JhJa 
j=r+l h=-oo 
This second term can be written as 
(7.1) 
For O :::; q, m ::;; e - l, the values of (q - m) mode are just O toe - l in some 
order, with each value occurring e times. Thus we have 
Now since 
l 1.-1 1.-1 ( 00 , e21rih((i-k)zi/n+(q-m)/i)) 
f,2 ~ ~ (3j + 'Yj h~oo JhJa 
1 i-l ( 00 , e21rih((i-k)z1 /n+m/i)) 
e I: (3j +'Yj I: JhJa · 
m=O h=-oo 
1.-1 { e I: e27rihm/i = , 
m=O 0, 




1 l-1 ( 00 1 e21rih((i-k)zi/n+m/l)) 
f ~ {3j + 'Yj h~oo lhla 
{3. + ---1. L L e21rihm/ l 'Y . 00 1 (e21rih(i-k)zi/n l-1 ) 
J f h=-oo lhla m=O 
'Yj 00 1 ( e21riml(i-k)zj /n ) 
{3j + f m~oo lmfla X f 
"(j OO I e21rihl(i-k)zj/n 
{3j + fa h~oo lhla 
Thus (7.1) can be simplified to 
:, ~ ~ lU (~; + J! .t: e'';~:~:)•;/n) 
d ( 00 1 e21rih(i-k)zi/n) l 
X j!!l {3j + 'Yj h~oo lhla , 
which can be simplified even further to 
l n-1 [ r ( 'Yj 00 1 e21rihlkzj /n) d ( 00 1 e21rihkzi /n) l ;; ~ D {3j + fa h~oo lhla j!!l {3j + 'Yj h~oo lhla , 
since for O ~ i, k ~ n - 1, the values of (i - k) mod n are just O to n - 1 in 
some order, with each value occurring n times. This completes the proof. D 
7.1.2 Mean and upper bound when n is prime 
We define the mean of e;,d,copy(l,r)(z) over all values of z E .Z~ for n prime by 
Mn,d,copy(l,r) := (n ~ l)d L e;,d,copy(l,r)(z). 
zEZ~ 
Theorem 7.2 below gives an explicit expression for this mean. Note that when 
f = 1 and/or r = 0, the result is the same as Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 7.2 [cf. Theorem 3.3] Let n be a prime number. Then 
d 1 r ( 2'Y{(a)) d 
Mn,d,copy(l,r) - D f3j +;; D f3j + Jfa j!!l (f3j + 2'Yj((a)) 
+ n - 1 rrr ((3. _ 2'Yj((a)(l - n1-a)) 
n . 1 (n- l)fa 
J=l 
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Proof. It follows from the expression for e~,d,copy(t,r/z) in Lemma 7.1 that 
M n,d,copy(i,r) 
where Ta(k, n) is as given in Lemma 3.2. Since f =/= 0 and gcd(f, n) = 1, upon 
separating the k = 0 and k ¥- 0 terms, the expression for the mean follows 
from Lemma 3.2. D 
We now give an upper bound for the mean. 
Theorem 7.3 [cf. Theorem 3.4] Let n be a prime number such that n > 
1 + t((a). Then 
1 Ilr ( 2,'j((a)) Ild 
Mn,d,copy(i,r) ::; ; . /3j + fa . (/3j + 2,'j((a)) · 
J=l J=r+l 
Proof. Since t ~ l ~ ···,we have from the condition n ~ 1 + t((a) that 
for all j ~ 1, 
which leads to 
Thus 
and this implies that 
,'j((a) < ,'j((a) < /3 ·. 
(n - l)fa - n - 1 - 1 
1/3 . _ 2,'j((a)(l - n
1-a) I < /3· 
1 ( n - 1) fa - 1 ' 
Ilr (/3· _ 2,'j((a)(l - n
1-a)) Ild (/3· _ 2,'j((a)(l - n 1-a)) ::; Ild /3·. 
1 (n - l)fa 1 n - 1 1 j=l j=r+l j=l 
Hence 
1 Ilr ( 2,'j((a)) Ild 
Mn,d,copy(i,r) ::; ; j=l /3j + fa j=r+l (/3j + 2,'j((a))' 
which completes the proof. D 
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Clearly there must exist at least one vector z such that the square worst-
case error is as good as the average. 
Corollary 7.4 Let n be a prime number such that n ~ l + fi( (a). Then there 
exists a choice of z E Z~ such that 
Now let N = ern denote the total number of quadrature points. It is 
obvious that the last bound given in Corollary 7.4 is of the form given in 
Theorem 2.9 with a= 2((a), b = er and n = N. We thus conclude that the 
family of intermediate-rank lattice rules ( with n prime) is strongly tractable 
in weighted Korobov spaces if and only if 
00 
~ "/j 
L...J /3· < 00. 
j=l J 
7.1.3 Comparison with rank-I lattice rules 
It follows from Theorem 7.2 with f =land n = N that for N prime, the mean 
for rank-I lattice rules is (see also Theorem 3.3 with n = N) 
N - l rrd (/3· _ 2"/j((a)(l - N 1- 0 )) 
+ N 1 N-l . 
j=l 
Suppose we replace N by N = ern in this last expression. This is not valid 
because N is not prime, but calculations using the correct (but more compli-
cated) expression for the mean found in Theorem 5.3 indicate that this yields 
an underestimate of the true mean. 
Now let 
D ·- Mn,d,copy(l,r) 
.,Lndlr·- .- · ,,, M 
N,d 
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As an indication of whether these intermediate-rank lattice rules are better 
than rank-1 lattice rules having approximately the same number of points, we 
would like a result which shows that Rn,d,l,r < 1. A preliminary result of this 
type is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.5 Let n be a prime number such that n 2: 1 + ?((a). If 
T f_/3- + 2-yj((o) II J fo-1 Pl,r := . /3. + 2 1(a) < 1, 
1=i J 'Y1'> 
and 
f.T(n -1) ITT (/3· - 2,yj((a)(l - ni-o)) rrd (/3· - 2,Yj((a)(l - ni-o)) 
1 (n - 1)£0 1 n - 1 j=i j=r+i 
< (f_T - 1) rrd (/3· - 2,Yj((a)(l - (fTn)i-o)) 




Rn,d,l,r < Pl,r · 
---Proof. By multiplying both Mn,d,copy(l,r) and MN,d by N = f_rn, we can write 
where 
ti+ t2 - C 
Jln,d,l,r = b + b 
i 2 - C 
ti 
and Pl,r = bi ' 
X II (P; - 2?;({<>l~ ~ nl-o)) , 
j=r+i 
d 
bi II (/3j + 2,yj((a)), 
j=i 
d 
C en II /3j, 
j=i 
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It is not hard to prove that 
t1 + t2 - C t1 ----<-
b1 + b2 - C b1 
is true if b1 , b2 , t 1 , t2 and care positive quantities satisfying 
(7.3) 
Thus the result is proved if we can prove that all these conditions hold. 
It may not be obvious that b2 and t2 are positive quantities, but one can 
see that this is the case when (3i - 2"fj((a)/(n -1) > 0 for j = 1, 2 ... , d which 
is equivalent to the requirement on n given in the statement of the theorem. 
The requirement that t 1 < b1 comes from the assumption that Pi,r < 1 while 
the requirement that t2 < b2 comes from the assumption given in (7.2). Also, 
it is clear that b2 < c. 
Let 
d 
b = (ltn - 1) IT ((3· - 2"/j((a)). 
2 J f_rn - l 
j=l 
It is clear that b2 > b2. Thus we can prove that b1 + b2 > c by proving that 
b1 + b2 - c > 0. Using Lemma 3.5, we can write 
d d d 
b1 + b2 - c = ll (/3; + 2-y;((a)) + {f' n - 1) D (/3; - 2;~(~"1) - f' n D /3; 
'~" (v./3; g. (2-y;({a))) 
+(f'n - !\~,, (v./3; J1 (-2;~(~"1)) 
'~" ( V(u) Jl /3; J1 (2-y;((a))), 
where 
( 
1 ) lul 
V(u) = 1 + (frn - 1) - 0 (,rn - 1 
Clearly V(u) > 0 if lul is even. For lul ~ 1 odd, we have 
( 
1 ) lul 
V(u) = 1 - (fTn - 1) f ~ l - 1 = 0. 
Tn- l 
Thus we conclude that b1 + b2 - c > 0 and hence b1 + b2 > c. D 
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In the previous theorem, we made the assumption that Pe,r < 1 and that 
(7.2) was true. Attempts to prove that (7.2) is always true have not been 
successful. Our numerical test calculations with a = 2, /3j = 1, and various 
choices of 'Yi have indicated that (7.2) most likely does hold for f = 2 and small 
values of r. It may well be that (7.2) will not hold for large copy factors f and 
large r. With this in mind, under the assumption that f = 2, the next result 
gives some sufficient conditions for p2,r to be less than one. 
Lemma 7.6 Let Pe,r be defined as in Theorem 7.5 and set f = 2. If a~ 2 and 
'Yr > 1 
f3r (2 - 22-o)((a), 
then P2,r < l. 
Proof. A product of positive terms is guaranteed to be less than one when 
each of the terms is less than one. From the definition of Pe,r, we see that if 
f = 2, then this is the case when 
2/3j + 22-0"/j((a) 1 
(3i + 2"/j((a) < · 
When rearranged, this yields 
"/j > ___ 1__ _ 
/3j (2 - 22- 0 )((a) · 
Now since }i ~ ~ ~ · · ·, the result follows. 
In the case when a= 2, the condition of the lemma becomes 
'Yr 1 6 
/3r > ((2) = 7!"2 ~ 0.6079. 
D 
This suggests that when a = 2, then it is worthwhile to take r to be at least 
one when 1!. > _&_. 
fli 1r2 
7.1.4 Component-by-component construction 
We now consider finding the components of the generating vector z one at 
a time. We shall see that with r fixed and weights properly chosen, such 
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a construction results in intermediate-rank lattice rules which satisfy strong 
tractability error bounds. 
Let en,d+1,e(xo, ... , Xn-1; zd+1) denote the worst-case error for a QMC rule 
with the set of points 
{ (xi, { iz~+l + ; } ) : 0 ~ i ~ n - 1, 0 ~ m ~ f - 1} . 
Note that when f = 1, this set is just 
{ (xi, { iz~+ 1 } ) : 0 ~ i ~ n - 1} , 
and in this case the theorem below is the same as Theorem 3.8. 
Theorem 7.7 [cf. Theorem 3.8] Let n be a prime number. Suppose there exist 
Xo, ... , Xn-1 E [O, l]d such that 
1 d 
e~,Axo, ... , Xn-1) ~ ;:; II (/3j + 4,'j((a)). 
j=l 
Then there exists zd+ 1 E Zn such that 
l d+l 
e~,d+I,e(xo, ... , Xn-1; zd+1) ~ ;:; II (/3i + 4,'j((a)). 
j=l 
Such a zd+l can be found by minimizing e~,d+i,e(xo, ... , Xn- 1; Zd+I) over the 
set Zn. 
Proof. Suppose that x 0 , ... , Xn-I satisfy the assumed bound. For any zd+I E 
Zn, it follows from Lemma 2. 7 by a derivation similar to that used in the proof 
of Lemma 7.1 that 
f3d+le~,Axo,,,,, Xn-1) 
1'd+l ~ ~ [IId ( ~/ e21rih(x;,j-Xk,j)) ~I _e21r-ihl_(i--k)z_d+1_fnl 
+ f_on2 ~ ~ j=l /3j + ,'j h~oo lhla h~oo lhlo . 
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Let us define the average 
1 
mn,d+1Axo, ... 'Xn-1) := n - 1 L e;,d+Iixo, ... 'Xn-1; Zd+d-
Zd+1EZn 
We see from the proof of Theorem 3.8 that the result is proved if we can prove 
that 
1 d+l 
mn,d+I,l(Xo, ... , Xn-1) ~ - II (f3j + 4-yj((a)). 
n. 
J=l 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.8 that 
n-1 n-1 d 
+;::~LL ITa(f(i - k), n)I II (f3j + 2-yj((a)). 
i=O k=O j=l 
where T0 (k, n) is as given in Lemma 3.2. Now since f =/ 0 and gcd(f, n) :::= 1, 
it follows from Lemma 3.2 and the proof of Theorem 3.8 that 
n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1 
LL ITa(f(i - k), n)I = L ITa(O, n)I +LL ITa(f(i - k), n)I ~ 4((a)n. 
i=O k=O 
Hence 
This completes the proof. 
i=O i=O k=O 
k-:j:i 
D 
Corollary 7.8 Let n be a prime number and let 1 ~ r ~ d. We can construct 
z E Z~ component-by-component such that for alls= 1, ... , d, 
1 s 
e;,s,copy(l,min(r,s))(z1, ···,Zs)~;; II (f3j + 4-yj((a)) · 
j=l 
We can set z1 = 1, and for s satisfying 1 ~ s ~ d, each Zs can be found by 
minimizing e;,s,copy(l,min(r,s)/z1, ... , Zs) over the set Zn. 
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Proof. In one dimension, we may take z1 = 1 and obtain 
2 2 2,1 ( (a) 1 ( ) 
en,l,copy(l,l)(zi) = en,l,copy(l,1)(1) = pono ~ ;; /31 + 4,1((a) . 
For each s = 2, ... , r, it follows from Theorem 7.7 inductively with d = s-l 
that Zs can be found by minimizing e;,s,copy(l,s/z1, ... , zs) over the set Zn and 
that this choice satisfies the desired bound. Now for each s = r + l, ... , d, it 
follows again from Theorem 7.7 inductively with d = s - l and P = l, that 
Zs can be found by minimizing e;,s,copy(l,r)(z1, ... , zs) over the set Zn and as 
before, this choice of Zs satisfies the desired bound. D 
Given a fixed r, the above corollary leads us to the following algorithm 
for constructing intermediate-rank lattice rules with square worst-case error 
bounded by an expression of the form given in Theorem 2.9 with a = 4((a) 
and b = pr (recall that the total number of quadrature points is N = prn). 
Algorithm 7.9 Given n a prime number and l ~ r ~ d: 
1. Set z1, the first component of z, to l. 
2. Fors= 2, 3, ... , r - l, r, find Zs E Zn= {1, 2, ... , n - 1} such that 
2 fj I e J s l n-1 s ( 00 21rihlkz ·/n) 
en,s,copy(l,s)(z1, ···,Zs) = - J1 /3j +;; ~ J1 /3j + po h~oo 1h1 0 
is minimized. 
3. Fors = r + l, r + 2, ... , d - l, d, find Zs E Zn = {1, 2, ... , n - 1} such 
that 
e;,s,copy(l,r)(z1, ···,Zs) 
S 1 ~ ~rrr ( fj ~I e21rihlkzj /n) - IT 13j +;; L- 13j + P0 L- 1h1° 
j=l k=O ·=l h=-oo 
is minimized. 
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7 .2 Shifted intermediate-rank lattice rules in 
weighted Sobolev spaces 
Now we change the function spaces to weighted Sobolev spaces. We consider 
the A-shift of the ( £, r )-copy of a rank-1 lattice rule with generating vector z, 
that is, a rule with points given by 
{{ iz (m1,,,,,mr,O, ... ,o) A} . -:;;:+ f +~ :O::;z::;n-1, 
0 ::; m1, ... , mr ::; f - 1} , 
where £ ~ 1, gcd(f, n) = 1, and O ::; r ::; d. Let en,d,copy(i,r)(z, A) denote the 
worst-case error for such a rule. An expression for e;,d,copy(i,r/z, A) can be 
derived from Lemma 2.16. 
Here we give just the general ideas of the existence and the construction 
of a good shifted intermediate-rank lattice rule. The full details follow closely 
the arguments from Chapter 4. 
To obtain an upper bound on the square worst-case error, we define the 
mean of e;,d,copy(i,r)(z, A) over all values of z E Z~ and A E [O, l]d by 
Mn,d,copy(i,r) := (n ~ l)d L (1 d e;,d,copy(i,r)(z, A) dA) , 
zEZ~ [O,l] 
Using the known relationship between weighted Korobov spaces and weighted 
Sobolev spaces (see Lemmas 2.4 and 2.12), we see that this mean is exactly 
the mean given in Theorem 7.2 with a replaced by 2, /31 replaced by /31 + If 
1' C and "fj replaced by ~- An upper bound 1or Mn,d,copy(i,r) follows in the same 
way from Theorem 7.3: 
From this we conclude that there exists at least one pair (z, A) such that 
e;,d,copy(i,r/z, A) is bounded by this upper bound on the mean. Since this 
bound is of the form given in Theorem 2.15, we conclude that the family of 
shifted intermediate-rank lattice rules ( with n prime) is strongly tractable in 
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weighted Sobolev spaces if and only if 
00 
~'Yj 
L...J /3· < 00. 
j=l J 
Let en,d+ 1Axo, ... , Xn-1; Zd+1, ~d+ 1) denote the worst-case error for a QMC 
rule with the set of points 
{ ( { 'ZZd+l m } ) . } xi, --:;;:- + £ + ~d+l : 0 S z S n - l, 0 Sm Sf - l . 
To construct the pair (zd+l, ~d+1) component-by-component, we define the 
following means: 
·- 1l e~,d+1iXo, · · ·, Xn-1; Zd+l, ~d+i) d~d+l, 
n 
·- 1 ~ 2 ( . 2m-l) 
~ L...J en,d+l,l Xo, · · ·, Xn-1, Zd+l, ~ , 
m=l 
With some involved algebraic manipulations, we can show that for x 0 , ... , Xn-l 
satisfying 
1 d 
e~ ixo, ... , Xn-1) S - IT (/3j +'Yi), , n 
j=l 
we can choose Zd+l E {1, 2, ... , n;l} to minimize Wn,d+1,t(Xo, ... , Xn-1; Zd+1), 
and then (with this Zd+i fixed) choose ~d+l E { 27;;1 : 1 S m S n -1} to 
minimize e~,d+l,l(xo, ... , Xn- 1; Zd+i, ~d+1). Such choices will satisfy 
Note that the result also holds for f = l, that is, no 'copying' in the (d + 1)-th 
dimension. Ford= l, we can show that there exists (z1 , ~ 1) satisfying 
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All of the above lead us to the following algorithm for constructing a pair 
(z, A) such that for all s = 1, ... , d, 
l s 
e;,s,copy(l,min(r,s)) ( (z1, ···,Zs), (~1, · · ·, ~s)) ~ ; II (/3j + rj) · 
j=l 
Algorithm 7.10 Given n a prime number and l ~ r ~ d: 
1. Set z1, the first component of z, to l. 
2. Find ~ 1 E { 2~, 2~, ... , 2~~1} to minimize e;,l,copy(t,1/z1, ~1), 
3. Fors= 2, 3, ... , r - 1, r, do the following: 
{a) Find Zs E {1, 2, ... , n; 1 } to minimize 
Wn,s,copy(l,s) ((z1,,,,, Zs-1), (~1,,,,, ~s-1); Zs), 
{b) Find ~s E { 2~, 2~, ... , 2~~1} to minimize 
e;,s,copy(l,s) ((z1, ···,Zs), (~1, · · ·, ~s)) · 
4, Fors= r + l, r + 2, ... , d - l, d, do the following: 
(a) Find Zs E {1, 2, ... , n; 1 } to minimize 
Wn,s,copy(l,r) ((z1,,,,, Zs-1), (~1,,,,, ~s-1); Zs), 
{b) Find ~s E { 2~, 2~, ... , 2~~1} to minimize 
e;,s,copy(l,r) ((z1, ···,Zs), (~1, · · ·, ~s)) · 
The cost for the construction is O(n3d2) operations and it is dominated by 
the construction of the shift. In Chapter 6 the idea of using a number of random 
shifts was introduced. This not only cuts the cost of the construction down to 
O(n2d2 ) operations, it also allows error estimation. Following Chapter 6, we 
can construct the generating vector component-by-component by minimizing 
over the quantity 
e!,d,copy(t,r)(z) := f d e;,d,copy(t,r)(z, A) dA. 
1(0,1] 
We give the algorithm below. 
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Algorithm 7.11 Given n a prime number and l ~ r ~ d: 
1. Set z1, the first component of z, to l. 
2. Fors= 2, 3, ... , r - l, r, find Zs E {1, 2, ... , n 21 } to minimize 
e~,d,copy(l,s)(z1, ···,Zs), 
3. Fors= r + l, r + 2, ... , d - l, d, find Zs E { 1, 2, ... , n21 } to minimize 
e~,d,copy(l,r)(z1, ···,Zs), 
Chapter 8 
Constructing Randomly Shifted 
Rank-1 Lattice Rules in 
Weighted Sobolev Spaces When 
n pq 
In Algorithm 6.4, the cost for constructing an n-point randomly shifted rank-1 
lattice rule in up to d dimensions is O(n2d2) operations, where n is a prime 
number. Here we consider the situation when n is the product of two distinct 
prime numbers p and q. We still generate the shifts randomly but now the cost 
of constructing the two generating vectors component-by-component is only 
O(n(p+q)d2 ) operations, and in the case of p and q being roughly the same, it 
is O(n1.5d2 ) operations. When the sum of "(1//31 is finite, the rules constructed 
again achieve a worst-case strong tractability error bound in a probabilistic 
sense (see Chapter 6). 
8 .1 The existence of good rules 
Instead of taking n to be a prime number, we choose n to be the product of 
two distinct prime numbers p and q. We are thus considering rank-1 lattice 
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rules with points given by the set 
{{ iz kw} } P + q : 0 ~ i ~ p- 1, 0 ~ k ~ q - 1 , 
where z E Z~ = {1,2, ... ,p- l}d and w E zg = {1,2, ... ,q- l}d are two 
generating vectors. The idea of using the decomposition n = pq is not new. 
In 1960, Korobov pointed out in [18] that by taking q to be roughly ,.jp, the 
cost of calculating a quantity similar to our square worst-case error is reduced 
from O(n2d) operations to O(n!d) operations. This fact was later mentioned 
again in Hua and Wang's book [13]. 
It follows from a generalization of (6.2) that the worst-case error satisfies 
e;,q,d(z, w) 
d p-1 q-1 d 
- II (/3i + f) + 2_ L L II (!3i + 'Yi [ B2 ( { * + ~}) + k] ) 
i=l pq i=O k=Oi=l 
d d 
- II (/3i + t) + 2_ II (/3i + t) 
i=l pq i=l 
p-1 d 
+ 2_ L II (!3i + 'Yi [ B2 ( { *}) + k] ) 
pq i=l i=l 
q-1 d 
+2- L II (!3i + 'Yi [ B2 ( { ~}) + k]) 
pq k=l i=l 
p-1 q-1 d 
+ 2_ L L II (!3i + 'Yi [ B2 ( { * + ~}) + k]) · 
pq i=l k=l i=l 
8.1.1 Means when n == pq 
We define the following means of the square worst-case error: 
~\.q,d(w) ·- (p ~ l)d L e;,q,Az, w), 
zEZg 
1 
E>p,q,d(z) ·- (q - l)d L e;,q,Az, w), 
wEZ; 
Mp,q,d ·- (p - l)}(q - l)d L L e;,q,Az, w). 
zEZgwEZ; 
(8.1) 
To derive the explicit expressions for these means, we need to make use of the 
following result: 
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Lemma 8.1 For 1 ~ i ~ p - l and l ~ k ~ q - l, we have 
p-1 
p ~ l L B2 ( { ~}) 1 6p' 
z=l 
p-1 
p ~ l L B2 ( { ~ + k:}) 
z=l 
1 B2 ({~}) - _1 B2 ({kw}) 
p(p - l) q p - l q ' 
and 
p-1 q-1 
1 ~~ B2 ({!!+kw})= _1 
(p- l)(q - 1) LL P q 6pq· 
z=l w=l 
Proof. For 1 ~ i ~ p - l, the result 
was already obtained in (6.3). 
Using (2.8) with a= 2, and the property that 
p-1 11 ~ l L e21rihiz/p = ' 
p z=l l 
- p-1' 
if h is a multiple of p, 
otherwise, 
we can write, for 1 ~ i ~ p - l and 1 ~ k ~ q - l, 
p-1 
p ~ l L B2 ( { ~ + k:}) 
z=l 
1 p-l ( 1 00 , e21rih(iz/p+kw/q)) 
p _ 1 L 21r2 L h2 
z=l h=-oo 
_l ~, [e21rihkw/q (-1-~ e21rihiz/p) l 
21r2 L h2 p _ l L 
h=-oo z=l 
1 [ ~, e21rihh
2
kw/q 1 , e21rihkw/q] 
21r2 L - p - l L h2 
h=.0 ( mod p) h'tO ( mod p) 
l [ 00 1 e21rimpkw/q l ( 00 , e21rihkw/q ~, e21rimpkw/q) l 
21r2 L m2p2 - p _ l L h2 L m2p2 
m=-oo h=-oo m=-oo 
_1_ [2_ (l + _1 _) 00 , e21rimpkw/q __ 1 _ 00 , e21rihkw/ql 
27r2 p2 p _ 1 L m2 p _ 1 L h2 
m=-oo h=-oo 
l B2 ( { ~}) - - 1 B2 ( { kw}) p(p - l) q p - l q . 
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Finally, for 1 ~ i ~ p - l and 1 ~ k ~ q - I, 
1 ~ ~ B ( { iz + kw}) 
(p - l)(q - 1) ;:t ~ 2 P q 
q ~ 1 ~ [p(p ~ 1) B, ( { '¥-}) - p ~ 1 B, ( { •; } ) l 
p(p ~ 1) ( - 61q) - p ~ l ( - 61q) = 6~q. 
This completes the proof. D 
Here we give the explicit expressions for the various means defined earlier. 
Theorem 8.2 Let p and q be distinct prime numbers. We have 
np,q,d(w) 
d d d 
- II (/3. + li) + _!_ II (/3. + li) + p - i II (/3. +,. (1 - .1.)) 
. J 3 pq. J 2 pq. J J 3 6p 
J=l J=l J=l 
q-1 d 
+_!_ L II (/3j + Tj [ B2 ( { ~}) + ! ]) 
pq k=l j=l 
+~ f IT (/3j + Tj [p(p~l)B2 ( { ~}) - ~B2 ( { ~}) + i]), 
pq k=lj=l p 
and 
M p,q,d 
d d d 
-II (/3· + li) +_!_II (/3· + li) + p- i II (/3· + ,· (1 - .1.)) 
. J 3 pq. J 2 pq. J J 3 6p 
J=l J=l J=l 
d d 
q-1II( (1 1)) (p-1)(q-1)II( (1 1)) +-- /3i + 'Yi 3 - 6q + /3j + 'Yi 3 + 6pq , 
pq j=l pq j=l 
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Proof. From (8.1) we can derive the expressions for Op,q,d(w) and E>p,q,d(z) 
using Lemma 8.1. The expression for Mp,q,d can then be derived using either 
A 1 LA M - n w p,q,d - (q - l)d p,q,d( ) 
wEZg 
A 1 LA or M d - 8 d(z) p,q, - ( - l)d p,q, ' 
p zEZg 
and applying Lemma 8.1 again. D 
8.1.2 Upper bound when n == pq 
Now we find an upper bound for the mean Mp,q,d· 
Theorem 8.3 Let p and q be distinct prime numbers. We have 
M,,,,d ~ ; (D (.B; + ¥) - D (.B; + ¥)) 
~ min (:q D (.B; + f} , ! D (.B; + ~)) 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.5, we can write Mp,q,d from Theorem 8.2 as 
M p,q,d :q I: [II (/31 +¥)II (t)] 
0,eu~'D 1(/.u 1Eu 
+p; 1 I: [II (/31 +¥)II (-i;;)] 
0,eu~'D 1(/.u 1Eu 
+ q; 1 I: [rr (/31 + ¥) II ( -~)] 
0,eu~'D j¢u 1Eu 
+ (p- l)(q- l) I: [II (/31 +¥)II(~)] 
pq 0,eu~'D j¢u 1Eu 
]_ L [u(u) II (/31 + f) II (t)] , 
pq 0,eu~'D 1(/.u 1Eu 
where 
( ) iul ( ) iul ( ) iul U(u) = 1 + (p - 1) -i + (q - 1) -i + (p - l)(q - 1) p1q . 
For 1 ~ Jul ~ d, if Jul is even we have 
P - 1 q - l (p - 1) (q - 1) 1 1 1 
U(u) < 1 + -- + -- + < 1 + - + - + - < 2 - p2 q2 p2q2 - p q pq - ' 
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and if lul is odd we have 
U(u) ::; 1 + (p - l)(q - l) ::; 2. 
pq 
Thus we have U ( u) ::; 2 for all u and so 
M p,q,d 
Also, we have 
:q L (II (/3j + t) II (t)) 
0:;eu~V jr/.u jEu 
< _!_ L (II (/3j + t) II (t)) 
pq 0:;eu~V jr/.u jEu 
:q CU (fi; + ~) - g (fi; + ¥)) 
This completes the proof. D 
Corollary 8.4 Let p and q be distinct prime numbers. Then there exist a 
choice of z E z; and a choice of w E zg such that 
e;,,,,{z,w) <:; ; (D (fi; + ¥) -D (fi; + ¥)) 
< min (~ IT (/3i + Jj) , _!_ IT (!3i + ~)) . 
pq j=l pq j=l 
Proof. Since Mp,q,d is the average of E>p,q,d(z) over all z E z;, there exists a 
z such that 
Now for this z, since E>p,q,d(z) is the average of e!,q,Az, w) over all w E zg, 
there exists a w such that 
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and in turn, by Theorem 8.3, this pair of (z, w) will satisfy 
e;,q,iz, w) ::; Mp,q,d ::; min (~ IT (/3j + t) ']._ IT (!3j + f)) . 
pq j=l pq j=l 
This completes the proof. D 
We remark that both expressions in the minimum function are of the form 
given in Theorem 2.15. 
8.2 Component-by-component construction 
In this section we propose two algorithms for constructing randomly shifted 
rank-1 lattice rules when n = pq: the 'partial search' and the 'separate search'. 
The partial search algorithm is theoretically justified while the separate search 
algorithm is not. 
8.2.1 The theoretical foundation and the algorithm 
Here we give the theoretical foundation for the construction of a randomly 
shifted rank-1 lattice rule that satisfies the bound 
d 
]_II (!3· + ~). pq . J 3 
J=l 




·- p - 1 L e;,q,d+I ((z, Zd+I), (w, Wd+1))' 
Zd+1=l 
q-1 
·- q ~ 1 L e;,q,d+I ((z, Zd+I), (w, Wd+1))' 
Wd+l =1 
p-1 q-1 
mp,q,d+1(z, w) := (p -1)\q -1) L L e;,q,d+l ((z, Zd+I), (w, Wd+1)). 
Zd+1=l Wd+1=l 
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Theorem 8.5 Let p and q be distinct prime numbers. We have 
and 
d 
((3 2'.!!±!.) A 2 ( ) rd+i IT (f3 'Ji.) d+l + 3 ep,q,d z,w + -6- i + 2 
pq j=l 
p-1 d 
-;d;l LIT (f3j + Tj [ B2 ( {?}) + } ] ) 
p q i=l j=l 
+ 'Y;:;1 g ll] (13; + 'Y; [n, ( { ~}) + m B, WW:+'}) l 
+ 'Y;;l ~g ll] (13; +'Y; [n, ({ ~ + ~}) + m 
x (-1 B ({~}) - _1 B ({~})) l p(p-1) 2 q p-1 2 q ' 
d 
((3 'Yd+J) A2 ( ) fd+l 11 (f3 'Ji.) d+1 + -3- ep,q,d z, w + -6- i + 2 
pq j=l 
q-1 d 
- ;d+~ LIT (f3i + 'Yi [ B2 ( { ~}) + ! ] ) 
pq k=l j=l 
+ 'Y;;l ~g ll] (Pi +'Y; [n, ( {~ + ~}) + m 
X (-1 B ({qizd+1 }) __ 1B ({izd+1 })) l q(q-1) 2 p q-1 2 p ' 
d 
(f3d+l + 'Ydt) e~,q,d(z, w) + ~d+l IT (f3j + ¥) 
pq j=l 
p-1 d 
-;;;~ LIT (f3j + 'Yi [ B2 ( {?}) + } ] ) 
i=l j=l 
q-1 d 
- ;d+~ LIT (f3i + 'Yi [ B2 ( { ~}) + l]) 
pq k=l j=l 
p-1 q-1 d 
+ rd+l ~~rr (f3· + . [n ({~ + ~}) + 1J). 6p2q2   1 'Y1 2 P q 3 
i=l k=l j=l 
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Proof. Using (8.1), we can write 
d 
(/3 + 1'd+l) e2 (z w) + 1'd+l II (/3. + 1.i..) d+l 3 p,q,d ' 6 J 2 
pq j=l 
+ 1;; l ~ LU ($; + 1; [ B, ( { ~ D + m B, ( { ¥ D l
+ 1;;1 ~LU($;+ 1; [n, ( { ~}) + m B, ( {kw:+,}) l 
+ 1;;1 ~ ~ LU ($; + 1; [ B, ( { 7 + ~ D + m 
X B2 ( { ;,~H + ¥}) l · 
From this we can derive the expressions for the means fJp,q,d+l (z, w; wd+i) and 
Op,q,d+i(z, w; zd+i) using Lemma 8.1. The expression for mp,q,d+i(z, w) can 
then be derived using either 
q-1 
mp,q,d+1(Z, w) = q ~ 1 L Pp,q,d+l (z, w; Wd+1), 
Wd+1=l 
or 
and applying Lemma 8.1 again. D 
The following theorem gives the theoretical foundation for the component-
by-component search. 
Theorem 8.6 Let p and q be two distinct prime numbers. Suppose there exist 
z E Z~ and w E z; such that 
d 
e!.q,d(z, w) ~ 2- II (!3j + ~). 
pq j=l 
Then there exist Zd+l E Zp and Wd+l E Zq such that 
d+l 
e;,q,d+l ((z, Zd+1), (w, Wd+d) ~ 2_ II (/3j + ~) · 
pq j=l 
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A pair (zd+I, wd+I) satisfying this bound can be found by first minimizing 
Op,q,d+I (z, w; Zd+1) over all Zd+1 E Zp and then ( with this zd+I fixed) mini-
mizing e;,q,d+I ((z,zd+i), (w,wd+i)) over all wd+l E Zq. Moreover, the bound 
holds ford= 1. 
Proof. Suppose that the pair (z, w) satisfies the assumed bound. Since 
we have from Theorem 8.5 that 
mp,q,d+l ( z, w) 
d 
((3 1'.!!±.l.) A 2 ( ) 'Yd+ 1 II (f3 'J.j_) d+I + 3 ep,q,d z,w + -3- i + 2 
pq j=l 
< 
1 d 1 d 
< (f3d+I +'Yd+!) X -II (!3· + ~) + 'Yd+l X -II (f3· + 'J.j_) 
3 pq. J 3 3 pq. J 2 
J=l J=l 
Now since mp,q,d+ 1 ( z, w) is the average of O p,q,d+I ( z, w; Zd+ 1) over all zd+ 1 E 
Zp, we can choose Zd+I E Zp to minimize Op,q,d+I(z, w; Zd+1) and this zd+I will 
satisfy 
With this zd+I fixed, since Op,q,d+I (z, w; Zd+i) is the average over all wd+ 1 E 
Zq of e;,q,d+ 1 ( ( z, zd+I), ( w, wd+ 1)), we can choose wd+ 1 E Zq to minimize 
e;,q,d+l ((z,Zd+1), (W,Wd+1)) and this Wd+l will satisfy 
and in turn we have 
d+l 
e;,q,d+l ((z, Zd+i), (w, Wd+1)) ~ :q n (f3j + ~) · 
J=l 
In one dimension, there is only one n-point lattice rule, namely, then-point 
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rectangle rule. Thus we may take z1 = 1 and w1 = 1 to obtain 
M p,q,1 
- (/31 + 1t) + ;q (/31 + t) + ~ (/31 + "fl ( ! - 6~)) 
+~ (!31 + 'Y1 ( ! - 61q)) + (p-l;~q-l) (!31 + 'Yl ( ! + 6!q)) 
__1L_ < _!_ (/31 + ~) . 6p2q2 - pq 3 
Hence the bound holds for d = I. D 
For the (d + 1)-th dimension, according to the previous theorem, we first 
search for zd+I to minimize Op,q,d+i(z, w; Zd+1) and the cost is O(p2qd) op-
erations. We then search for Wd+1 to minimize e;,q,d+I ((z, Zd+i), (w, wd+i)) 
and the cost is O(pq2d) operations. Thus it requires O(n(p + q)d) opera-
tions to construct each pair (zd+I, Wd+1)- Alternatively, we could search for 
wd+I to minimize /Jp,q,d+l (z, w; wd+1) first and then search for zd+I to mini-
mize e;,q,d+ 1 ( ( z, zd+ 1), ( w, wd+ 1)). In both cases, the cost for constructing a 
n-point rule up to dimension dis O(n(p + q)d2) operations. Similar to other 
component-by-component algorithms, this cost can be reduced to O(n(p+q)d) 
operations at the expense of O(n) storage. 
Using the symmetric property of B2 , we have 
A A 
ep,q,d+I(z, W; Zd+I) = ep,q,d+I(z, W;p- Zd+d· 
Thus the search of Zd+1 can be reduced to the set {1, 2, ... , P;1 }. 
Algorithm 8. 7 [Partial Search] 
Given two distinct prime numbers p and q: 
1. Set z1 and w1 , the first components of z and w, to l. 
2. Fors= 2, 3, ... , d - I, d, do the following: 
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(a) Find Zs E {1, 2, ... , P;1 } to minimize 
Op,q,s ( (z1, ... , Zs-I), (w1, ... , Ws-1); Zs) 
(f3s + T) e;,q,s-l ((z1, · · · ,Zs-d, (w1, · · ·, Ws-1)) 
s-1 
+ ~ II (f3. + 1.i.) 
6pq . J 2 
J=l 
+; ~ LU (P; + 'Y; [ B, ( { ~ n + m B, ( { ~ n l
q-l s-1 
- 6;~2 L II (f3j + 1i [ B2 ( { ~}) + 1] ) 
k=lj=l 
+ ;~ ~ g LU (P; + 'Y; [ B, ( { ~ + ~}) + ~]) 
x (-1 B ({~}) - _1 B ({!!L})) l · q(q-l) 2 p q-l 2 p 
(b) Find Ws E {1, 2, ... , q - l} to minimize 
e;,q,s ( (z1, ... , Zs), (w1, ... , Ws)) 
s 
- II (f3j + 11) 
j=l 
p-l q-l s 
+ _!_ LL II (f3j + 1i [ B2 ( { ~ + ~}) + 1]) . 
pq i=O k=O j=l 
8.2.2 An improved bound 
The following theorem shows that with some minor restrictions on p and q, 
the randomly shifted rank-1 lattice rule constructed by Algorithm 8.7 has a 
square worst-case error smaller than the QM C mean ( see Lemma 2 .1 7). 
Theorem 8.8 Let n = pq where p and q are two distinct prime numbers such 
that 
P, q ~ 2 exp (l f ;j) . 
J=l J 
Suppose there exist z E Z~ and w E z: such that 
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is the QMC mean. Then there exist Zd+i E Zp and Wd+I E Zq such that 
A pair ( Zd+ 1 , wd+ 1) satisfying this bound can be found by first minimizing 
ep,q,d+l (z, w; Zd+1) over all Zd+l E Zp and then ( with this Zd+I fixed) mini-
mizing e!,q,d+I ((z,zd+1), (w,wd+i)) over all wd+l E Zq. Moreover, we have 
e;,q,l (z1, wi) ~ En,l for all Z1 E Zp and W1 E Zq. 
Proof. We have from Theorem 8.5 that 
d 
A ( ) < (/3 'Yd+!) A2 ( ) rd+1 II (/3 'Ii..) rd+1 G mp,q,d+i z, w _ d+I + -3- ep,q,d z, w + -6- i + 2 + 622 x , pq j=l p q 
where 
G ~ t LU (P; + '/j [ B, ( f~ + ~}) + m 
-D (P; + '/j [ B, ( { *}) + ! l) -D (P; + 'I; [ B, ( { ~}) + ! l)] . 
Using Lemma 3.5, we can write Gas 
G 
-(p- l)(q-1) 11 (/3j + ¥) + L [II (/3j +¥)II rj X H(u)] , 
j=l 0fu~V nu jEu 
where 
H( u) ~ t (v. B2 ( { * + ~}) - J1 B2 ( { *}) - J1 B2 ( { ~})) 
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Now let Zu denote the lul-dimensional vector containing those components of 
z whose indices belong to u. Then we can rewrite H(u) as 
1 p-l q-l [ ' e2rri(ih•zu/p+kh•wu/q) 
H(u) = (2 2)1ul LL L h2. ··h2 7r i=l k=l hezlul 1 lul 
- I e2rriih·zu/P - I e2rrikh·Wu/Q] 
L h2 ... h2 L h2 ... h2 
hEZlul 1 lul hEZlul 1 lul 
1 ""' [ 1 ~ ~ ( e2rri(ih·zu/p+kh·wu/q) 
(21r2)1ul L..t h2 ... h2 L..t L..t 
hezlul l lul i=l k=l 
It can be shown that 
p-1 q-1 L L ( e2rri(ih·zu/p+kh•wu/q) _ e2rriih•zu/P _ e2rrikh•wu/Q) 
i=l k=l 
Ip+ q - l, if h · Zu t, 0 (modp) and h · Wu t, 0 (mod q), 
-(p - l)(q - 1) ~ p + q - l, otherwise. 
Thus 
H(u) < p + q - l ""' 1 
(21r2) lul L..t h~ .. · h21 I hezlul u 
p + q - l (2 2 ) lul - p + q - l ( 27r2) lul - p + q - l 
(21r2)1ul (( ) - (21r2)1ul 6 - 5lul ' 
which leads to 
d 
G < -(p - l)(q - 1) II (,Bj + f) 
j=l 
+(p+ q- l) L [II (,aj +¥)II (:rt-)] 
0:;i:u~V j(/.u jEu 
d 
-(p-1)(q-1) II (,aj + ¥) 
j=l 
+(p+ q- 1) (I] (P; + ¥) - D (P; +:rt)) 
d d 
-pq II (,aj + ¥) + (p + q - 1) II (,aj + t) , 
j=l j=l 
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and in turn we have 
d 
((3 1!!±!.) ~2 ( ) ,d+l II (f3 ']j_) d+I + 3 ep,q,d z,w + -6- i + 2 
pq j=l 
+ ::::, (-pq n (/Jj + ¥) + (p + q - I) n (P; + ¥)) 
(f3d+1 + 'Ydt) e;,q,d(z, w) 
d d 
+ 'Yd+1 (1 + l + l - 1...) II (f3. + ']j_) - rd+i II (f3. + ']j_) . 
6pq p q pq . J 2 6pq . J 3 
J=l J=l 
Using the assumption that e;,q,Az, w) ~ En,d, we have 
m,,., .• +1(z. W) s (Pd+!+",+') X :q cu (P; + ¥) _ n (P; + ¥)) 
d d 
+ rd+1 (1 + l + l _ 1...) II (f3· + ']j_) - rd+i II (f3· + ']j_) 
6pq p q pq . J 2 6pq . J 3 
J=l J=l 
_!_ (dII+l (f3. + ']j_) - dII+l (f3. + ']j_)) + rd+l X T, 








P, q ~ 2exp (l f ;~), J=l J 
we have 
R = (1 + l - 1...) exp(~ log (1 + T )) < (1 + 1) exp (1 ~ 1L) < 1. p q pq L..J 6/3j +2'Yj - p q 6 L..J /3j -j=l j=l 
Thus, T ~ 0 and this leads to 
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Hence we can choose a pair (zd+l, Wd+i) following the proof of Theorem 8.6 
such that 
In one dimension, En,1 = ~ and we have from the proof of Theorem 8.6 that 
A 2 ( ) _ A 2 ( ) _ ....1L Th A 2 ( ) c 
ep,q,1 Z1' W1 - ep,q,1 1, 1 - 6p2q2. us ep,q,1 Z1' W1 ::; En,1 1or all Z1 E Zp 
and w 1 E Zq. This completes the proof. D 
The condition of 
P, q ~ 2exp (~ f ;~) 
J=l J 
is not unreasonable at all. For example, for /3i = 1 and 'Yi = 0.5i we need 
p, q ~ 3; for /3i = 1 and 'Yi = 0.9i we need p, q ~ 9; for /3i = 1 and 'Yi = 1/j2 
we need p, q ~ 3. 
8.2.3 A possible construction in practice 
The cost for the component-by-component construction in Algorithm 8. 7 is 
O(n(p+q)d2) operations and for p and q roughly the same, the cost is O(n1.5d2) 
operations. Here we propose a construction with cost O(nd2 ) operations which 
seems to work in practice ( as our numerical experiments will show in Chap-
ter 10), but we do not have a theoretical justification yet. 
We construct z component-by-component by minimizing the mean E>p,q,d(z), 
and construct w component-by-component by minimizing the mean 11p,q,d(w). 
(The expressions for these means can be found in Theorem 8.2.) We can then 
evaluate e;,q,Az, w) to see if it is bounded by the QMC mean En,d· The costs 
for the construction of z and w will be O(p2d2 ) and O(q2d2 ) operations respec-
tively, and it requires O(pqd) operations to check the bound. (See Chapter 10 
later for results of numerical experiments.) 
Because of the symmetric property of B2 , it is clear that 
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and 
Thus the searches of zd+I and wd+I can be restricted to the sets {1, 2, ... , ~} 
and { 1, 2, ... , ~} respectively. Now since 
e;,q,d+l ( (z, Zd+I), ( W, Q - Wd+i)) = e;,q,d+I ( (z, p - Zd+1), ( W, Wd+1)) , 
but in general 
we evaluate both these two square errors and see which is the smaller of the 
two. 
Algorithm 8.9 [Separate Search] 
Given two distinct prime numbers p and q: 
1. Set z1 and w1, the first components of z and w, to l. 
2. Fors= 2, 3, ... , d - l, d, do the following: 
(a) Find Zs E {1, 2, ... , ~} to minimize 
8 8 
- II (/3j + t) + ~ II (/3j + t) 
j=l pq j=l 
+~ ITS (!3· + 'Y" (1 - 1-)) pq. J 13 6q 
J=l 
p-1 8 
+ ~ L II (!3j + /j [ B2 ( { *}) + ! ] ) 
pq i=l j=l 
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(b) Find Ws E {1, 2, ... , ~} to minimize 
np,q,s(W1, · · ·, Ws) = - IT (/3j + 11-) + :q IT (/3j + ¥) 
j=l j=l 
(c) If 
+E..=2 ITS (!3· + ,· (!. - .1.)) pq, J 13 6p 
J=l 
q-1 s 
+ p~ L II (!3j + /j [ B2 ( { ~}) + ! ]) 
k=lj=l 
q-1 s 
+ p - l L II (!3j + 'Yi [p(p~I) B2 ( { pk:j}) 
pq k=l j=l 
- p~I B2 ( { ~}) + ! ]) · 
e;,q,s ((z1, ... , Zs), (w1, ... , Q - Ws)) 
s 
- II (/3j + 11-) 
j=l 
+ :q t ~ LU (f!; + 'Y; [ B, ( { 7 + ~}) + 1 l) 
x (f!, + 'Y, [ B, ( { ~ + k(q~w,) } ) + 1 l) ] , 
is smaller than 
e;,q,s ((z1, ···,Zs), (w1, · · ·, Ws)) 
s 
- II (/3j + 11-) 
j=l 
p-1 q-1 s 
+ !__ L L II (/3j + /j [ B2 ( { * + ~}) + ! ] ) ' 
pq i=O k=O j=l 
change Ws to q - Ws. 
Chapter 9 
Component-by-component 
Constructions Achieve the 
Optimal Rate of Convergence 
It is known from the analysis by Sloan and Wozniakowski [36] that under 
appropriate conditions on the weights, the optimal rate of convergence for 
multiple integration in weighted Korobov spaces with parameter et > 1 is 
O(n-~+o) for any b > 0, and the optimal rate in weighted Sobolev spaces 
is O(n-1H) for any b > 0. However, their work did not show how rules 
achieving these rates of convergence could be constructed. The existing theory 
behind the component-by-component constructions given by Algorithms 3.10 
and 6.4 indicate that the rules constructed achieve O(n-!) convergence. Here 
we present theorems which show that those lattice rules constructed in fact 
achieve the optimal rate of convergence in the corresponding weighted function 
spaces. 
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9.1 Constructing rank-I lattice rules with 
error O(n- 0 / 2+6 ) in weighted Korobov 
spaces 
In this section we look into the construction of rank-I lattice rules given by 
Algorithm 3.10 in Chapter 3 where for simplicity n was chosen to be a prime 
number. We see from Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 that the generating vector 
z constructed by Algorithm 3.10 satisfies 
l d 




""" 'Yi L....t 7f < oo, 
j=l J 
the rules are guaranteed to achieve O(n-!) convergence, with the implied 
constant independent of d. 
It follows from a generalization of (36] that the optimal rate of convergence 
for QMC rules in weighted Korobov spaces is O(n-%H) for any 6 > 0, with 
the implied constant independent of d, which leads to the €-exponent of strong 
tractability being equal to ~- Further, there exist rank-I lattice rules that 
achieve this optimal rate of convergence when the weights satisfy 
~ ('Yj) c2u 
L....t /3· < oo, 
j=l J 
for any 6 > 0. Here we show that the rules constructed by Algorithm 3.10 in 
fact achieve this optimal rate of convergence. 
9.1.1 An improved bound for the construction 
Theorem 9.1 and Corollary 9.2 below give the theoretical foundation for Al-
gorithm 3.10 using a different upper bound to that of Theorem 3.8 and Corol-
lary 3.9. The proofs for these results make use of Jensen's inequality exten-
sively. In its most general form, Jensen's inequality (see Theorem 19 of [7]) 
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states that if { ak} is a sequence of positive numbers, then 
We apply this inequality to the case where p = 1 and q = >., that is, 
(9.1) 
Theorem 9.1 Let n be a prime number and let !; < >. ~ 1. Suppose there 
exists z E Z~ such that 
d 
e!,iz) ~ 2ln-t II (/3; + 2,J((a>.)) t. 
j=l 
Then there exists Zd+1 E Zn such that 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
where 
'1/Jn,d+I ( a, /3, "'Y, z, Zd+I) 
,d+l ~ II ~, e J n-1 [ d ( 00 21rihkz ·/n) 
:= -;;:-~ j=l /3j + rj h~oo 1h10 
Later we shall prove the following: 
(i) For given a, /3, "'Y, and z, there exists Zd+1 = zd+i(a,/3,-y,z) such that 
(ii) We have 
where 13>. = {f3J} and -y>- = { ,J}. 
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We see from (i) with a replaced by a,\, f3 replaced by /3\ and "Y replaced by 
"Y>.. that there exists zd+I = zd+I ( a,\, /3\ "Y\ z) such that 
For this zd+I = Zd+1 ( a,\, {3\ "Y>.., z), it then follows from (ii) that 
d 
e~,d+I (z, zd+i) ::; f3d+1 x 2ln-l II (/3J + 2,yJ((a,\)) * 
j=l 
>.. l d 
+ ( 4-y,+~(aA)), D (fif + 2-yj((aA)) t 
d 
(!3d+I + 2i'Yd+1((a,\)i) x 2ln-l II (/3J + 2,yJ((a,\))* 
j=l 
d 
I I I II I < (/3;+1 + 2,y;+l ((a,\)) x x 2xn-x (/3J + 2,yJ((a,\) )X 
j=l 
d+l 
2ln-l II (/3J + 2,yJ((a,\)) *, 
j=l 
where in the second to last step we have used Jensen's inequality (9.1) in the 
first factor. Hence the theorem is proved if we can prove (i) and (ii). 
Proof of (i): Let To.(k, n) be as given in Lemma 3.2. We form an average 
of 'l/Jn,d+i(a,/3,"Y,z,zd+I) over the possible values of Zd+ 1 : 
l n-1 
'¥n,d+1(a,f3,"Y,Z) := n-l L 'l/Jn,d+1(a,/3,"Y,Z,Zd+I) 
Zd+1=l 
'Y~1 ~ LU (fi; + 'Y; ht: e~;:~:;/n) T. ( k, n) l 
< 'Y~1 ~ LU (fi; + 'Y; ht: 1h11") IT.(k, n)ll 
n-1 d 




It then follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
n-1 n-1 




4,'d+1((a) rrd ( ) 
Wn,d+l (a, ,B, 1', z) :S n /3j + 2,'j((a) , 
j=l 
and thus there exists Zd+ 1 = zd+ 1 (a, ,B, ')', z) such that 
Proof of (ii): Let 
if h = 0, 
if h =J 0. 
We can write 
'l/Jn,d+l (a, ,B, 1', z, Zd+1) 
?:I~ LU Ctr(:'.'~:~;~ h)) Ct: e'''~:;:+dn) l 
If h · (z, Zd+I) is not a multiple of n, then 
Thus 







h-(z,zd+i)=O ( mod n) 
1 
d 
lhd+1l 0 TI r(a,/3j,,'j,hj) 
j=l 
d 
( i'd+1 lhd+1 l-0 IT r(a, /3j, ,'j, hj)-1). 
hEzd+t 
hd+1 icO 




Applying Jensen's inequality (9.1) to (9.2) and then using the property 
r(a, (3, 'Y, h/' 
if h = 0, 
we obtain 





h·(z,zd+il=O ( mod n) 
hEZd+ 1 
hd+1/0 
h-(z,zd+1)=0( mod n) 
if h # 0, 
r(a.X, (3\ "I\ h), 
I 
( 'Y:+1 lhml-0 ' D r(o, /1;, 'Y;, h;)-')) x 
I 
( 'Y:+ilhm 1-•> D r(oA, Pf, -yj, h;)-1)) x 
Note that the sum inside the brackets on the right-hand side is exactly (9.2) 
with a replaced by a.X, /3 replaced by 13>., and 'Y replaced by -y>.. Thus 
This completes the proof. D 
Theorem 9.1 shows that there exists a value of Zd+I for which the square 
worst-case error satisfies the desired bound. Then clearly the value of zd+I 
which minimizes the square worst-case error also satisfies the bound, and hence 
we find zd+I this way. This is the content of Corollary 9.2 below. 
Corollary 9.2 Let n be a prime number. We can construct z E Z~ component-
by-component such that for alls= 1, ... , d, 
for all A satisfying i < .X ~ 1. We can set z1 = 1, and for s satisfying 
2 ~ s ~ d, each Zs can be found by minimizing e;,5 (z1, ... , z5 ) over the set Zn-
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Proof. In one dimension, it follows from (3.2) that 
e2 (z ) = e2 (1) = 2')'1((a). 
n,1 1 n,1 no 
For any >. satisfying !;_ < >. ~ 1, we have 
where this second inequality follows when we apply Jensen's inequality (9.1) 
to the factor (/31 + 2')'1((a)). Clearly n- 0 < n-:l-, 2.\ ~ 2, and by Jensen's 
inequality (9.1), 
[({a)]'= [t. :Q] A < [ (t. h:,) *] A = ((oA). 
Thus we have for all z1 , 
Note that this bound holds for arbitrary >. satisfying !;_ < >. ~ 1. 
For each s = 2, ... , d, it follows inductively from Theorem 9.1 with d = s-1 




I I II I e~,s(z1, ... , Zs) ~ 2X n-x (/3J + 2,'J((a>.)) x , 
j=l 
holds for arbitrary >. satisfying !;_ < >. ~ 1. This completes the proof. D 
Corollary 9.2 leads us to our existing algorithm, Algorithm 3.10. We em-
phasize here that the generating vector z constructed by the algorithm is 
independent of >.. 
9.1.2 The construction achieves the optimal rate of con-
vergence 
Theorem 9.3 below asserts that with the new upper bound given by Theo-
rem 9.1 and Corollary 9.2, the rules constructed by Algorithm 3.10 achieve the 
optimal rate of convergence. 
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Theorem 9.3 Let n be a prime number and let z be constructed component-
by-component as in Algorithm 3.10. Then this z satisfies 
where 
d I 
and eo,d = II /3]. 
j=l 
Moreover, if 
~ ('j) .2u L- /3· < oo, 
j=l J 
then 
that is, en,d(z) is O(n-}+o) for 6 > 0, independently of d, with the €-exponent 
of strong tractability being ~. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 9.2 that z constructed by Algorithm 3.10 
satisfies 
j=l 
d ( ( ).x )A d 1 2An-A II 1+2 '~ ((a,\) II/3], 
j=l /31 j=l 
for all -i" < ,\ ~ 1. 








where in the second to last step we have used the fact that log(l + x) ::; x for 
x ~ 0. It is clear from this expression that for 8 > 0, C00 ( 8) < oo if 
~ ('j) 0~26 
~ /3· < 00. 
j=l J 
This completes the proof. D 
9.2 Constructing randomly shifted rank-I lat-
tice rules with error O(n-1+8) in weighted 
Sobolev spaces 
Now we recall from Chapter 6 that the generating vector z for a randomly 
shifted rank-1 lattice rule can be constructed by Algorithm 6.4, and when the 
weights satisfy 
00 
""" rj ~ 7f < oo, 
j=l J 
the quantity e;,iz) satisfies a O(n-i) bound, with the implied constant in-
dependent of d. 
It follows from a generalization of [36] that the optimal rate of convergence 
for QMC rules in weighted Sobolev spaces is O(n-1H) for any 8 > 0, with 
the implied constant independent of d, which leads to strong tractability. Fur-
ther, there exist shifted rank-1 lattice rules that achieve this optimal rate of 
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convergence when the weights satisfy 
f._ ('j)n ~ /3· < oo, 
j=l J 
for any 8 > 0. By invoking the relationship between rank-1 lattice rules in 
weighted Korobov spaces and shifted rank-1 lattice rules in weighted Sobolev 
spaces, we can obtain analogous results for randomly shifted rank-1 lattice 
rules in weighted Sobolev spaces using results from the previous section, with 
the parameters a, /3, 'Y replaced by 2, /3, i', where 
and 
A "/j 
"/j = 21r2. 
We give the results below in Theorem 9.4, Corollary 9.5, and Theorem 9.6. We 
thus conclude that the generating vector for randomly shifted rank-1 lattice 
rules constructed by Algorithm 6.4 achieves the optimal rate of convergence. 
Theorem 9.4 [cf. Theorem 9.1] Let n be a prime number and let! < .X ~ 1. 
Suppose there exists z E Z~ such that 
Then there exists zd+I E Zn such that 
e!,,+i (z, zd+l) s; 2l:n-l: D ((i3; + 1 )' + 2 C!,) \(2A) )* 
Corollary 9.5 [cf. Corollary 9.2] Let n be a prime number. We can construct 
z E Z~ component-by-component such that for alls= l, ... , d, 
e!.,(z1 , ••• , z,) s; 2l:n-l:}] ( (i3; + 1f + 2 ( 2!,) \(2A) t 
for all A satisfying ! < A ~ 1. We can set z1 = 1, and for s satisfying 
2 ~ s ~ d, each Zs can be found by minimizing e!,s(z1 , ... , zs) over the set Zn. 
Theorem 9.6 [cf. Theorem 9.3] Let n be a prime number and let z be con-
structed component-by-component as in Algorithm 6.4- Then this z satisfies 
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where 
d [ ( Ji.. )~ ( l )]1-6 
Cd(t5) = 21-0 D 1 + 2 13/~\f ( 1 - t5 ' 
and 
d I 
II( "(")2 eo,d = /3i + ; . 
j=l 
Moreover, if 
~ ('j)~ L.....J /3· < oo, 
j=l J 
then 
that is, en,d(z) is O(n-1+6) for t5 > 0, independently of d, with the €-exponent 
of strong tractability ( in a probabilistic sense) being l. 

Chapter 10 
Numerical Experiments on the 
Component-by-component 
Constructions 
In this chapter, we outline some of the numerical experiments that were car-
ried out on the construction of lattice rules in weighted Korobov and Sobolev 
spaces. Instead of including the results from each and every construction, we 
present here collective results for comparison purposes. 
We consider weighted Korobov spaces with a= 2 and /3 = 1, and weighted 
Sobolev spaces with a= 1 and /3 = 1. For both function spaces, we consider 
different sequences of "'Y of two forms: 
1 
or 'Yi = -:-;:-, r ~ 1. 
J 
'Yi = ri, 0 < r < 1, 
To guarantee that the lattice rules constructed achieve strong tractability error 
bounds, we need the weights to satisfy (see Theorems 2.9 and 2.15): 
00 
I::,j < 00 , 
j=l 
and for the optimal rate of convergence O(n-1H), 8 > 0, to be achieved, we 
require a more restrictive condition (see Theorems 9.3 and 9.6): 
00 I I: ,p1-6) < 00. 
j=l 
For example, the choice of 'Yi = 1/ j fails both of these two conditions. 
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10.1 Experiments on the construction of shifted 
rank-I lattice rules 
We recall from Chapter 4 that a component-by-component algorithm, Algo-
rithm 4.8, can be used to construct the generating vector and the shift of 
a shifted rank-1 lattice rule that achieves strong tractability error bounds in 
weighted Sobolev spaces. Here we present the worst-case errors from searches 
based on different choices of weights, and further discuss the behavior of these 
worst-case errors and their apparent relationships with the weights. 
For weighted Sobolev spaces with a = 1 and /3 = 1, we consider four 





Some preliminary numerical searches for the generator vector and the shift up 
to 40 dimensions were carried out using Algorithm 4.8 with n taking the prime 
values 1009, 2003, and 4001. We present the values of the worst-case error 
en,d(z, A) and the root QMC mean JE;:;, (see Lemma 2.17) in Tables 10.1 
to 10.4 in steps of 10 dimensions. 
The striking feature of the numerical results is that in all cases the worst-
case errors en,d(z, A) for the computed rules are considerably smaller than 
the root QMC mean JE;:;,. It also seems, on comparing the results with 
n = 1009, 2003 and 4001, that the convergence of en,d to zero as n increases 
is faster than the theoretically predicted O ( n - ! ) . 
Though the results are not presented here, some searches were also done for 
two other choices of 'Yi, namely, 'Yi = 1 /j and 'Yi = 1 / j 1.1. For the first choice, 
we expect tractability, but not strong tractability, whereas strong tractability 
is expected in the second case. The values of en,d(z, A) for the case 'Yi = 1/ ju 
and d > 1 were smaller than those in the case 'Yi = 1/ j, which in turn were 
smaller than those for the case 'Yi = 0. gi. 
In practice, we do not know what the weights for a particular integrand 
Table 10.l: Weighted Sobolev spaces with rj = 0.5J 
d e1009,d ( z, a) JE1009,d e2003,d ( Z, ,6.) JE2003,d e4001,d(z, .6.) 
10 5.8498e-04 1.4665e-02 3.ll 79e-04 l.0408e-02 1.6415e-04 
20 5.8674e-04 1.4676e-02 3.1283e-04 l.0416e-02 l.6472e-04 
30 5.8674e-04 1.4676e-02 3.1284e-04 1.0416e-02 1.6473e-04 
40 5.8674e-04 1.4676e-02 3.1284e-04 1.0416e-02 1.6473e-04 
Table 10.2: Weighted Sobolev spaces with rj = 0. 75J 
d e1009,d(z, .6.) JE1009,d e2003,d(z, .6.) JE2003,d e4001,d(z, .6.) 
10 3.3418e-03 3.4271e-02 1.9454e-03 2.4324e-02 1.1048e-03 
20 4.0446e-03 3.6585e-02 2.3876e-03 2.5966e-02 l.3733e-03 
30 4.0938e-03 3.6719e-02 2.4188e-03 2.6061e-02 1.3915e-03 
























Table 10.3: Weighted Sobolev spaces with 'Yi = 0.9-i 
e1009,d ( z, A) JE1009,d e2003,d ( z, A) JE2003,d e4001,d(z, A) 
l.5662e-02 8.2624e-02 9.5439e-03 5.8643e-02 5.6462e-03 
4.5262e-02 l.4871e-01 2.8786e-02 l.0555e-01 l.7900e-02 
6.3863e-02 l.8195e-01 4.0883e-02 l.2914e-01 2.5719e-02 
7.1877e-02 l.9520e-01 4.6109e-02 l.3854e-01 2.9169e-02 
Table 10.4: Weighted Sobolev spaces with 'Yi = 1/ j2 
e1009,d(z, A) JE1009,d e2003,d(z, A) JE2003,d e4001,d(z, A) 
8.6418e-04 l.8920e-02 4.6973e-04 1.3428e-02 2.4831e-04 
9.7793e-04 l.9462e-02 5.3582e-04 l.3813e-02 2.8830e-04 
l.0270e-03 l.9650e-02 5.6430e-04 l.3947e-02 3.0505e-04 















will be. So one may ask the question of whether the shifted lattice rules found 
using Algorithm 4.8 for a particular choice of the sequence "'I will be good for 
other choices of "Y· As a numerical experiment, we took n = 1009 and used 
the values of z and .6. constructed above (which are for a particular choice of 
"'I) for d up to 40 dimensions to calculate the values of en,d(z, .6.) for all the 
other three choices of ""f. A summary of the results is given in Table 10.5. 
Table 10.5: Maximum ratios of e1009 d 
' 
ri=l/j2 'Yi = 0.5i 'Yi = o.75i 'Yi= 0.9i 
Rules found with 'Yi = 1/ j2 1 1.003 1.061 1.131 
Rules found with 'Yi = 0.5i 1.135 1 1.092 1.500 
Rules found with 'Yi = 0. 75i 1.036 1.013 1 1.037 
Rules found with 'Yi = 0.9i 1.083 1.024 1.028 1 
To describe what the numerical entries mean, consider the column headed 
'Yi = l / j 2 . Then each entry in the column is 
e~oog iz, .6.) 
max ---'-'---
1$d$40 e1009,d(z, .6.)' 
where both e~009,iz, .6.) and e1009,d(z, .6.) are calculated with 'Yi = 1/ j 2. How-
ever, e~009,i z, .6.) is calculated by using the rule found by applying Algo-
rithm 4.8 and taking the 'Yi given in the corresponding row whereas e1009,d(z, .6.) 
is calculated using the rule found by applying Algorithm 4.8 and taking 'Yi = 
1/j2. Thus for example, in the column with 'Yi = 1/j2, we see an entry of 
1.083 in the row with 'Yi = 0.9i. This entry of 1.083 means for each value of d, 
all the values of e~009,d(z, .6.) calculated with 'Yi = 1/ j 2 using the rules found 
by applying Algorithm 4.8 with 'Yi = 0.9i were at most 8.3% larger than the 
corresponding values of e 1009,d(z, .6.). The numerical entries in the other three 
columns have a similar meaning. 
10.2 
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Experiments on the construction of lat-
tice rules with a composite number of 
points 
For weighted Korobov spaces, we have developed in Chapter 3 an algorithm, 
Algorithm 3.10, for constructing rank-1 lattice rules. Similarly for weighted 
Sobolev spaces, we have Algorithm 4.8 in Chapter 4 for constructing shifted 
rank-1 lattice rules. For the latter algorithm, we have included, in the previous 
section, the results from some numerical experiments. 
Both these algorithms were developed under the assumption that n was 
a prime number. But we knew from Chapter 5 that this does not have to 
be the case. Algorithms 5.10 and 5.15 allow the construction of rules with a 
composite number of points. What we are interested here is the answer to the 
question: how do the worse-case errors for rules with a composite number of 
points compare with those with a prime number of points? 
For weighted Korobov spaces with a= 2 and f3 = I, and weighted Sobolev 
spaces with a = I and f3 = I, we consider three different sequences of"'(: 
1 
'Yj = ~' 'Yj = 0.5J, and 'Yj = 0.9J. 
J 
We carried out some numerical searches for the generating vector z of rank-1 
lattice rules in weighted Korobov spaces using Algorithm 5.10, with n taking 
the values from 1004 to 1014 and from 1998 to 2008. Similarly in weighted 
Sobolev spaces, some numerical searches for the generating vector z and the 
shift a of shifted rank-1 lattice rules were carried out using Algorithm 5.15. 
The worst-case errors for different values of n when d = 40 are presented in 
Tables 10.6 to 10.9. The entry c in each table is the number of distinct prime 
factors for the corresponding value of n. 
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Table 10.6: en,4o(z) in weighted Korobov spaces with n close to the prime 1009 
n C "(j=l/j2 'Yj = 0.5l "(j = 0.9l 
1004 2 7.2061e-02 2.8876e-02 3.2624e+02 
1005 3 7.2261e-02 2.8486e-02 3.2344e+02 
1006 2 7.2412e-02 2.8697e-02 3.2569e+02 
1007 2 7.1979e-02 2.8273e-02 3.2658e+02 
1008 3 7.2872e-02 2.8857e-02 3.2473e+02 
1009 1 7.1916e-02 2.8401e-02 3.2397e+02 
1010 3 7.2743e-02 2.8696e-02 3.2363e+02 
1011 2 7.2159e-02 2.8365e-02 3.2434e+02 
1012 3 7.2969e-02 2.8873e-02 3.2421e+02 
1013 1 7.2031e-02 2.8262e-02 3.2266e+02 
1014 3 7.3358e-02 2.8549e-02 3.2461e+02 
Table 10.7: en,4o(z) in weighted Korobov spaces with n close to the prime 2003 
n C "(j=l/j2 'Yj = 0.5l "(j = 0.9l 
1998 3 4.6606e-02 l.7576e-02 2.3065e+02 
1999 1 4.5766e-02 l.6921e-02 2.3075e+02 
2000 2 4.6235e-02 l.6978e-02 2.3090e+02 
2001 3 4.6139e-02 1.7420e-02 2.3052e+02 
2002 4 4.6505e-02 l.7525e-02 2.3057e+02 
2003 1 4.5647e-02 l.7013e-02 2.2993e+02 
2004 3 4.6435e-02 l.7290e-02 2.2983e+02 
2005 2 4.5903e-02 l.7030e-02 2.3034e+02 
2006 3 4.6011e-02 l.7475e-02 2.2945e+02 
2007 2 4.5952e-02 1.6822e-02 2.3057e+02 
2008 2 4.5426e-02 1. 7041e-02 2.3022e+02 
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Table 10.8: en,4o(z, .6.) in weighted Sobolev spaces with n close to the 
prime 1009 
n C 'Yj = 1/j2 "/j = 0.5J "/j = 0.9J 
1004 2 l.0568e-03 5.8639e-04 7.3730e-02 
1005 3 l.0874e-03 5.9505e-04 7.2327e-02 
1006 2 l.0691e-03 6.0501e-04 7.2668e-02 
1007 2 l.0665e-03 5.9117e-04 7.2635e-02 
1008 3 l.0711e-03 5.9026e-04 7.2910e-02 
1009 1 l.0549e-03 5.8674e-04 7.1877e-02 
1010 3 l.0718e-03 6.0248e-04 7.2307e-02 
1011 2 l.0414e-03 5.8636e-04 7.2378e-02 
1012 3 l.0658e-03 5.9807e-04 7.3480e-02 
1013 1 l.0541e-03 5.8458e-04 7.1902e-02 
1014 3 l.0631e-03 5.9520e-04 7.2269e-02 
Table 10.9: en,4o(z, .6.) in weighted Sobolev spaces with n close to the 
prime 2003 
n C 'Yj = 1/j2 "/j = 0.5J "/j = 0.91 
1998 3 6.0219e-04 3.2436e-04 4.6718e-02 
1999 1 5.7508e-04 3.1156e-04 4.5740e-02 
2000 2 5.8802e-04 3.l 734e-04 4.6397e-02 
2001 3 5.8377e-04 3.1967e-04 4.6751e-02 
2002 4 5.9211e-04 3.1530e-04 4.6706e-02 
2003 1 5.8021e-04 3.1284e-04 4.6109e-02 
2004 3 5.8714e-04 3.1169e-04 4.7132e-02 
2005 2 5.7738e-04 3.1274e-04 4.5700e-02 
2006 3 5.8806e-04 3.1620e-04 4.7011e-02 
2007 2 5.7742e-04 3.1353e-04 4.5943e-02 
2008 2 5.8717e-04 3.1247e-04 4.6740e-02 
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We see from our results that in general, the higher the number of distinct 
prime factors, the larger the worst-case error, although the differences are not 
at all significant. The observed dependency of the worst-case error on c, the 
number of distinct prime factors of n, is not surprising as our theoretical bound 
also depends on c (see Corollaries 5.9 and 5.14). It is also worth mentioning 
that, though the results are not presented here, in all cases the worst-case 
errors are smaller than the root QMC mean in the corresponding spaces. 
10.3 Experiments on the construction of inter-
mediate-rank lattice rules 
Recall that intermediate-rank lattice rules can be considered as rules formed 
by copying the first few dimensions of the points from rank-I lattice rules. The 
motivation for such copying is that the first few variables in weighted spaces 
are in a sense more important than the rest as the weights were assumed to be 
non-increasing. Algorithms were developed in Chapter 7 for constructing these 
rules. Here we want to see if intermediate-rank lattice rules are better than 
rank-I lattice rules with roughly the same number of points. More precisely, 
when £ = 2, we want to know how many dimensions to copy, ( that is, which 
value of r = 1, 2, or 3 to take), to get better rules than rank-I lattice rules. 
For weighted Korobov spaces with a= 2, {3 = 1, and two choices of;: 
fj = 0.9j 1 and 'Yj = ~' 
J 
we construct the generating vector for intermediate-rank lattice rules up to 
100 dimensions using Algorithm 7.9. We compare the worst-case errors for 
rules with different values of r = 1, 2, and 3, and have a total number of points 
N = frn being roughly 4000, 16000, and 64000. The results are presented in 
Tables 10.10 to 10.15 in steps of 10 dimensions. Each second column contains 
the worst-case error for rank-I rules while the other three columns contain the 












Table 10.10: eN,d in weighted Korobov spaces with N close to 4000, 'Yi = 0.9i 
2003 X 21 1999 X 21 1009 X 22 997 X 22 503 X 23 499 X 23 
4001 = 4006 = 3998 = 4036 = 3988 = 4024 = 3992 
2.9726e+OO 2.8068e+OO 2.8005e+00 2.6666e+00 2.6874e+00 2.5965e+00 2.6068e+00 
3.8737e+Ol 3.6466e+01 3.6455e+Ol 3.4687e+Ol 3.4922e+Ol 3.3752e+Ol 3.3887e+Ol 
l.1022e+02 l.0374e+02 l.0372e+02 9.8675e+Ol 9.9337e+Ol 9.6009e+Ol 9.6392e+Ol 
l.6309e+02 l.5348e+02 l.5346e+02 1.4598e+02 1.4696e+02 l.4204e+02 1.4260e+02 
1.8768e+02 l.7661e+02 1.7659e+02 l.6798e+02 l.6911e+02 l.6344e+02 l.6409e+02 
l.9719e+02 1.8556e+02 l.8554e+02 l.7650e+02 l.7768e+02 1.7172e+02 1.7241e+02 
2.0063e+02 l.8879e+02 1.8878e+02 l.7957e+02 l.8077e+02 l.7472e+02 l.7542e+02 
2.0185e+02 l.8994e+02 1.8992e+02 1.8066e+02 l.8187e+02 l.7578e+02 l.7648e+02 
2.0227e+02 l.9034e+02 l.9032e+02 l.8104e+02 l.8225e+02 l.7615e+02 1.7685e+02 















Table 10.11: eN,d in weighted Korobov spaces with N close to 16000, 'Yi = 0.9i 
8009 X 21 7993 X 21 4003 X 22 4001 X 22 2003 X 23 1999 X 23 
16007 = 16018 = 15986 = 16012 = 16004 = 16024 = 15992 
1.4365e+00 l.3566e+00 l.3606e+00 l.2982e+oo l.2973e+OO l.2623e+OO l.2621e+OO 
l.9268e+Ol l.8198e+Ol l.8231e+01 l.7400e+Ol 1.7413e+Ol l.6905e+Ol l.6922e+01 
5.4841e+01 5.1793e+Ol 5.1887e+01 4.9516e+01 4.9554e+01 4.8109e+01 4.8157e+01 
8.1141e+Ol 7.6628e+Ol 7.6767e+Ol 7.3258e+01 7.3314e+Ol 7.1176e+01 7.1247e+Ol 
9.3371e+Ol 8.8176e+Ol 8.8337e+Ol 8.4298e+Ol 8.4363e+Ol 8.1902e+01 8.1984e+Ol 
9.8103e+Ol 9.2645e+Ol 9.2813e+Ol 8.8570e+Ol 8.8638e+01 8.6053e+01 8.6138e+Ol 
9.9815e+01 9.4261e+Ol 9.4433e+01 9.0115e+Ol 9.0184e+01 8.7554e+Ol 8.7641e+Ol 
l.0042e+02 9.4832e+Ol 9.5004e+01 9.0661e+Ol 9.0730e+01 8.8084e+01 8.8172e+01 
l.0063e+02 9.5032e+Ol 9.5205e+01 9.0852e+01 9.0922e+01 8.8270e+Ol 8.8358e+01 















Table 10.12: eN,d in weighted Korobov spaces with N close to 64000, rj = 0.9l 
32009 X 21 32003 X 21 16007 X 22 16001 X 22 8009 X 23 7993 X 23 
64007 = 64018 = 64006 = 64028 = 64004 = 64072 = 63944 
6.8423e-01 6.4784e-01 6.4773e-01 6.1683e-01 6.1797e-01 5.9937e-01 6.0015e-01 
9.6190e+00 9.1124e+00 9.0949e+00 8.6927e+00 8.6945e+00 8.4445e+00 8.4523e+OO 
2.7406e+01 2.5958e+01 2.5908e+Ol 2.4763e+Ol 2.4768e+Ol 2.4055e+Ol 2.4077e+01 
4.0552e+Ol 3.8408e+Ol 3.8336e+Ol 3.6640e+Ol 3.6647e+Ol 3.5592e+Ol 3.5625e+Ol 
4.6664e+Ol 4.4197e+01 4.4114e+01 4.2162e+Ol 4.2170e+Ol 4.0956e+Ol 4.0995e+Ol 
4.9029e+01 4.6436e+Ol 4.6350e+Ol 4.4299e+Ol 4.4307e+Ol 4.3032e+Ol 4.3072e+01 
4.9885e+Ol 4.7247e+Ol 4.7159e+Ol 4.5072e+01 4.5080e+01 4.3783e+Ol 4.3824e+Ol 
5.0187e+Ol 4.7533e+01 4.7444e+01 4.5345e+Ol 4.5353e+Ol 4.4048e+Ol 4.4089e+Ol 
5.0293e+Ol 4.7633e+Ol 4.7544e+Ol 4.5441e+01 4.5449e+01 4.4141e+01 4.4182e+01 















Table 10.13: eN,d in weighted Korobov spaces with N close to 4000, 'Yi = 1/j2 
2003 X 21 1999 X 21 1009 X 22 997 X 22 503 X 23 499 X 23 
4001 = 4006 = 3998 = 4036 = 3988 = 4024 = 3992 
l.9338e-02 l.8362e-02 l.8036e-02 2.0006e-02 2.0218e-02 2.5298e-02 2.5381e-02 
2.5421e-02 2.3923e-02 2.3776e-02 2.6554e-02 2.6843e-02 3.3678e-02 3.3951e-02 
2.7770e-02 2.6094e-02 2.6001e-02 2.9126e-02 2.9474e-02 3.7124e-02 3.7290e-02 
2.9017e-02 2.7262e-02 2.7181e-02 3.0495e-02 3.0864e-02 3.8956e-02 3.9126e-02 
2.9795e-02 2.7989e-02 2.7913e-02 3.1362e-02 3.l 728e-02 4.0095e-02 4.0269e-02 
3.0326e-02 2.8489e-02 2.8415e-02 3.1954e-02 3.2320e-02 4.0875e-02 4.1051e-02 
3.0714e-02 2.8853e-02 2.8780e-02 3.2384e-02 3.2751e-02 4.1444e-02 4.1620e-02 
3.1008e-02 2.9130e-02 2.9058e-02 3.2711e-02 3.3079e-02 4.1875e-02 4.2052e-02 
3.1240e-02 2.9348e-02 2.9276e-02 3.2970e-02 3.3337e-02 4.2213e-02 4.2390e-02 














Table 10.14: eN,d in weighted Korobov spaces with N close to 16000, 'Yi = 1/j2 
8009 X 21 7993 X 21 4003 X 22 4001 X 22 2003 X 23 1999 X 23 
16007 = 16018 = 15986 = 16012 = 16004 = 16024 = 15992 
7.0679e-03 6.6226e-03 6.7551e-03 7.4726e-03 7.4423e-03 9.2985e-03 9.3671e-03 
9.7139e-03 9.1387e-03 9.2672e-03 l.0362e-02 l.0344e-02 l.2975e-02 l.3059e-02 
l.0786e-02 l.0146e-02 l.0266e-02 l.1513e-02 l.1516e-02 l.4491e-02 1.4543e-02 
l.1364e-02 l.0691e-02 l.0808e-02 l.2139e-02 l.2150e-02 l.5307e-02 l.5349e-02 
l.1727e-02 l.1033e-02 l.1145e-02 l.2528e-02 l.2543e-02 l.5818e-02 l.5854e-02 
l.1977e-02 l.1268e-02 l.1378e-02 l.2796e-02 l.2814e-02 l.6168e-02 l.6204e-02 
l.2159e-02 l.1438e-02 l.1547e-02 l.2993e-02 l.3012e-02 l.6425e-02 l.6461e-02 
l.2299e-02 l.1567e-02 l.1676e-02 l.3143e-02 l.3163e-02 l.6622e-02 l.6657e-02 
l.2409e-02 l.1670e-02 l.1778e-02 l.3261e-02 l.3282e-02 l.6778e-02 l.6812e-02 














Table 10.15: eN,d in weighted Korobov spaces with N close to 64000, 'Yi= 1/j2 
32009 X 21 32003 X 21 16007 X 22 16001 X 22 8009 X 23 7993 X 23 
64007 = 64018 = 64006 = 64028 = 64004 = 64072 = 63944 
2.5983e-03 2.4131e-03 2.4454e-03 2.6945e-03 2.6743e-03 3.3548e-03 3.3135e-03 
3.7412e-03 3.5099e-03 3.5290e-03 3.9372e-03 3.9465e-03 4.9385e-03 4.9097e-03 
4.2141e-03 3.9582e-03 3.9767e-03 4.4501e-03 4.4667e-03 5.5924e-03 5.5795e-03 
4.4705e-03 4.2019e-03 4.2200e-03 4.7333e-03 4.7496e-03 5.9532e-03 5.9446e-03 
4.6325e-03 4.3564e-03 4.3735e-03 4.91lle-03 4.9270e-03 6.1803e-03 6.l 750e-03 
4.7448e-03 4.4624e-03 4.4798e-03 5.0334e-03 5.0484e-03 6.3377e-03 6.3334e-03 
4.8270e-03 4.5399e-03 4.5573e-03 5.1227e-03 5.1371e-03 6.4533e-03 6.4493e-03 
4.8901e-03 4.5991e-03 4.6166e-03 5.1912e-03 5.2052e-03 6.5416e-03 6.5378e-03 
4.9398e-03 4.6460e-03 4.6635e-03 5.2452e-03 5.2593e-03 6.6113e-03 6.6077e-03 





We can see from the results that for 'Yi = 0.9i, copying is good in at least 
the first three dimensions, but for 'Yi = 1/ j2, it is only good to copy in the first 
dimension. This seems reasonable as in the first few dimensions the sequence 
{0.9, 0.81, 0.729, ... } decays slower than {1, 1/4, 1/9, ... }, and so in the former 
case, the third variable is still fairly important while this is not the situation 
in the latter case. 
The phenomenon is also supported by our earlier analysis. Theorem 7.5 
and Lemma 7.6 together suggest that it would be advantageous to copy in the 
first r dimensions if f = 2, a = 2 and 
'Yr 6 
-/3 > 2 ~ 0.6079. 
r 7r 
For 'Yi = 0.9i, this is obviously satisfied when r = l, r = 2, and r = 3. For 
'Yi= 1/j2, this is only satisfied when r = l. Because Lemma 7.6 provides only 
a sufficient condition for p2,r to be less than one, a direct calculation of p2 ,r 
was done and it showed that p2,r was greater than one when r = 2 and r = 3. 
10.4 Experiments on the construction of ran-
domly shifted rank-I lattice rules when 
n=pq 
The total cost for the construction of an n-point shifted rank-I lattice rule 
up to d dimensions using Algorithm 4.8 is roughly O(n3d2 ) operations. This 
can be reduced to O(n3d) operations if the implementation stores the products 
at the expense of O(n2 ) storage. But even then, it would take a horrendous 
amount of time and vast memory storage to construct rules with up to a few 
thousand points. Our numerical experiments went as far as 4001 points up to 
only 40 dimensions, and the computation time required using 650MHz PCs at 
the time was approximately three weeks. 
Since then Algorithm 6.4 was developed which left out the construction of 
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the shift, that is, we generate a number of shifts randomly once the generating 
vector was constructed. The cost of the construction was reduced to O(n2d) 
operations at the expense of only O(n) storage. This allowed us to construct 
rules as far as having 64007 points up to 360 dimensions. 
In Chapter 8, we considered rules with the number of points being a prod-
uct of two distinct primes. We developed Algorithm 8.7 which guarantees the 
square worst-case error to be bounded by the QMC mean, and when the two 
primes are roughly the same, the cost of the construction is only O(n1.5d) oper-
ations with O(n) storage requirement. We have also proposed an even cheaper 
but not yet theoretically justified algorithm, Algorithm 8.9, which only requires 
O(nd) operations at the expense of O(n) storage. The numerical experiments 
here are aimed at finding out whether or not Algorithm 8. 7 performs as well 
as Algorithm 6.4, and how Algorithm 8.9 performs. 
For weighted Sobolev spaces with a= 1, (3 = 1 and two sequences of 7: 
. ·2 
'Yi = 0.9-1 and 'Yi = 1/J , 
we first consider these values of n = pq with p and q being consecutive prime 
numbers: 
2021 = 43 x 47, 8633 = 89 x 97, and 32399 = 179 x 181. 
For each n, we com pare the worst:..case errors for the 100-dimensional rules 
constructed by 
1. Full search (using Algorithm 6.4) 
2. Partial search with p < q (using Algorithm 8.7) 
3. Partial search with p > q (using Algorithm 8.7) 
4. Separate search (using Algorithm 8.9) 
We also compare the four values above with the root QMC mean~- The 
results of these comparisons are given in Tables 10.16 to 10.21 in steps of 10 
dimensions. 
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Table 10.16: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 2021 = 43x47, 'Yi= 0.9i 
d Full Partial 43 Partial 47 Separate ~ 
10 l.0030e-02 l.0714e-02 l.0611e-02 l.8537e-02 5.8381e-02 
20 2.9740e-02 3.1235e-02 3.1139e-02 4.6375e-02 l.0508e-01 
30 4.2048e-02 4.3879e-02 4.3877e-02 6.1188e-02 l.2857e-01 
40 4.7351e-02 4.9240e-02 4.9264e-02 6.7611e-02 l.3792e-01 
50 4.9365e-02 5.1290e-02 5.1310e-02 7.0125e-02 1.4134e-01 
60 5.0099e-02 5.2034e-02 5.2053e-02 7.0895e-02 l.4256e-01 
70 5.0360e-02 5.2297e-02 5.2317e-02 7.1180e-02 l.4298e-01 
80 5.0452e-02 5.2391e-02 5.2411e-02 7.1280e-02 l.4313e-01 
90 5.0485e-02 5.2424e-02 5.2443e-02 7.1320e-02 l.4318e-01 
100 5.0496e-02 5.2435e-02 5.2455e-02 7.1336e-02 l.4320e-01 
Table 10.17: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 8633 = 89 x 97, 'Yi = 0.9i 
d Full Partial 89 Partial 97 Separate ~ 
10 3.2940e-03 3.6384e-03 3.6468e-03 6.3585e-03 2.8247e-02 
20 l.0741e-02 l.1617e-02 l.1594e-02 l.5587e-02 5.0841e-02 
30 l.5626e-02 l.6684e-02 l.6644e-02 2.1750e-02 6.2205e-02 
40 1. 7812e-02 l.8878e-02 l.8870e-02 2.4162e-02 6.6733e-02 
50 l.8653e-02 l.9713e-02 l.9720e-02 2.5630e-02 6.8388e-02 
60 l.8959e-02 2.0019e-02 2.0023e-02 2.5961e-02 6.8975e-02 
70 l.9068e-02 2.0129e-02 2.0130e-02 2.6099e-02 6.9181e-02 
80 l.9106e-02 2.0168e-02 2.0169e-02 2.6144e-02 6.9253e-02 
90 l.9120e-02 2.0181e-02 2.0183e-02 2.6158e-02 6.9278e-02 
100 l.9124e-02 2.0186e-02 2.0187e-02 2.6164e-02 6.9286e-02 
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Table 10.18: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 32399 = 179 x 181, 
'Yi = 0.9i 
d Full Partial 179 Partial 181 Separate ~ 
10 l.2274e-03 l.3711e-03 l.3266e-03 2.2289e-03 l.4581e-02 
20 4.3265e-03 4.6855e-03 4.5624e-03 6.7407e-03 2.6244e-02 
30 6.4592e-03 6.8705e-03 6.8194e-03 l.0121e-02 3.2110e-02 
40 7.4199e-03 7.8676e-03 7.7940e-03 l.1357e-02 3.4447e-02 
50 7.7870e-03 8.2427e-03 8.1711e-03 l.1991e-02 3.5302e-02 
60 7.9214e-03 8.3808e-03 8.3094e-03 l.2174e-02 3.5605e-02 
70 7.9692e-03 8.4295e-03 8.3585e-03 l.2232e-02 3.57lle-02 
80 7.9861e-03 8.4468e-03 8.3762e-03 l.2252e-02 3.5748e-02 
90 7.9921e-03 8.4529e-03 8.3823e-03 l.2259e-02 3.5761e-02 
100 7.9942e-03 8.4551e-03 8.3845e-03 l.2262e-02 3.5765e-02 
Table 10.19: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 2021 = 43 x 47, 'Yi = 
1/j2 
d Full Partial 43 Partial 47 Separate ~ 
10 5.4217e-04 5.7233e-04 5.7138e-04 l.6506e-03 l.3368e-02 
20 6.0878e-04 6.4959e-04 6.4970e-04 l.9882e-03 l.3752e-02 
30 6.3779e-04 6.8141e-04 6.8122e-04 2.1203e-03 l.3884e-02 
40 6.5414e-04 6.9933e-04 6.9871e-04 2.1708e-03 l.3952e-02 
50 6.6506e-04 7.1220e-04 7.1075e-04 2.2005e-03 l.3992e-02 
60 6.7280e-04 7.2132e-04 7.1958e-04 2.2232e-03 l.4019e-02 
70 6.7872e-04 7.2820e-04 7.2602e-04 2.2310e-03 l.4039e-02 
80 6.8339e-04 7.3403e-04 7.3127e-04 2.2398e-03 1.4054e-02 
90 6.8722e-04 7.3878e-04 7.3543e-04 2.2478e-03 1.4065e-02 
100 6.9041e-04 7.4273e-04 7.3900e-04 2.2508e-03 1.4074e-02 
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Table 10.20: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 8633 = 89 x 97, 'Yj = 
1/j2 
d Full Partial 89 Partial 97 Separate ~ 
10 l.4341e-04 l.5792e-04 l.5703e-04 5.2701e-04 6.4682e-03 
20 l.6550e-04 l.8207e-04 l.8080e-04 6.5811e-04 6.6537e-03 
30 l.7508e-04 l.9207e-04 l.8969e-04 6.6919e-04 6.7178e-03 
40 l.8048e-04 l.9761e-04 l.9560e-04 6.9607e-04 6.7503e-03 
50 l.8398e-04 2.0126e-04 l.9944e-04 7.0316e-04 6.7700e-03 
60 l.8647e-04 2.0371e-04 2.0225e-04 7.0484e-04 6.7832e-03 
70 l.8835e-04 2.0562e-04 2.0437e-04 7.0767e-04 6.7926e-03 
80 l.8980e-04 2.0714e-04 2.0604e-04 7.1477e-04 6.7997e-03 
90 l.9098e-04 2.0837e-04 2.0738e-04 7.1614e-04 6.8052e-03 
100 l.9196e-04 2.0941e-04 2.0846e-04 7.1889e-04 6.8097e-03 
Table 10.21: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 32399 = 179 x 181, 
'Yj = 1/j2 
d Full Partial 179 Partial 181 Separate ~ 
10 4.3053e-05 4.7329e-05 4.7885e-05 2.0938e-04 3.3389e-03 
20 5.0979e-05 5.5936e-05 5.6405e-05 2.1974e-04 3.4346e-03 
30 5.4281e-05 5.9338e-05 5.9815e-05 2.2552e-04 3.4677e-03 
40 5.6173e-05 6.1318e-05 6.1781e-05 2.2757e-04 3.4845e-03 
50 5.7383e-05 6.2608e-05 6.2973e-05 2.3266e-04 3.4947e-03 
60 5.8254e-05 6.3560e-05 6.3847e-05 2.3407e-04 3.5015e-03 
70 5.8912e-05 6.4266e-05 6.4505e-05 2.3502e-04 3.5063e-03 
80 5.9426e-05 6.4816e-05 6.5017e-05 2.3575e-04 3.5100e-03 
90 5.9840e-05 6.5230e-05 6.5446e-05 2.3695e-04 3.5128e-03 
100 6.0l 79e-05 6.5599e-05 6.5794e-05 2.3735e-04 3.5151e-03 
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We see that the results for the two partial searches are very similar, and 
they are both only slightly worse than the results for the full search. The 
results for the separate search are much worse than those of the full or partial 
searches, but all the results indicate that they are better than the root QMC 
mean. This is certainly encouraging, and perhaps we could give the theoretical 
justification of this algorithm in the future. 
Finally, we take advantage of the decomposition n = pq and construct rules 
with much larger values of n: 
2005007 = 1409 x 1423, 4003997 = 1999 x 2003, and 8037211 = 2833 x 2837. 
We construct 100-dimensional rules by partial search and separate search 
(items 2 and 4 from before), that is, using Algorithms 8.7 and 8.9. The results 
are presented in Tables 10.22 to 10.24. We see once again that the results 
from the separate searches are not as good as those of the partial searches, but 
better than the root QMC mean. 
Table 10.22: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 2005007 = 1409 x 1423 
'Yi= 0.9i 'Yi= 1/j2 
d Partial Separate ~ Partial Separate ~ 
10 5.7794e-05 l.9373e-04 l.8535e-03 l.1521e-06 2.9195e-05 4.2443e-04 
20 2.6699e-04 5.1684e-04 3.3361e-03 l.4982e-06 2.9509e-05 4.3660e-04 
30 4.3114e-04 8.1808e-04 4.0818e-03 l.6530e-06 2.9629e-05 4.4081e-04 
40 5.0699e-04 9.1275e-04 4.3789e-03 l.7393e-06 2.9696e-05 4.4294e-04 
50 5.3671e-04 9.5625e-04 4.4875e-03 l.7970e-06 2.9737e-05 4.4423e-04 
60 5.4740e-04 9.6980e-04 4.5260e-03 l.8364e-06 2.9765e-05 4.4510e-04 
70 5.5132e-04 9.7482e-04 4.5395e-03 l.8659e-06 2.9786e-05 4.4572e-04 
80 5.5265e-04 9.7639e-04 4.5442e-03 l.8896e-06 2.9820e-05 4.4618e-04 
90 5.5314e-04 9.7696e-04 4.5459e-03 l.9068e-06 2.9837e-05 4.4655e-04 
100 5.5331e-04 9.7733e-04 4.5464e-03 l.9218e-06 2.9850e-05 4.4684e-04 
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Table 10.23: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 4003997 = 1999 x 2003 
"/j = 0.9i "/j = 1/j2 
d Partial Separate ~ Partial Separate ~ 
10 3.3113e-05 5.8331e-05 l.3116e-03 6.2568e-07 l.9506e-06 3.0034e-04 
20 l.6371e-04 2.8567e-04 2.3608e-03 8.2383e-07 2.8095e-06 3.0895e-04 
30 2.6707e-04 4.5837e-04 2.8884e-03 9.1087e-07 2.9218e-06 3.1193e-04 
40 3.1648e-04 5.2667e-04 3.0987e-03 9.6121e-07 3.0128e-06 3.1344e-04 
50 3.3621e-04 5.5585e-04 3.1755e-03 9.9372e-07 3.3042e-06 3.1436e-04 
60 3.4341e-04 5.6852e-04 3.2028e-03 l.0178e-06 3.3429e-06 3.1497e-04 
70 3.4595e-04 5.7233e-04 3.2123e-03 l.0359e-06 3.3982e-06 3.1541e-04 
80 3.4682e-04 5.7342e-04 3.2157e-03 l.0497e-06 3.4205e-06 3.1574e-04 
90 3.4712e-04 5.7386e-04 3.2168e-03 l.0604e-06 3.4752e-06 3.1599e-04 
100 3.4723e-04 5.7402e-04 3.2172e-03 l.0697e-06 3.4869e-06 3.1620e-04 
Table 10.24: en,d in weighted Sobolev spaces with n = 8037211 = 2833 x 2837 
"/j = 0.9i "/j=l/j2 
d Partial Separate ~ Partial Separate ~ 
10 l.9339e-05 5.1847e-05 9.2577e-04 3.3957e-07 9.6089e-07 2.1199e-04 
20 l.0078e-04 2.1839e-04 l.6663e-03 4.4923e-07 l.1555e-06 2.1807e-04 
30 l.6721e-04 3.0910e-04 2.0387e-03 5.0124e-07 l.3196e-06 2.2017e-04 
40 l.9870e-04 3.5657e-04 2.1871e-03 5.2935e-07 l.3727e-06 2.2124e-04 
50 2.1133e-04 3.7280e-04 2.2413e-03 5.4968e-07 l.4227e-06 2.2188e-04 
60 2.1590e-04 3.7976e-04 2.2606e-03 5.6308e-07 l.6201e-06 2.2231e-04 
70 2.l 751e-04 3.8261e-04 2.2673e-03 5.7390e-07 l.6361e-06 2.2262e-04 
80 2.1809e-04 3.8343e-04 2.2697e-03 5.8239e-07 l.6573e-06 2.2285e-04 
90 2.1829e-04 3.8373e-04 2.2705e-03 5.8914e-07 l.6676e-06 2.2303e-04 
100 2.1836e-04 3.8386e-04 2.2708e-03 5.9461e-07 l.6751e-06 2.2318e-04 
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10.5 Experiments on the observed rate of con-
vergence 
In Chapter 9, we have shown that for n prime, the rank-I lattice rules con-
structed by Algorithms 3.10, and the randomly shifted rank-I lattice rules con-
structed by Algorithms 6.4 achieve the optimal rate of convergence in weighted 
Korobov and Sobolev spa~es respectively. Our goal for the numerical experi-
ments here is to determine whether the optimal rate of convergence is observed 
as the theory suggested. 
For weighted Sobolev spaces with a 
sequences of -y: 
1 and /3 
1 
"/j = ~' 
J 
Note that the last sequence does not satisfy 
00 1 L 'Ytl-li) < oo, 
j=l 
1 
"/j = ~' 
J 
1, we consider six 
1 
and 'Yi = --;-. 
J 
for any fJ > 0, which is the required condition in the theory, for the optimal rate 
of convergence O(n-1H) to be achieved. We search for the generating vector 
z for randomly shifted rank-I lattice rules using Algorithm 6.4, with d up to 
100 and n taking the prime values 4001, 8009, 16001, 32003, and 64007. We 
want to see if the numerical results from the component-by-component search 
actually show the optimal rate of convergence, that is, we are interested in the 
value of w in 










IT( ''()2 eo,d = 1 + ; 
i=l 
and 
d .:f.L 2(1-6) 
[ 
1 1-6 
Cd(J) = 21-'D l+ 2 (i ~,¥) ( (i ~ J) l 
We present in Tables 10.25 to 10.30 the values of en,rno(z), Bn,100 (6*), and 
w* for various values of n. Here 6* denotes the value of 6 that minimizes 
Bn,d(6) and w* = 1 - 6*. We also present the values of w given in (10.1) from 
the successive values of en,10o(z). 
Table 10.25: Weighted Sobolev spaces with 'Yi = 0.9i 
n en,10o(z) w Bn,100(6*) w* 













Table 10.26: Weighted Sobolev spaces with 'Yi = 0.5i 
n en,10o(z) w Bn,100(6*) w* 














Table 10.27: Weighted Sobolev spaces with "/j = 0.11 
n en,10o(z) w Bn,100 ( c5*) w* 













Table 10.28: Weighted Sobolev spaces with "/j = 1/ j 2 
n en,10o(z) w Bn,10o(c5*) w* 













Table 10.29: Weighted Sobolev spaces with "/j = 1/ j 6 
n en,10o(z) w Bn,10o(c5*) w* 














Table 10.30: Weighted Sobolev spaces with 'Yi = 1/ j 
n en,10o(z) w Bn,100(8*) w* 













We see from the numerical results that the values of the apparent rate of 
convergence w are close to 1 when 'Yi = O. li and 'Yi = 1/ j6, while in other cases 
values close to 1 cannot be seen with our choices of n. It would appear that 
the apparent rate of convergence depends on the rate of decay of the weights 
-y: the faster the rate of decay, the closer the value of w to 1. The theoretical 
bounds, even for the optimal choice of 8*, are generally far from sharp. This is 
mainly due to the large value of (( 1_:6 ) for 8 close to 0. A different approach 
to the analysis might yield sharper bounds. 
Chapter 11 
Constructing Sobol' Sequences 
in High Dimensions that Satisfy 
Sobol's Property A 
An algorithm to generate Sobol' sequences to approximate integrals in up to 
40 dimensions has been previously given by Bratley and Fox in Algorithm 659 
[4). Here we provide more primitive polynomials and 'direction numbers' so as 
to allow the generation of Sobol' sequences to approximate integrals in up to 
1111 dimensions. The direction numbers given generate Sobol' sequences that 
satisfy Sobol's so-called Property A. 
11.1 Sobol' sequences 
One technique for approximating the d-dimensional integral is to make use 
of Sobol' sequences. These were proposed by Sobol' in [37) and a computer 
implementation in Fortran 77 was subsequently given by Bratley and Fox in 
Algorithm 659 (see [4) for details). Other implementations are available as C, 
Fortran 77, or Fortran 90 routines in the popular Numerical Recipes collection 
of software (for example, see [28]). However, as given, all these implementa-
tions have a fairly heavy restriction on the maximum value of d allowed. For 
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Algorithm 659, Sobol' sequences may be generated to approximate integrals 
in up to 40 dimensions, while the Numerical Recipes routines allow the gen-
eration of Sobol' sequences to approximate integrals in up to six dimensions 
only. 
As new methods become available for these integrals, one might wish to 
compare these new methods with Sobol' sequences. Thus it would be desirable 
to extend these existing implementations such as Algorithm 659 so they may 
be used for higher-dimensional integrals. We remark that Sobol' sequences 
are now considered to be examples of (t, d)-sequences in base 2. The general 
theory of these low discrepancy (t, d)-sequences in base b is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 4 of Niederreiter's book [23]. 
11.1.1 Sobol' sequence generator 
The generation of Sobol' sequences is clearly explained in [4]. We review 
the main points so as to show what extra data would be required to allow 
Algorithm 659 to generate Sobol' sequences to approximate integrals in more 
than 40 dimensions. To generate the j-th component of the points in a Sobol' 
sequence, we need to choose a primitive polynomial of some degree Sj in the 
field Z2, that is, a polynomial of the form 
s· s·-1 1 
X J + a1 ·X J +'''+a ·-1 ·X + ,J SJ ,J ' 
where the coefficients a1,j, ... , asj-I,j are either O or 1. 
We use these coefficients to define a sequence { m1,j, m2,j, ... } of positive 
integers by the recurrence relation 
(11.1) 
fork~ sj+l, where EB is the bit-by-bit exclusive-or operator. The initial values 
m1,j, m2,j, ... , m 5i,j can be chosen freely provided that each mk,j, 1 ~ k ~ Sj, 
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is odd and less than 2k. The 'direction numbers' {v1,i,v2,i, .. . } are defined by 
mk. 
V ·- ,J k,j·-y· 
Then Xi,j, the j-th component of the i-th point in a Sobol' sequence is given 
by 
X· · = b1V1 · EB b2V2 · EB • • · i,J ,J ,J ' 
where bl is the £-th bit from the right when i is written in binary, that is, 
( ... b2b1)2 is the binary representation of i. In practice, a more efficient Gray 
code implementation proposed by Antonov and Saleev is used; see [2) or [4) 
for details. 
We then see that the implementation in [4) may be used to generate Sobol' 
sequences to approximate integrals in more than 40 dimensions by providing 
more data in the form of primitive polynomials and direction numbers ( or 
equivalently, values of m 1,j, m2,j, ... , msi,i). When generating such Sobol' se-
quences, we need to ensure that the primitive polynomials used to generate 
each component are different and that the initial values of the mk,/s are chosen 
differently for any two primitive polynomials of the same degree. The error 
bounds for Sobol' sequences given in [37) indicate we should use primitive 
polynomials of as low a degree as possible. 
11.1.2 Sobol's property A 
We will discuss how additional primitive polynomials may be obtained in the 
next section. After these primitive polynomials have been found, we need to 
decide upon the initial values of the mk,j for 1 ~ k ~ si. As explained above, 
all we require is that they be odd and that mk,i < 2k. Thus we could just 
choose them randomly subject to these two constraints. However, Sobol' in [38) 
introduced an extra uniformity condition known as Property A. Geometrically, 
if the cube [O, l]d is divided up by the planes xi = 1/2 into 2d equally-sized 
subcubes, then a sequence of points belonging to [O, 1 Jd possesses Property A 
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if, after dividing the sequence into consecutive blocks of 2d points, each one of 
the points in any block belongs to a different subcube. 
Property A is not that useful to have for large d because of the com-
putational time required to approximate an integral using 2d points. Also, 
Property A is not enough to ensure that there are no bad correlations between 
pairs of dimensions (see Section 7 of [22] for a discussion). Nevertheless, Prop-
erty A is still a reasonable criterion to use in deciding upon a choice of the 
initial mk,j· In [38], Sobol' showed that a Sobol' sequence used to approximate 
a d-dimensional integral possesses Property A if and only if 
det(Vi) = 1 (mod 2), 
where Vd is the d x d binary matrix defined by 
V1,2,l V2,2,l vd,2,1 
(11.2) 
V1,d,l V2,d,l Vd,d,l 
with vk,j,l denoting the first bit after the binary point of vk,j· 
The primitive polynomials and direction numbers used in Algorithm 659 
are taken from [39] and a subset of this data may be found in [38]. Though it 
is mentioned in [38] that Property A is satisfied for d ~ 16, that is, det(Vi) = 
1 (mod 2) for all d ~ 16, our calculations showed that Property A is actually 
satisfied for d ~ 20. As a result, we change the values of the mk,j for 21 ~ 
j ~ 40, but keep the primitive polynomials. For j ~ 41 we obtain additional 
primitive polynomials. 
The number of primitive polynomials of degrees is </>(28 -1)/s, where</> is 
Euler's totient function. Including the special case for j = 1 when all the mk,l 
are 1, this allows us to approximate integrals in up to dimension d = 1111 if 
we use all the primitive polynomials of degree 13 or less. 
We then choose values of the mk,j so that we can generate Sobol' sequences 
satisfying Property A in dimensions d up to 1111. This is done by generating 
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some values randomly, but these are subsequently modified so that the condi-
tion det(Vi) = 1 ( mod 2) is satisfied for all d up to 1111. This process involves 
evaluating values of the vk,j,i's to obtain the matrix Vd and then evaluating 
the determinant of Vi. A more detailed discussion of this strategy is given in 
the next section. It is not difficult to produce values to generate Sobol' points 
for approximating integrals in even higher dimensions. 
11.2 Generating the primitive polynomials and 
direction numbers 
In this section, we describe in detail the steps we use to find the extra data 
required for the generation of Sobol' sequences up to 1111 dimensions. 
11.2.1 Obtaining primitive polynomials 
Recall that we are interested in the primitive polynomials of the form 
s· s·-1 1 
X 1 + a1 ·X 1 +·•·+a ·-1 ·X + ,J SJ ,J ' 
where the coefficients a1,j, ... , asj-l,i are either O or 1. We will represent such 
a polynomial by Psi,a/x), where ai is the decimal value of the binary number 
(a1,ja2,j ... asri,jh, that is, 
Note that though this representation of the primitive polynomial using ai is 
also used in [4], the Fortran 77 routines associated with [4] use iii instead, where 
iii is the decimal value of the binary number (la1,ia2,i ... asi-i,jl)2. Thus 
Finding out whether a given polynomial in Z 2 is a primitive polynomial is 
not a trivial task. Fortunately, there are computer programs available on the 
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Internet that will compute all the possible primitive polynomials of specified 
degree. We obtain the coefficients using a computer program downloaded from 
ftp://helsbreth.org/pub/helsbret/random/lfsr ....s.c. 
In order to check that the primitive polynomials generated from this program 
were correct, they were compared with those generated by using a different 
computer program which we downloaded from 
http://www.theory.csc.uvic.ca/-cos/dis/distribute.pl.cgi?package=poly.c. 
Ford S 40, we keep the primitive polynomials as they are in Algorithm 659. 
Ford 2 41, we adopt a systematic approach in which we arrange the primitive 
polynomials of the same degree in increasing order of the a1. In Algorithm 659 
all the primitive polynomials up to degree 7 were used plus three out of the 16 
primitive polynomials of degree 8. The remaining 13 are used for dimensions 
d = 41 to d = 53. The 48 primitive polynomials of degree 9 are used in the 
same way ford from 54 to 101, There are 60 primitive polynomials of degree 10 
that are used for 102 s d S 161, 176 of degree 11 used for 162 S d S 337, 144 
of degree 12 used for 338 S d S 481, and 630 polynomials of degree 13 used 
for d from 482 to 1111. 
11.2.2 Evaluation of the vk,j,1 
In order to test for Property A, we need to form the matrix Vi (see (11.2)) 
which contains entries consisting of the first bit after the binary point of the 
direction numbers. Thus we do not need to evaluate the directions numbers 
fully, but only need the first bit of each direction number. Since the initial 
direction numbers vk,j are given by mk,1/2k, for 1 S k S s1, then it is clear that 
Vk,j,I = l if mk,1/2k 2 1/2 and vk,j,I = 0 if mk,1/2k < 1/2. Such considerations 
lead to the following lemma. 
Lemma 11.1 For j = 1, assume we have the special case in which all the 
mk 1 have the value l. Then , 
v1,1,1 = 1 and vk,1,1 = 0 for k 2 2. 
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Given choices of primitive polynomials and initial values mk,j for 1 :'.S k :'.S sj, 
then 
lo, Vk,j,1 = 
1, 
f 2k-1 i mk,j < , 
1 :'.S k :'.S Sj, j ~ 2. 
f > 2k-1 i mk,j _ , 
To form Vd, we also need values of the vk,j,l fork > Sj. The required result 
is given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 11.2 For j ~ 2 and k > Sj, we have 
Proof. Because vk,j = mk,)2k, it follows from the recurrence relation (11.1) 
that 
Vk-si ,j 
Vk 1· = a11·Vk-l 1· EB a23"Vk-21· EB ... EB as -13"Vk-s ·+11· EB Vk-s. 1· EB 2 
, ' ' ' , J ' J , Jt Sj 
Since EB is a bit-by-bit operator and vk-sj,)28i < 1/2, the required result 
follows. D 
11.2.3 Finding initial values of the mk,j 
Recall that for j :'.S 20, we use the existing mk,j in Algorithm 659 as Property A 
is already satisfied. For j between 21 and 40, we start with the existing mk,j in 
Algorithm 659 and for j successively taking the values 41 ... 1111, we randomly 
generate m1,j, ... , msj,J such that they are odd and satisfy mk,j < 2k. We can 
then use Lemmas 11.1 and 11.2 to form Vj for each j from 21 to 1111 and test 
whether det(Vj) = 1 (mod 2) is satisfied. If it is, we can then proceed to the 
next value of j. 
If the determinant is O (mod 2), then we need to modify the initial values 
of mk,/s so that det(\.'i) = 1 (mod 2) is satisfied. Since vk,j,l is O when mk,j E 
[1, 2k-l) and 1 when mk,j E [2k-1 , 2k), then vk,j,l may be changed by replacing 
mk,j by (mk,j + 2k-l) (mod 2k). 
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Starting with m 2,j, we replace it by (m2,j + 2) (mod4) (which in effect 
changes the value of v2,j,1) and then re-evaluate the determinant. If the deter-
minant is still O (mod 2), we change this new value of m 2,j back to its original 
value and then replace m 3,j by (m3,j + 4) (mod 8) and re-evaluate the deter-
minant. We repeat the same process for m 4,j, m5,j, . . . until the determinant 
is 1 (mod 2) or until msj,J is reached. If this latter stage is reached, then we 
generate another random set of m 1,j, ... , msj,J and repeat the process. As it 
turned out in our calculations, this was never the case. 
11.2.4 Evaluation of the determinant 
The evaluation of the determinant can be simplified since when working in Z.2: 
i. Swapping rows does not change the determinant. 
u. Adding a row to another (and likewise subtracting a row from another) 
is equivalent to applying an exclusive-or operation. This also leaves the 
determinant unchanged. 
Because bit operations like the exclusive-or operation are very quick in a pro-
gramming language such as C++, the determinant of Vi may be found quite 
quickly by attempting to row-reduce Vi to an upper triangular matrix with 1 's 
all the way down its main diagonal. If we succeed, the determinant is 1. If at 
some stage we end up with a row of zeros, then the determinant is 0. 
This process may be speeded up by making use of the fact that once we 
have the mk,j for 1 ~ k ~ Sj and 1 ~ j ~ d, then Vi is fixed and so are the 
first d rows of Yi for j > d. We first row-reduce the first 20 rows of Vi. 111 
so that we have l's down the main diagonal and O's below the 1 's. (This is 
possible because the determinants of Vi, ... , "\!;0 are all 1.) Then to evaluate 
the determinant of Yi for each j from 21 to 1111, we only need to row-reduce 
one extra row each time and thus avoid the repetitions in row operations. 
11.3 
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Results of calculations 
A table containing values of j, sj, aj, aj, and mk,j, k = l, ... , si, for j going 
from 2 to 1111 is available as an ascii text file which may be downloaded from 
http://www.math.waikato.ac.nz/-stephenj/soboltab. txt. 
We present here these values up to 100 dimensions. In the case j = 1, we follow 
the Bratley and Fox implementation and use the special case of mk,l = 1 for 
k 2:'.: 1. The values of mk,i given in brackets are those obtained by the recurrence 
relation ( 11.1). 
j Sj llj ai m1,j m2,j ffiJ,j m4,i 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 0 3 1 (3) (5) (15) 
3 2 1 7 1 1 (7) (11) 
4 3 1 11 1 3 7 (5) 
5 3 2 13 1 1 5 (3) 
6 4 1 19 1 3 1 1 
7 4 4 25 1 1 3 7 
8 5 2 37 1 3 3 9 
9 5 13 59 1 3 7 13 
10 5 7 47 1 1 5 11 
11 5 14 61 1 3 5 1 
12 5 11 55 1 1 7 3 
13 5 4 41 1 3 7 7 
14 6 1 67 1 1 1 9 
15 6 16 97 1 3 3 5 
16 6 13 91 1 1 3 13 
17 6 22 109 1 1 7 13 
18 6 19 103 1 3 5 11 
19 6 25 115 1 1 1 3 
20 7 1 131 1 3 1 15 
21 7 32 193 1 1 5 5 
22 7 4 137 1 3 3 3 
23 7 8 145 1 1 7 15 
24 7 7 143 1 3 1 7 
25 7 56 241 1 3 7 9 
ms,j m6,i m1,j ms,j 
1 1 1 1 
(17) (51) (85) (255) 
(13) (61) (67) (79) 
(7) (43) (49) (147) 
(15) (51) (125) (141) 
(9) (59) (25) (89) 
(31) (47) (109) (173) 
9 (57) (43) (43) 
3 (35) (89) (9) 
27 (53) {69) (25) 
15 (19) (113) (115) 
29 (51) (47) (97) 
21 {61) (55) (19) 
23 37 (97) (97) 
19 33 (3) (197) 
11 7 (37) (101) 
25 5 (83) (255) 
7 11 (103) (29) 
13 39 (27) (203) 
17 63 13 (65) 
1 59 33 (195) 
25 17 115 (177) 
29 15 41 (105) 
3 23 79 (17) 
31 29 17 (47) 
m9,i m10,j m11,j 
1 1 1 
(257) (771) (1285) 
(465) (721) (823) 
(439) (1013) (727) 
(177) (759) (267) 
(321) (835) (833) 
(181) (949) (471) 
(225) (113) (1601) 
(235) {929) (1341) 
(103) {615) (913) 
(411) (157) (1725) 
(233) (39) (2021) 
(59) (761) (1905) 
(353) (169) (375) 
{329) {983) (893) 
(463) (657) (1599) 
(385) (647) (415) 
(111) (581) (605) 
(475) (505) (819) 
(451) (833) (975) 
(263) (139) (915) 
(19) (147) (1715) 
(249) (719) (1223) 
(275) (81) (1367) 


























































j Sj llj ai m1,j m2,j m3,i m4,i m5,i 
26 7 14 157 1 1 5 13 11 
27 7 28 185 1 1 1 9 5 
28 7 19 167 1 1 3 1 23 
29 7 50 229 1 3 7 11 27 
30 7 21 171 1 1 7 7 19 
31 7 42 213 1 3 1 5 21 
32 7 31 191 1 1 1 15 5 
33 7 62 253 1 3 1 1 1 
34 7 37 203 1 3 5 15 17 
35 7 41 211 1 1 7 11 13 
36 7 55 239 1 3 7 5 7 
37 7 59 247 1 1 5 11 15 
38 8 14 285 1 1 1 1 9 
39 8 56 369 1 1 3 7 31 
40 8 21 299 1 3 3 9 25 
41 8 22 301 1 1 7 7 3 
42 8 38 333 1 3 5 7 5 
43 8 47 351 1 1 5 1 23 
44 8 49 355 1 1 5 15 7 
45 8 50 357 1 1 3 15 3 
46 8 52 361 1 3 3 15 17 
47 8 67 391 1 3 3 13 23 
48 8 70 397 1 1 1 3 3 
49 8 84 425 1 3 1 3 3 
50 8 97 451 1 3 5 15 21 
m6,i m1,j ms,j 
3 29 (169) 
21 119 (109) 
13 75 (149) 
31 73 (143) 
25 105 (213) 
9 7 (7) 
49 59 (253) 
33 65 (191) 
19 21 (155) 
29 3 (175) 
11 113 (63) 
19 61 (47) 
27 89 7 
15 45 23 
25 107 39 
63 21 217 
55 71 141 
17 79 27 
63 19 53 
49 71 181 
19 61 169 
41 41 35 
59 57 15 
3 121 207 
57 87 45 
m9,i m10,j mu,j 
(393) (829) (629) 
(421) (989) (1541) 
(333) (375) (469) 
(217) (873) (989) 
(469) (131) (1667) 
(357) (211) (571) 
(21) (733) (1251) 
(193) (967) (451) 
(229) (447) (481) 
(247) (177) (721) 
(297) (57) (483) 
(147) (471) (1201) 
(497) (465) (1457) 
(61) (197) (415) 
(361) (763) (1435) 
(473) (9) (1775) 
(445) (87) (1105) 
(173) (93) (1057) 
(53) (973) (1017) 
(341) (557) (831) 
(141) (623) (1567) 
(7) (461) (985) 
(319) (991) (287) 
(231) (357) (1491) 


























































j Sj ai llj m1,j m2,j m3,i m4,i ms,j m6,i 
51 8 103 463 1 1 1 5 25 33 
52 8 115 487 1 1 1 9 25 49 
53 8 122 501 1 3 5 7 23 53 
54 9 8 529 1 3 3 13 11 57 
55 9 13 539 1 1 3 3 19 57 
56 9 16 545 1 3 3 7 3 39 
57 9 22 557 1 3 3 5 11 21 
58 9 25 563 1 3 1 11 31 7 
59 9 44 601 1 1 3 9 7 53 
60 9 47 607 1 3 7 1 9 9 
61 9 52 617 1 1 5 9 5 55 
62 9 55 623 1 3 7 1 17 15 
63 9 59 631 1 1 3 5 23 59 
64 9 62 637 1 1 7 7 17 19 
65 9 67 647 1 3 1 13 17 49 
66 9 74 661 1 3 3 9 25 31 
67 9 81 675 1 1 3 9 13 3 
68 9 82 677 1 1 5 1 11 39 
69 9 87 687 1 1 1 7 31 5 
70 9 91 695 1 1 3 3 27 5 
71 9 94 701 1 3 5 5 19 41 
72 9 103 719 1 1 5 1 17 9 
73 9 104 721 1 1 7 11 23 19 
74 9 109 731 1 3 7 11 7 9 
75 9 122 757 1 1 7 13 5 57 
m1,j ms,j m9,i 
119 247 (339) 
55 185 (487) 
85 117 (295) 
121 41 235 
119 81 307 
11 223 495 
23 151 417 
61 81 57 
11 189 151 
35 61 19 
33 95 119 
43 185 375 
107 23 451 
113 73 55 
101 113 449 
29 239 501 
87 85 53 
119 9 185 
97 201 317 
29 83 17 
17 53 21 
89 183 487 
5 203 13 
127 91 347 




















































































j Sj ai iij m1,j m2,j m3,i m4,i ms,j 
76 9 124 761 1 1 1 7 11 
77 9 137 787 1 1 1 7 19 
78 9 138 789 1 3 3 9 19 
79 9 143 799 1 3 3 9 7 
80 9 145 803 1 1 1 1 13 
81 9 152 817 1 3 1 1 21 
82 9 157 827 1 3 5 3 21 
83 9 167 847 1 1 1 9 7 
84 9 173 859 1 3 5 15 9 
85 9 176 865 1 3 7 1 11 
86 9 181 875 1 3 5 5 1 
87 9 182 877 1 1 1 13 5 
88 9 185 883 1 3 7 1 21 
89 9 191 895 1 3 5 9 11 
90 9 194 901 1 3 3 9 13 
91 9 199 911 1 1 3 9 25 
92 9 218 949 1 3 1 9 9 
93 9 220 953 1 3 5 9 7 
94 9 227 967 1 1 7 13 7 
95 9 229 971 1 3 1 11 27 
96 9 230 973 1 3 7 3 15 
97 9 234 981 1 3 5 5 25 
98 9 236 985 1 1 1 11 15 
99 9 241 995 1 3 7 11 21 
100 9 244 1001 1 1 3 13 17 
m6,i m1,j ms,j mg,i 
25 119 101 15 
1 117 13 391 
15 103 111 307 
51 105 239 189 
11 41 3 381 
19 83 205 71 
61 25 253 163 
53 41 247 99 
29 55 121 467 
19 69 189 167 
11 117 169 433 
9 49 179 337 
21 127 197 257 
19 29 175 179 
43 1 217 47 
13 99 249 385 
13 53 195 23 
41 83 95 117 
25 15 63 369 
31 31 19 425 
9 73 7 207 
11 115 5 433 
19 35 75 301 
5 21 217 147 
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